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From LGPrescott at nehgs.org Tue Feb 1 11:04:39 2005
From: LGPrescott at nehgs.org (Prescott, Laura)
Date: Tue Feb 1 10:47:17 2005
Subject: [Genealib] DNA Tests for Genealogical Purposes
Message-ID: <732716B256AE3F4991AF61EACAA7FC45017766AE@MAIL_NEHGS>
My father has had his Y DNA tested and his mitochondrial as well. I've had
my mitochondrial done. I used Family Tree DNA but I think all the labs are
quite reputable. Thomas Shawker has recently published "Unlocking Your
Genetic History" via NGS which was an interesting read.
FamilyTree DNA and Relative Genetics have helpful websites. I don't have
them handy, but you can google them.
Good luck!
Laura
Laura G. Prescott
Director of Marketing
New England Historic Genealogical Society
617-226-1252
508-788-9500 fax
PO Box 5089, Framingham, MA 01701
-----Original Message----From: Steve Perkins [mailto:SPerkins@uh.edu]
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2005 6:27 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] DNA Tests for Genealogical Purposes
The following are the primary DNA testing companies for genealogical
purposes. All test both paternal
Y chromosome DNA for males (Y DNA) and maternal mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA)
for both males
and females:
in England:
Oxford Ancestors
DNA Heritage
in the USA:
Family Tree DNA
Relative Genetics
Oxford Ancestors does it's own testing. Family Tree DNA uses the University
of Arizona labs. DNA
Heritage and Relative Genetics use the Sorenson labs. There are several
other labs that can do specialized tests.
I run 8 Y DNA surname studies: Ball, Creekmore, Manning, Perkins and
Parkins, Phipps, Strunk, Swain,
and Whitecotton.
There are two recent books that may be of interest:
<>
Megan Smolenyak Smolenyak and Ann Turner:
</>Trace Your Roots with DNA : Using Genetic Tests to Explore Your Family

Tree
and
Thomas Shawker,
Unlocking Your Genetic History : A Step-by-Step Guide to Discovering Your
Family's
Medical and Genetic Heritage (National Geneological Society Guide, 6)
Regards,
Steven C. Perkins, JD, MLL
Coordinator of Reference Services
U of Houston MD Anderson Library
Deena Butta wrote:
hi--Oxford Ancestors is one company that does genealogy-related DNA testing.
http://www.oxfordancestors.com/ <http://www.oxfordancestors.com/>
Deena Butta
Glenview PL
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [
mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu> ] On Behalf Of Craig R.
Scott
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2005 4:37 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] DNA Tests for Genealogical Purposes
Hate to jump in <G>, but let me put in two cents worth
BYU actually does NOT do testing at all (they used to house the Center for
Molecular Biology which became SMGF). The SMGF "Foundation" is the group
that is involved in academic research and is collecting samples throughout
the world. Their focus is on the autosomal markers. They DO NOT perform
testing for individuals NOR do they present results to anyone from whom they
collected samples. They do provide a free Y chromosome database, but in
order to access it , one would need to obtain his profile from a commercial
testing company.
C.
Craig R. Scott, CGRS
President & CEO
Heritage Books, Inc.
65 East Main Street
Westminster, MD 21157
WillowBend@WillowBendBooks.com <mailto:WillowBend@WillowBendBooks.com>

Visit our websites www.HeritageBooks.com <http://www.HeritageBooks.com>
www.WillowBendBooks.com <http://www.WillowBendBooks.com>

and

----- Original Message ----From: Dlunow@aol.com <mailto:Dlunow@aol.com>
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2005 4:01 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] DNA Tests for Genealogical Purposes
Brigham Young University has a program.
They test free.
It is very simple, they send a "KIT."
It is a mailing bag with a kind of "Mouth wash" in it.
The person being tested follows the instructions, fills out the form and
mails it back.
Very simple,
I will look for a contact and get back to you.
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
Wimberley, Texas

_____
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib>

_____
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib>

-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050201/49797a1a/
attachment.htm
From suttonl at co.oakland.mi.us Tue Feb 1 09:57:35 2005
From: suttonl at co.oakland.mi.us (suttonl@co.oakland.mi.us)
Date: Tue Feb 1 10:53:55 2005
Subject: [Genealib] DNA Tests for Genealogical Purposes
Message-ID: <59baf4f3.c7d7b2dd.834f700@mira03.co.oakland.mi.us>
The only ones that I have come across are for direct male
line only. I am not sure what you will get for a female
descendent.
Linda Sutton
---- Original message --->Date: Mon, 31 Jan 2005 14:23:52 -0600
>From: "Terri Parrish" <hwn000@mail.connect.more.net>
>Subject: [Genealib] DNA Tests for Genealogical Purposes
>To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
>
Link: File-List
>
>
Hi everyone,
>
>
>
>
I just had a patron ask what I knew of DNA
>
genealogical tests. I found a few companies on
>
Cnydi's list and scanned what they had to offer. It
>
all seemed quite complicated and I'm afraid DNA is
>
out of my range of knowledge. Has anyone out there
>
had feedback on these services? This would be a
>
female being tested so if you know what type of
>
results she can get, please let me know? Thanks in
>
advance for any feedback.
>
>
>
>
Terri Parrish
>
>
Polk County Library
>
>
1690 W. Broadway
>
>
Bolivar, MO 65613
>
>
417-326-4531
>
>
hwn000@mail.connect.more.net
>
>
>________________
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From crobledo at mission-viejo.com Tue Feb 1 12:17:28 2005

From: crobledo at mission-viejo.com (Colleen Robledo)
Date: Tue Feb 1 12:09:01 2005
Subject: [Genealib] New USGenWeb Immigratons Project
Message-ID: <s1ff494b.075@email>
Hello Colleagues,
If you have access to these types of collections, or know of any
patrons who might be interested, please spread the word. It will be a
while before we have actual records/indexes available.
Thank you!

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------Please excuse the cross-postings...
EXTRA! EXTRA!
Announcing an exciting new "Immigrations & Naturalization Project"
for the USGenWeb Archives:
http://www.rootsweb.com/~usgenweb/archimmi/
Our primary purpose is to provide transcriptions of public domain
indexes and records.
Copyrighted materials for which written permission has been obtained
may be included
as well.
WE NEED YOUR HELP!
Would you like to help with the project? There are two ways you can
help! We need
volunteers to serve as state file managers, who maintain the state
pages and upload
files. We also need volunteers to submit and transcribe indexes and
records held
by federal, state, county, and local archives. Please see the Volunteer
Guidelines
to learn more about these opportunities.
SPREAD THE WORD!
Please share the news with all your fellow genealogists!
Thank you!
Colleen Robledo
Project Coordinator, USGenWeb Immmigration & Naturalization Project
Colleen Robledo
Mission Viejo Library
Library Assistant, Technology Center
949/830-7100 (Ext: 4012)
CRobledo@mission-viejo.com
http://www.cmvl.org
From rsteinig at suffolk.lib.ny.us Tue Feb 1 13:28:05 2005
From: rsteinig at suffolk.lib.ny.us (Renee Steinig)

Date: Tue Feb 1 13:10:15 2005
Subject: [Genealib] DNA Tests for Genealogical Purposes - more on Family
Tree DNA
In-Reply-To: <732716B256AE3F4991AF61EACAA7FC45017766AE@MAIL_NEHGS>
Message-ID: <00de01c5088b$c55bc7d0$6401a8c0@RSDELL>
Laura G. Prescott <LGPrescott@nehgs.org> wrote...
<<My father has had his Y DNA tested and his mitochondrial as well. I've had
my mitochondrial done. I used Family Tree DNA but I think all the labs are
quite reputable. Thomas Shawker has recently published "Unlocking Your
Genetic History" via NGS which was an interesting read. FamilyTree DNA and
Relative Genetics have helpful websites. I don't have them handy, but you
can google them.>>
JewishGen has partnered with Family Tree DNA ( www.familytreedna.com )
in a "Genealogy by Genetics" project ( www.jewishgen.org/dna/ )
and sponsors a DNA Testing mailing list.
Renee
Renee Stern Steinig
Jewish Genealogy Society of Long Island
Dix Hills, NY
RSteinig@suffolk.lib.ny.us

From RRoberts at cslib.org Tue Feb 1 15:24:46 2005
From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Tue Feb 1 15:06:00 2005
Subject: [Genealib] CT State Library holidays
Message-ID: <s1ff9f55.043@ns2.cslib.org>
All State Library facilities will be closed Fri. Feb. 11 and Sat. Feb.
12 in observance of Lincoln's birthday. Regular hours resume Mon. Feb.
14.
All State Library facilities will be closed Sat. Feb. 19 and Mon. Feb.
21 in observance of Washington's birthday. Regular hours resume Tues.
Feb. 22.

Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head
History and Genealogy Unit
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
From admin at genealogicalstudies.com Tue Feb 1 16:50:53 2005
From: admin at genealogicalstudies.com (admin@genealogicalstudies.com)
Date: Tue Feb 1 16:28:54 2005
Subject: [Genealib] February Online Courses & Onsite Research Academie
Message-ID: <000401c508a8$1a6064e0$1210d1cd@pleskwin1>

Hello James,
NEED HANDS-ON HELP? Instructors of the National Institute can help you with your
research needs at one of these Research Academies & Special Events planned during
2005:
For more information, go to www.genealogicalstudies.com. Click on Information,
click on Field Trips. To enable you to have enough time with our instructors to
discuss your research needs, registrations are limited. Don't be disappointed:
register early...
Library and Archives Canada, Ottawa: April 10-15
A British Day, Windsor: May 26
Graduation Ceremony, Windsor May: 26
Allen County Public Library, Fort Wayne: July, 2005
Archives of Ontario, Libraries & Church Archives: August 15-18
Family History Library, Salt Lake City: August 28 to September 7
Graduation Ceremony, Salt Lake City: September 6
National Archives & Records Administration (NARA), Washington: November, 2005
This message is also to let you know that 41 online courses are starting on Monday,
February 7th, 2005.
-----------------------ALL DEPARTMENTS/COUNTRIES:
Analysis and Skills Mentoring Program-Part 1
Analysis and Skills Mentoring Program-Part 2
Analysis and Skills Mentoring Program-Part 3
Electronic Resources: The Internet
Methodology-Part 1: Getting Started
Methodology-Part 2: Organizing your Research
Methodology-Part 3: More Strategies
Methodology-Part 4: Effective Searching and Recording
Methodology-Part 5: How To Prove it
Palaeography: Reading & Understanding Historical Documents
SPECIFIC DEPARTMENTS/COUNTRIES:
Canadian: Census Records-Part 1
Canadian: Land Record-Part 1
Canadian: Local History & Special Collections
Canadian: Vital Statistics-Part 2
English: & Welsh Census Records
English: Non-Anglican Church Records
English: Parish Registers
English: Poor Law & Parish Chest Records
English: Tax Records incl. Oaths, Insurance & Business Records
German: Locating Places in Germany
German: The Language
Irish: Census and Census Substitute Records
Irish: Electoral & Taxation Records
Irish: Land Administration Records
Irish: Understanding Ireland, History & Source Records
Scottish: Understanding Scotland, including Basic Sources
US: Cemetery and Mortuary Records
US: Immigration & Naturalization Records
US: Land Records
US: Occupational Records
US: Religious Records-Part 1

***NEW***

Librarianship: Genealogy Collection Development
Librarianship: Genealogy Reference Interview
Librarianship: Programming and Marketing Your Services

***NEW*** 21/02

ELECTIVE COURSES:
Protect Your Precious Documents
Research: French-Canadian Ancestors
Research: German Ancestors
Research: Irish Ancestors
Research: Mayflower Ancestry
Research: Polish Ancestors
Research: Slovak Ancestors-Part 1
---------------------If you would like to register for any of the above courses, please do so by logging
on to our site at www.genealogicalstudies.com.
If this is the first time you are accessing your Private Student Briefcase and you
have not entered your own password, click on Login, enter your e-mail address and
the password: institute. Otherwise you can subscribe in the normal fashion.
To continue the registration process:
Click on Course Calendar (please be patient: this page takes a few minutes to load,
since courses are listed up to 2007)
Click on Chronological View then Scroll down
Click on Register (for more details about the course, click on the course name)
Complete the registration
Keep in mind, you can register and pay online to save time. These courses are
starting on February 7th, 2005. Please register as soon as possible. If you are
past the start date, you can still register for one of the above courses, but
simply choose the next date available. If you are within 7 days of the start date,
once your registration is processed, go to your Briefcase area, click on the future
date of the course, change the date to the current date. If you have any
difficulties, simply send us an e-mail or call 1-800-580-0165.
PLEASE NOTE (For students with packages):
If you have courses remaining in a
package of course, click on the name of your package found in your briefcase area.
When the registration form is completed, the fee will be $0.00. (Librarianship
courses can only be taken from the Librarianship packages.)
PRINTED COURSE MATERIALS: If you have an elective binder kit and would like to
receive the printed materials, please send us an e-mail at
orders@genealogicalstudies.com
If you have any questions, do not hesitate to either call us toll free 1-800-5800165 (or in the Toronto area 416-861-0165) or send us a message at
info@genealogicalstudies.com
Louise St Denis
The National Institute for Genealogical Studies
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Tue Feb 1 17:25:57 2005
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Tue Feb 1 17:07:37 2005
Subject: [Genealib] DNA Tests for Genealogical Purposes
References: <003801c507d2$c90f8010$e2c8c80a@PolkCOLIBrary>
Message-ID: <420001F5.5050608@arlsmail.org>
Hi!

I hope I am not repeating something already pointed out but Terry and
Richard Barton's World Family.net is a privately created and maintained
database of surnames with DNA tests going on. http://worldfamilies.net
They have a useful tools page and other helpful information.
Another article, Genealogy & DNA: Assessing the Risks by Candace L.
Doriott, appeared in Genealogical Computing April/May/June 2004 Vol. 23,
no. 4, pp.48-50.
This article, unlike some of the other sources given, does not talk
about the how-to or even a basic explanation of DNA testing as much as
it raises concerns. Among other things, Doriott wants us to think about
privacy and continuity of the company that you get tested by so that you
will have future access to the information. I'm not sure the caveats
raised are entirely valid, but I am glad someone wrote an article
raising the issues and helping us to think about some of them.
Laura

Terri Parrish wrote:
> Hi everyone,
>
>
>
> I just had a patron ask what I knew of DNA genealogical tests. I
> found a few companies on Cnydi's list and scanned what they had to
> offer. It all seemed quite complicated and I'm afraid DNA is out of
> my range of knowledge. Has anyone out there had feedback on these
> services? This would be a female being tested so if you know what
> type of results she can get, please let me know? Thanks in advance
> for any feedback.
>
>
>
> Terri Parrish
>
> Polk County Library
>
> 1690 W. Broadway
>
> Bolivar, MO 65613
>
> 417-326-4531
>
> hwn000@mail.connect.more.net <mailto:hwn000@mail.connect.more.net>
>
>
>
>----------------------------------------------------------------------->
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>

-Laura W. Carter
The Heritage Room
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, GA 30606
(706) 613-3650 Ext. 350 Voice
(706) 613-3660 Fax
lcarter@arlsmail.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050201/2a5681eb/
attachment.htm
From ecfeil at yahoo.com Tue Feb 1 17:56:35 2005
From: ecfeil at yahoo.com (Elizabeth Feil)
Date: Tue Feb 1 17:38:43 2005
Subject: [Genealib] RE: DNA Tests for Genealogical Purposes
Message-ID: <3.0.1.32.20050201175635.0093d1a8@postoffice.worldnet.att.net>
Dear Terri,
You may have already done this, but it would be helpful to ascertain why
the patron wants a DNA test.
In a few cases, DNA testing can provide information about a person's
ethnic background (primarily whether the person has Indian or African
heritage). This can be useful as a means of confirming family stories
about ethnic heritage and pointing the way toward new resources that should
be consulted. However, a female has no Y chromosome and therefore can only
rely on mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) testing, and mtDNA is inherited only from
one's mother; therefore, the patron would only be able to find out if she
has Indian or African heritage through her mother, maternal grandmother, etc.
DNA testing is most useful as a means of figuring out whether the patron
is related to someone else whose DNA is known. For instance, it could be
used to figure out whether two people are descended from a common ancestor,
or whether a person is related to other people with the same last name who
are participating in a DNA surname study. However, many surname studies,
for the obvious reason that surnames typically inherit through male lines,
rely on Y-chromosome testing, which your patron could not participate in.
But if the person thinks that having a DNA test done in isolation will
provide some sort of shortcut to their ancestry, for the most part, it will
not. As always, nothing is easy!
Hope this helps.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Feil
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Elizabeth C. Feil, MLS, MA
<ecfeil@yahoo.com>
<http://www.sacramentovalley.org>
Sacramento Valley History Digital Collection
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->Date: Mon, 31 Jan 2005 14:23:52 -0600
>From: "Terri Parrish" <hwn000@mail.connect.more.net>

>Subject: [Genealib] DNA Tests for Genealogical Purposes
>To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
>Hi everyone,
>
>I just had a patron ask what I knew of DNA
>genealogical tests. I found
>a few companies on Cnydi's list and scanned what
>they had to offer. It
>all seemed quite complicated and I'm afraid DNA
>is out of my range of
>knowledge. Has anyone out there had feedback on
>these services? This
>would be a female being tested so if you know
>what type of results she
>can get, please let me know? Thanks in advance
>for any feedback.
>
>Terri Parrish
>Polk County Library
>1690 W. Broadway
>Bolivar, MO 65613
>417-326-4531
>hwn000@mail.connect.more.net
From pdolgenos at library.ca.gov Tue Feb 1 19:55:41 2005
From: pdolgenos at library.ca.gov (Dolgenos, Peter)
Date: Tue Feb 1 19:37:22 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Boston Globe on Microfilm
Message-ID: <EB7CB887BC0BF24D844E5FC10713B3640D9683@cslmail2.library.ca.gov>
Dear Ms. Mannix,
You might try Coastal Georgia Community College in Brunswick, Georgia.
the Globe on film, although I'm not sure how far back.
Peter Dolgenos
Sutro Library, a branch of the California State Library
480 Winston Drive
San Francisco, CA 94132
415-557-0421
pdolgenos@library.ca.gov
The Sutro Library is now closed on Saturdays due to budget cuts.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Mary K.
Mannix
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2005 2:10 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Boston Globe on Microfilm
Hey All! Anybody know an institution who will lend Boston Globe on
microfilm?? Or, someone who has said microfilm and is willing to
printout articles if asked nice and paid for copies and person jumped
through all required hoops and as the institution's schedule permitted

They have

:) ? Spoken to the Globe itself and Boston Public with no look so
far. Patron looking for 5 series of articles that appeared in the
paper late 1890s/1900s, seem to be "stories". Kind of interesting.
Thanks for any assistance or guidance that can be offered. Best, Mary
M.
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From Irisha20 at aol.com Tue Feb 1 23:30:42 2005
From: Irisha20 at aol.com (Irisha20@aol.com)
Date: Tue Feb 1 23:12:28 2005
Subject: [Genealib] genealogist/clerks
Message-ID: <192.38b0cc16.2f31b172@aol.com>
We are researching what other libraries in the area
are offering their part-time employees who are also genealogist's.
We would like to be able to provide the
board members with examples of what other libraries
offer.
Examples of starting pay and/or any special benefits would be

appreciated.

Cathy in Michigan

Genealogy Before Housework!
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050201/a5788cd2/
attachment.htm
From prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us Wed Feb 2 13:07:35 2005
From: prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us (Phyllis Rickard)
Date: Wed Feb 2 12:52:19 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Fw: [MICHLIB-L] Digital Obituaries
Message-ID: <005601c50952$13f4b660$e400a8c0@floss>
Forwarded with Valerie Meyerson's permission.
----- Original Message ----From: "Valerie Meyerson" <val@charlevoixlibrary.org>
To: "Michlib-L@Lists.Libraryofmichigan.Org"
<michlib-l@lists.libraryofmichigan.org>
Sent: Wednesday, February 02, 2005 10:52 AM
Subject: [MICHLIB-L] Digital Obituaries
> "Charlevoix Library Digitizing Obituaries"

>
> The Charlevoix Public Library (MI) and the Friends of the Charlevoix
Public
> Library announce the availability of digitized local obituaries. The
> Michigan Room Committee of the Friends of the Charlevoix Library are
adding
> one obituary at a time to a database, as well as scanning each obituary.
> The obituary is searchable by date and name as well as relatives and
> nicknames. The actual obituary is also scanned and available to be viewed
> and printed.
>
> Currently there are seven years of obituaries available, 1998 - 2004. The
> library staff work at adding the current year's obituaries and the Friends
> of the Library are working backwards to add the older papers. The Library
> owns all the Charlevoix Courier newspapers back to its inception in 1908,
as
> well as the Sentinel from 1920-1936 and the Charlevoix Journal from 1883 > 1890. "We realize this is a long-term project, but felt it would truly
> benefit all our patrons for many, many years," stated Cynthia Postmus,
> Michigan Room Committee member.
>
> To access the obituary database, visit the Charlevoix Library website at
> www.charlevoixlibrary.org and look on the header for the link. If you
need
> any assistance searching, contact the Charlevoix Library at (231)
547-2651.
> ____________________________________________________________
> Valerie Meyerson, Library Director
> Charlevoix Public Library
> 109 W Clinton St
> Charlevoix MI 49720
> 231.547.2651; fax 231.547.0678
> val@charlevoixlibrary.org
>
>
>
>
> _________________________________________________________________
> You are subscribed to MICHLIB-L as prickard@monroe.lib.mi.us
>
> To change your preferences, retrieve your password, or unsubscribe, go to
http://lists.dhal.org/mailman/listinfo/michlib-l
>
From library at ci.belton.tx.us Wed Feb 2 15:10:00 2005
From: library at ci.belton.tx.us (LIBRARY)
Date: Wed Feb 2 14:57:08 2005
Subject: [Genealib] New Orleans Genesis
Message-ID: <F74FA678F48D794997663E7110DD9C6006E4E3@CITY_EX>
Free to a good home. Shipping only.
New Orleans Genesis
Jan., Mar., June., Sept.
1962 (not bound)
1962 Index
1963
1963 Index
1964

1964 Index
1972 missing Jan.
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
Jan., April, July, Oct.
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
Kim Adele Kroll
Lena Armstrong Public Library
310 East 1st Avenue
P.O. Box 120
Belton, Texas 76513
From frankf at sanantonio.gov Wed Feb 2 16:47:39 2005
From: frankf at sanantonio.gov (Frank Faulkner)
Date: Wed Feb 2 16:29:41 2005
Subject: [Genealib] New Orleans Genesis
Message-ID: <9DDBA90D28C8E8468467914D89B27BF302D61991@EXVS3.cosa.root.ci.sat.tx.us>
Dear Kim,
San Antonio Public Library, Texana/Genealogy Department will take all New Orleans
Genesis before 1989 if they are still available. We will of course pay postage. Let
me know.
Thank you.
Frank S. Faulkner, Jr.
Public Services Manager
Texana/Genealogy Department
San Antonio Public Library
600 Soledad
San Antonio, Texas 78205
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of LIBRARY

Sent: Wednesday, February 02, 2005 2:10 PM
To: 'genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: [Genealib] New Orleans Genesis
Free to a good home. Shipping only.
New Orleans Genesis
Jan., Mar., June., Sept.
1962 (not bound)
1962 Index
1963
1963 Index
1964
1964 Index
1972 missing Jan.
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
Jan., April, July, Oct.
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
Kim Adele Kroll
Lena Armstrong Public Library
310 East 1st Avenue
P.O. Box 120
Belton, Texas 76513
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From library at ci.belton.tx.us Wed Feb 2 18:10:34 2005
From: library at ci.belton.tx.us (LIBRARY)
Date: Wed Feb 2 17:57:36 2005
Subject: [Genealib] New Orleans Genesis
Message-ID: <F74FA678F48D794997663E7110DD9C6006E4E4@CITY_EX>

Including 89?
Kim
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Frank
Faulkner
Sent: Wednesday, February 02, 2005 3:48 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] New Orleans Genesis
Dear Kim,
San Antonio Public Library, Texana/Genealogy Department will take all New
Orleans Genesis before 1989 if they are still available. We will of course
pay postage. Let me know.
Thank you.
Frank S. Faulkner, Jr.
Public Services Manager
Texana/Genealogy Department
San Antonio Public Library
600 Soledad
San Antonio, Texas 78205
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of LIBRARY
Sent: Wednesday, February 02, 2005 2:10 PM
To: 'genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: [Genealib] New Orleans Genesis
Free to a good home. Shipping only.
New Orleans Genesis
Jan., Mar., June., Sept.
1962 (not bound)
1962 Index
1963
1963 Index
1964
1964 Index
1972 missing Jan.
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
Jan., April, July, Oct.
1982

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
Kim Adele Kroll
Lena Armstrong Public Library
310 East 1st Avenue
P.O. Box 120
Belton, Texas 76513
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From frankf at sanantonio.gov Wed Feb 2 18:31:05 2005
From: frankf at sanantonio.gov (Frank Faulkner)
Date: Wed Feb 2 18:13:00 2005
Subject: [Genealib] New Orleans Genesis
Message-ID: <9DDBA90D28C8E8468467914D89B27BF302D61992@EXVS3.cosa.root.ci.sat.tx.us>
Kim,
Excluding 1989.
Frank
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of LIBRARY
Sent: Wednesday, February 02, 2005 5:11 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] New Orleans Genesis
Including 89?
Kim
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Frank
Faulkner
Sent: Wednesday, February 02, 2005 3:48 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists

Subject: RE: [Genealib] New Orleans Genesis
Dear Kim,
San Antonio Public Library, Texana/Genealogy Department will take all New
Orleans Genesis before 1989 if they are still available. We will of course
pay postage. Let me know.
Thank you.
Frank S. Faulkner, Jr.
Public Services Manager
Texana/Genealogy Department
San Antonio Public Library
600 Soledad
San Antonio, Texas 78205
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of LIBRARY
Sent: Wednesday, February 02, 2005 2:10 PM
To: 'genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: [Genealib] New Orleans Genesis
Free to a good home. Shipping only.
New Orleans Genesis
Jan., Mar., June., Sept.
1962 (not bound)
1962 Index
1963
1963 Index
1964
1964 Index
1972 missing Jan.
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
Jan., April, July, Oct.
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

1993
1994
1995
Kim Adele Kroll
Lena Armstrong Public Library
310 East 1st Avenue
P.O. Box 120
Belton, Texas 76513
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From ckluskens at starpower.net Thu Feb 3 09:44:20 2005
From: ckluskens at starpower.net (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Thu Feb 3 09:25:39 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Correction - new Hartland, Michigan history book
In-Reply-To: <FC42A884-6374-11D9-BBC6-000393BC81BA@starpower.net>
References: <OGEIJJEGLGNGHLOLCNLCKEPGDJAA.jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us>
<FC42A884-6374-11D9-BBC6-000393BC81BA@starpower.net>
Message-ID: <16AC355B-75F2-11D9-8285-000393BC81BA@starpower.net>
The correct price is $45. Add $2.70 sales tax if you are a Michigan
resident. $10 for shipping.
On Jan 10, 2005, at 9:03 PM, Claire Kluskens wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi all,
The Hartland Historical Society (Hartland, Michigan) has just
published a new history the town comprising 710 pages and more than
1,000 photographs. The cost is $47.70 plus $10 for shipping.
Payment should be sent to Hartland Historical Society, PO Box 49,
Hartland, MI? 48353.?
For more information, see this:
<http://www.detnews.com/2004/livingston/0412/15/C05L-33950.htm>.
(There are no spaces in that URL, so if your browser adds some, remove
them.)
Claire Kluskens
Disclaimer: I am not connected to this project but I will be
purchasing one for my own research shelf - and thought a number of
libraries out there would also be interested.

From ECole at oakville.ca Thu Feb 3 10:05:07 2005
From: ECole at oakville.ca (ECole@oakville.ca)
Date: Thu Feb 3 09:46:48 2005

Subject: [Genealib] Elise Cole/Central Library/Oakville is out of the office.
Message-ID: <OF9D2CD134.F2206B61-ON85256F9D.0052DDCA-85256F9D.0052DDCC@oakville.ca>
I will be out of the office starting
02/07/2005.

02/03/2005 and will not return until

If you require more immediate assistance, please contact AskUs!, our e-mail
reference service at oplreference@oakville.ca. I will respond to your
e-mail upon my return.
From rfriedman at cjh.org Thu Feb 3 13:44:20 2005
From: rfriedman at cjh.org (Robert Friedman)
Date: Thu Feb 3 13:27:56 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Summer Family History Program for Teens - NYC
Message-ID: <645D8508A770D04F91F427D76401D382CC50B6@smtp3.cjh.org>
[Please excuse multiple postings]
The Samberg Family History Program:
A Joint Project of The Center for Jewish History and
The American Jewish Historical Society
July 5-22 & 25-29, 2005
Applications received by April 30, 2005 will be given first priority.
The CJH Genealogy Institute and AJHS are again offering an interdisciplinary
program in history and genealogy for high school students this summer. The Samberg
Family History Program provides students with a strong grounding in research
methods and Jewish history in a non-judgmental setting that encourages questioning,
discussion, and collaboration. Mentored by expert educators, historians,
archivists, curators, and genealogists, students acquire the skills necessary to
engage in serious historical and genealogical research. They learn to work with
the evidence of the past as well as the technology of the present.
Visits to other repositories and historic sites in New York City and workshops
using the sources of history--original photographs, objects, and documents--help
students visualize how history is created and preserved. Individual or group
projects allow them to bring together new research tools, historical and
genealogical insights, and their own creativity.
Accepted students are recognized as Samberg High School Fellows and awarded fulltuition scholarships. The Program does not expect or require any previous
experience in Jewish education.
The 2005 Samberg Family History Program for high school students will be held July
5-22, with an option to continue for a fourth week of further activities from July
25-29. Applications received by April 30 will receive first priority.
Please share this message with anyone who would benefit from our program. You can
find additional details, request copies of our brochure, and download application
forms from our website, www.cjh.org/family/samberg.cfm.
If you have any questions, please call Shira Kohn at 212-294-8324, or send e-mail
to <samberg@cjh.org>. We would be happy to talk with you about the Samberg Family
History Program.
Sincerely,

Bob Friedman
Director, Center for Jewish History Genealogy Institute
From library at ci.belton.tx.us Fri Feb 4 10:39:41 2005
From: library at ci.belton.tx.us (LIBRARY)
Date: Fri Feb 4 10:26:37 2005
Subject: [Genealib] New Orleans Genesis
Message-ID: <F74FA678F48D794997663E7110DD9C6006E4E9@CITY_EX>
The journals have found a home.

Thank You for all who responded.

Kim Adele Kroll
Lena Armstrong Public Library
Belton, Texas 76513
From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Mon Feb 7 18:43:59 2005
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Mon Feb 7 18:25:31 2005
Subject: [Genealib] What's New in RELIC (February 2005)
Message-ID: <16A9005EDEB2D611BDE000306E015F1601B3921C@chinn1.pwc.ad>
WHAT'S NEW IN RELIC
February 2005
The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History
Prince William Public Library System
Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109.
703-792-4540 www.pwcgov.org/library Email: relic2@pwcgov.org.
To read the latest lists of new materials in RELIC (through the end of January)
click on http://www.pwcgov.org/default.aspx?topic=040034001060002048

Following are upcoming programs at Bull Run Regional Library related to local
history and genealogy. Sign language interpretation of library programs is
available if requested three weeks in advance.

Sunday, February 13, 2:00 p.m.
Repeated: Tuesday, February 22, 7:30 p.m.
RESEARCHING YOUR FAMILY HISTORY:

WHERE TO BEGIN

Family history enthusiasts will have an opportunity to learn about methods,
strategies and resources for tracing their roots at one of two free sessions
sponsored by RELIC and the Friends of Central and Bull Run Regional Libraries.
Local genealogy instructor Diane Nesmeyer will conduct both sessions and interested
persons can choose to attend on either Sunday, February 13 from 2:00 p.m. to 3:30
p.m. or Tuesday, February 22 from 7:30 p.m. to 8:45 p.m.
Both beginners and those who have dabbled in various aspects of their family
heritage will benefit from these presentations, which will highlight the numerous
free genealogical resources available at RELIC and Ms. Nesmeyer's expertise as a
veteran researcher.
Seating is limited. To register for this free program, stop by the library at 8051
Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109, call RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or email us at
relic2@pwcgov.org. For further information, or to suggest a topic for a future
program please contact RELIC staff Tish Como, Don Wilson or Beverly Veness.

Tuesday, March 22, 7:30 p.m.
PLANNING FOR SUCCESSFUL GENEALOGICAL RESEARCH
IN NORTHERN VIRGINIA
Knowing where to efficiently find information is one of the keys to
successful research. Spend an hour learning where original, microfilmed and
published information about families from Northern Virginia can be found today.
The speaker will be
Ms. Marty Hiatt, C.G.R.S., editor of Northern Virginia
Genealogy, a magazine that focuses on Prince William and several nearby counties.
Seating is limited. To register for this free program, stop by the library at 8051
Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109, call RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or email us at
relic2@pwcgov.org.
The Genealogy Doctor Is In
First and Third Thursdays of each month, 10:00 a.m. - 12 noon.
(Upcoming available dates: February 17, March 3 and 17.)
Schedule a private, 30-minute visit with RELIC's Don Wilson to start your research
or discuss and analyze an historical or genealogical problem that has stumped you.
Choice of times: 10:00, 10:45, 11:30.
Call RELIC at 703-792-4540 for a free appointment.
Saturday, May 14, 7-11 p.m.

SPECIAL LIBRARY EVENT

State Archivist Set to Speak at "RELIC After Dark."
Virginia State Archivist Conley L. Edwards will be the featured speaker at "RELIC
After Dark," an exceptional event set for Saturday, May 14, at Bull Run Regional
Library in Manassas. The evening's activities will highlight and benefit the Ruth
E. Lloyd Information Center (RELIC), Prince William Public Library System's special
collection for genealogy and local history.
The fundraiser is described as "an exciting evening of food, drink, fun and
history." It opens at 7 p.m. with a mixer featuring hors d'oeuvres and assorted
beverages, including wine and beer. At 8 p.m., Library Director Dick Murphy and
Don Wilson, head of RELIC, will give introductory remarks. Mr. Conley's
presentation, beginning at 8:30, is entitled "The Place of History in Our
Communities." Dessert and coffee will be served and door prizes awarded at 9:30.
Throughout the evening, until 11 p.m., the library's resources will be available
for those interested in family or historical research.
Mr. Edwards has served with the State Archives in Richmond since 1974 and has
headed the department for the past nine years. His education includes a master's
degree in American history from the University of Richmond. His writings on
historical and genealogical topics have appeared in a variety of state and regional
publication, including Civil War Times, Illustrated; William and Mary Quarterly;
and The Magazine of Virginia Genealogy. As State Archivist he serves as the
Chairman of the Virginia Board for Geographic Names. He serves as the coordinator
for the State Historical Records Advisory Board, having been appointed by Governors
Allen, Gilmore, and Warner to that position. He is currently a member of the board
of directors of the Council of State Historical Records Coordinators. He is also
Director of the Archival and Information Services Division, Library of Virginia.

Admission to this special event is $25 per person. Dressy casual attire is
suggested.
Space is limited. Registrations will be accepted until May 6,
addressed to RELIC, Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA
20109. Checks should be made out to "PWPLS."
Additional tax-deductible
contributions to support RELIC will also be accepted.
Named for Library founder Ruth E. Lloyd, the department is open daily, the
same hours as Bull Run Regional Library. Books, microfilm, special electronic
databases, and high-speed internet access, with staff assistance, are among the
resources that RELIC provides. For further information, call us at 703-792-4540.
#

Donald L. Wilson, Virginiana Librarian
Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History
Prince William Public Library System
Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue
Manassas, VA 20109-2892
703-792-4540 www.pwcgov.org/library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050207/7ad98d6c/
attachment.htm
From llandis at starklibrary.org Tue Feb 8 14:11:06 2005
From: llandis at starklibrary.org (Lauren Landis)
Date: Tue Feb 8 13:52:42 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Every-name Index to Stark Co., OH Cemeteries
Message-ID: <667C287321B2574D83FC4D545E1AC45D128947@scdl-exmail.scdl.local>
The Stark County Chapter of the Ohio Genealogical Society is pleased to
announce a new resource. Their recently completed every-name index to
the seven-volume set of Stark County Cemetery Inscriptions (previously
surname indexed only) is now available at RootsWeb.com. To access the
database, go to RootsWeb's main page at www.rootsweb.com, put the name
you are searching in the "Search RootsWeb.com" search field. When the
results come up, scroll down to "Other Searches," and click on "Book
Indexes." If there is a hit in the Stark County Cemetery Inscriptions,
it will appear on the following page giving the volume and page of the
original record.
For copies of the originals, you can contact either the Corresponding
Secretary of the Stark County Chapter O.G.S. at P.O. Box 9035, Canton,
OH 44711, or the Genealogy Division of the Stark County District
Library at www.starklibrary.com. Other libraries around Ohio and
elsewhere also have the Stark County Cemetery Inscriptions books. You
may want to check libraries in your area first to see if you can access
them locally.
Sincerely,
Lauren Landis, Newsletter Editor
Stark County Chapter O.G.S.
"Old genealogists never die, they just lose their census." Anonymous
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Tue Feb 8 17:12:45 2005

From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Tue Feb 8 16:54:15 2005
Subject: [Genealib] American Genealogical Lending Library
Message-ID: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CCD88@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to whom
it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and
exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient,
be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure, duplication,
distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this information is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the
sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of the original
message and any attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of McKinney
nor the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility
to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
From jbrannan at uwa.edu Tue Feb 8 17:26:06 2005
From: jbrannan at uwa.edu (Brannan, Joyce A.)
Date: Tue Feb 8 17:07:35 2005
Subject: [Genealib] American Genealogical Lending Library
Message-ID: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D2264A5A01@phosphorus.uwa.edu>
I have used them for loans, but not since 1994 (?). They are a still
good source of microfilm for purchase at reasonable prices.
Joyce Adams Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
University of West Alabama
Livingston, AL 35470
205-652-3677
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Tracy
Luscombe
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2005 4:13 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] American Genealogical Lending Library

I found tucked onto a back shelf in my office, two large blue
binders. Apparently my predecessor put them there. They are imprinted
American Genealogical Lending Library, then have taped labels that say
Heritage Quest Loan Orders. They appear to be a list of microfilms we
can borrow for our patrons (I assume for a fee). However, there is
reference to 1991. I Googled "American Genealogical Lending Library"
and got directed to this program by Heritage Quest. Have any of you ever
used this program? Should I be trying to obtain an updated catalog from
Heritage Quest (newer than 1991)? Is there information in these
microfilms that is not in their database?
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343

tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050208/e9cf1ed2/
attachment.htm
From WillowBend at WillowBendBooks.com Tue Feb 8 17:26:49 2005
From: WillowBend at WillowBendBooks.com (Craig R. Scott)
Date: Tue Feb 8 17:08:28 2005
Subject: [Genealib] American Genealogical Lending Library
References: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CCD88@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Message-ID: <004b01c50e2d$4a0e3750$3b00a8c0@Traveler>
American Genealogical Lending LibraryI have the same set of blue binders. Nice
binders, but at this point I believe that is all that they are good for.
The Lending Library does not exist any more. It all fell apart in the sale of
Heritage Quest to Serria to ProQuest.
C.
Craig R. Scott, CGRS
President & CEO
Heritage Books, Inc.
65 East Main Street
Westminster, MD 21157
WillowBend@WillowBendBooks.com
Visit our websites www.HeritageBooks.com and www.WillowBendBooks.com
----- Original Message ----From: Tracy Luscombe
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2005 5:12 PM
Subject: [Genealib] American Genealogical Lending Library
I found tucked onto a back shelf in my office, two large blue binders.
Apparently my predecessor put them there. They are imprinted American Genealogical
Lending Library, then have taped labels that say Heritage Quest Loan Orders. They
appear to be a list of microfilms we can borrow for our patrons (I assume for a
fee). However, there is reference to 1991. I Googled "American Genealogical
Lending Library" and got directed to this program by Heritage Quest. Have any of
you ever used this program? Should I be trying to obtain an updated catalog from
Heritage Quest (newer than 1991)? Is there information in these microfilms that is
not in their database?
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged,
and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended
recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure, duplication,
distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this information is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the
sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of the original
message and any attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of McKinney
nor the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility
to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050208/4eaeaf0c/
attachment.htm
From kdr at ckls.org Tue Feb 8 17:33:06 2005
From: kdr at ckls.org (Kathy Rippel)
Date: Tue Feb 8 17:10:52 2005
Subject: [Genealib] American Genealogical Lending Library
In-Reply-To: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CCD88@mckex1.ds.mckinneyt
exas.org>
Message-ID: <200502082320.RAA10575@www.kweb.net>
That program is no longer available.
At 04:12 PM 2/8/2005 -0600, you wrote:
>
> I found tucked onto a back shelf in my office, two large blue binders.?
> Apparently my predecessor put them there. They are imprinted American
> Genealogical Lending Library, then have taped labels that say Heritage Quest
> Loan Orders. They appear to be a list of microfilms we can borrow for our
> patrons (I assume for a fee). However, there is reference to 1991.? I
Googled
> "American Genealogical Lending Library" and got directed to this program by
> Heritage Quest. Have any of you ever used this program?? Should I be trying
> to obtain an updated catalog from Heritage Quest (newer than 1991)?? Is
there
> information in these microfilms that is not in their database?
>
> Tracy E. Luscombe
> Genealogy Librarian
> McKinney Memorial Public Library
> 101 E. Hunt Street
> McKinney, TX 75069
> 972-547-7343
> tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
>

> The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the
individual to
> whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
> privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not
> the intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use,
> disclosure, duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in
> reliance on this information is strictly prohibited. If you have received
> this e-mail in error, please notify the sender by return email and destroy
> all electronic and paper copies of the original message and any attachments
> immediately. Please note that neither City of McKinney nor the sender
accepts
> any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility to scan
> attachments (if any). Thank You.
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
> <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib>http://mailman.aco
> mp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

Kathy Rippel
Consultant,
ILL/Ref/Rural Serv/Tech Serv, Dept. Head
Central Kansas Library System
1409 Williams
Great Bend, KS 67530
(620-792-4865) phone
(620-792-5495) fax
kdr@ckls.org
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Tue Feb 8 17:30:11 2005
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Tue Feb 8 17:11:42 2005
Subject: [Genealib] American Genealogical Lending Library
Message-ID: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CCD89@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Thank you.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kathy Rippel
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2005 4:33 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] American Genealogical Lending Library
That program is no longer available.
At 04:12 PM 2/8/2005 -0600, you wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>

I found tucked onto a back shelf in my office, two large blue binders.
Apparently my predecessor put them there. They are imprinted American
Genealogical Lending Library, then have taped labels that say Heritage
Quest Loan Orders. They appear to be a list of microfilms we can
borrow for our patrons (I assume for a fee). However, there is

> reference to 1991.? I
Googled
> "American Genealogical Lending Library" and got directed to this
> program by Heritage Quest. Have any of you ever used this program??
> Should I be trying to obtain an updated catalog from Heritage Quest
> (newer than 1991)?? Is
there
> information in these microfilms that is not in their database?
>
> Tracy E. Luscombe
> Genealogy Librarian
> McKinney Memorial Public Library
> 101 E. Hunt Street
> McKinney, TX 75069
> 972-547-7343
> tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
>
> The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the
individual to
> whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
> privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you
> are not the intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized
> review, use, disclosure, duplication, distribution, or the taking of
> any action in reliance on this information is strictly prohibited. If
> you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender by
> return email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of the
> original message and any attachments immediately. Please note that
> neither City of McKinney nor the sender
accepts
> any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility to scan
> attachments (if any). Thank You.
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
> <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib>http://mailman
> .aco
> mp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

Kathy Rippel
Consultant,
ILL/Ref/Rural Serv/Tech Serv, Dept. Head Central Kansas Library System
1409 Williams
Great Bend, KS 67530
(620-792-4865) phone
(620-792-5495) fax
kdr@ckls.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to whom
it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and

exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient,
be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure, duplication,
distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this information is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the
sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of the original
message and any attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of McKinney
nor the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility
to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Tue Feb 8 17:33:51 2005
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Tue Feb 8 17:15:20 2005
Subject: [Genealib] American Genealogical Lending Library
Message-ID: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CCD8D@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to whom
it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and
exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient,
be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure, duplication,
distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this information is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the
sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of the original
message and any attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of McKinney
nor the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility
to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
From Jerry.Millar at il.proquest.com Tue Feb 8 18:30:35 2005
From: Jerry.Millar at il.proquest.com (Millar, Jerry)
Date: Tue Feb 8 18:14:20 2005
Subject: [Genealib] American Genealogical Lending Library
Message-ID: <8D2CC54029C0C146B976AB3157C0E907018CAA43@AABO-EXCHANGE02.bos.il.pqe>
Hi Tracy,
The rental program was discontinued about 2 years ago. The catalogs are still good
as the numbers are the same today as in 1991. Many libraries use them for reference
for film purchases. There is an updated catalog on our website
www.heritagequest.com
Please let me know if I can answer any other questions.
Thank yo
Jerry Millar - Sales Manager HeritageQuest
669 West 900 North
North Salt Lake, UT 84054
1-800-760-2455 x1743 - Fax 801-298-5468 - jerry.millar@il.proquest.com
Heritage Quest A Member of the ProQuest Company

u,

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Tracy Luscombe
Sent: Tue 2/8/2005 5:12 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] American Genealogical Lending Library

I found tucked onto a back shelf in my office, two large blue binders. Apparently
my predecessor put them there. They are imprinted American Genealogical Lending
Library, then have taped labels that say Heritage Quest Loan Orders. They appear to
be a list of microfilms we can borrow for our patrons (I assume for a fee).
However, there is reference to 1991. I Googled "American Genealogical Lending
Library" and got directed to this program by Heritage Quest. Have any of you ever
used this program? Should I be trying to obtain an updated catalog from Heritage
Quest (newer than 1991)? Is there information in these microfilms that is not in
their database?
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 5497 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050208/f242323f/
attachment.bin
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Tue Feb 8 19:01:24 2005
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Tue Feb 8 18:42:52 2005
Subject: [Genealib] American Genealogical Lending Library
Message-ID: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CCD90@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to whom
it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and
exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient,
be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure, duplication,
distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this information is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the
sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of the original
message and any attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of McKinney
nor the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility
to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
From boljace at and.lib.in.us Tue Feb 8 20:47:50 2005
From: boljace at and.lib.in.us (Beth Oljace)
Date: Tue Feb 8 20:29:44 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Free to good home
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200502082047.AA47505285@and.lib.in.us>

I have two items given to me by a customer that I already have.
Would someone like:
Chapman, Blanche A. WILLS AND ADMINISTRATIONS OF ISLE OF WIGHT COUNTY,
VIRGINIA, 1647-1800. Clearfield Company, 1975.
Grimes, J. Bryan.
Broughton, 1912.

NORTH CAROLINA WILLS AND INVENTORIES.

Edwards &

Beth E. Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library
From cmnpublib1 at itexas.net Tue Feb 8 21:13:44 2005
From: cmnpublib1 at itexas.net (Comanche Public Library 1)
Date: Tue Feb 8 20:55:41 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Free to good home
References: <WorldClient-F200502082047.AA47505285@and.lib.in.us>
Message-ID: <00a001c50e4c$fb83a820$1301a8c0@library>
Dear Beth
We would like to have Chapman's
WIGHT COUNTY VIRGINIA volume and will be
pleased to refund post. Thank you.
Margaret Waring
Director
Comanche Public Library
P.O. Box 777
Comanche, Texas 76442
----- Original Message ----From: "Beth Oljace" <boljace@and.lib.in.us>
To: <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2005 7:47 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Free to good home
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I have two items given to me by a customer that I already have.
Would someone like:
Chapman, Blanche A. WILLS AND ADMINISTRATIONS OF ISLE OF WIGHT COUNTY,
VIRGINIA, 1647-1800. Clearfield Company, 1975.
Grimes, J. Bryan.
Broughton, 1912.

NORTH CAROLINA WILLS AND INVENTORIES.

Beth E. Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From wpwolfe at qwest.net Tue Feb 8 22:07:20 2005
From: wpwolfe at qwest.net (William Wolfe)

Edwards &

Date: Tue Feb 8 21:48:49 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Every-name Index to Stark Co., OH Cemeteries
References: <667C287321B2574D83FC4D545E1AC45D128947@scdl-exmail.scdl.local>
Message-ID: <007b01c50e54$78d342c0$0d01a8c0@qwest.net>
Lauren, it did not work for me. As is typical when I inserted the full name
and searched, I was told there were two hits. There was no "other serches"
at the bottom of the page. I re-entered the name and was sent to Ancestry
which is no good because the window that came up does not let an Ancestry
subscriber access the Ancestry site.
No big thing, just wanted to let you know of my experience. I will call the
Canton Library. Thanks for the information.
Bill Wolfe
Boulder, Colorado
----- Original Message ----From: "Lauren Landis" <llandis@starklibrary.org>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2005 12:11 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Every-name Index to Stark Co., OH Cemeteries
The Stark County Chapter of the Ohio Genealogical Society is pleased to
announce a new resource. Their recently completed every-name index to
the seven-volume set of Stark County Cemetery Inscriptions (previously
surname indexed only) is now available at RootsWeb.com. To access the
database, go to RootsWeb's main page at www.rootsweb.com, put the name
you are searching in the "Search RootsWeb.com" search field. When the
results come up, scroll down to "Other Searches," and click on "Book
Indexes." If there is a hit in the Stark County Cemetery Inscriptions,
it will appear on the following page giving the volume and page of the
original record.
For copies of the originals, you can contact either the Corresponding
Secretary of the Stark County Chapter O.G.S. at P.O. Box 9035, Canton,
OH 44711, or the Genealogy Division of the Stark County District
Library at www.starklibrary.com. Other libraries around Ohio and
elsewhere also have the Stark County Cemetery Inscriptions books. You
may want to check libraries in your area first to see if you can access
them locally.
Sincerely,
Lauren Landis, Newsletter Editor
Stark County Chapter O.G.S.
"Old genealogists never die, they just lose their census."
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From Dlunow at aol.com Tue Feb 8 22:55:21 2005
From: Dlunow at aol.com (Dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Tue Feb 8 22:36:54 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Free to good home
Message-ID: <62.4e4ca7bc.2f3ae3a9@aol.com>
We would like to have:

Anonymous

Grimes, J. Bryan.
Broughton, 1912.

NORTH CAROLINA WILLS AND INVENTORIES.

Edwards &

We would be happy to trade or reimburse postage.
Thanks,
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
Wimberley, Texas
Please mail to:
Stagecoach Library
% Diane Lunow
4023 Sul Ross Street
Houston, Texas 77027-5719
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050208/2edb028f/
attachment.htm
From boljace at and.lib.in.us Wed Feb 9 09:08:24 2005
From: boljace at and.lib.in.us (Beth Oljace)
Date: Wed Feb 9 08:50:46 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Books taken
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200502090908.AA08245335@and.lib.in.us>
The Isle of Wight county and North Carolina wills and inventories books
that I offered to the first responder have been taken.
Beth E. Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library
From ametzler at secstate.wa.gov Wed Feb 9 10:45:32 2005
From: ametzler at secstate.wa.gov (Metzler, Anne)
Date: Wed Feb 9 10:23:30 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Every-name Index to Stark Co., OH Cemeteries
Message-ID: <9D89383B1504BF4B863C14E3966E6D7044FDB4@sosexchange1.secstate.wa.gov>
Lauren, the search worked fine for me. However, I made sure I entered the
name in the Rootsweb search box. Because the Ancestry search box is right
next to the Rootsweb search box, one has to be careful that you're entering
name you're searching for in the correct box. In the excitement of the
search, it's all too easy at least for me to use the Ancestry search instead
of the Rootsweb search, or vice versa.
That being said, as Rootsweb and Ancestry are part of the same organization,
there may not be much anyone can do about this issue. But wanted to let you
know that the search does work.
Thanks for letting us know about the information.
Anne Metzler
Olympia, Washington
-----Original Message----From: William Wolfe [mailto:wpwolfe@qwest.net]
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2005 7:07 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Every-name Index to Stark Co., OH Cemeteries

Lauren, it did not work for me. As is typical when I inserted the full name
and searched, I was told there were two hits. There was no "other serches"
at the bottom of the page. I re-entered the name and was sent to Ancestry
which is no good because the window that came up does not let an Ancestry
subscriber access the Ancestry site.
No big thing, just wanted to let you know of my experience. I will call the
Canton Library. Thanks for the information.
Bill Wolfe
Boulder, Colorado
----- Original Message ----From: "Lauren Landis" <llandis@starklibrary.org>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2005 12:11 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Every-name Index to Stark Co., OH Cemeteries
The Stark County Chapter of the Ohio Genealogical Society is pleased to
announce a new resource. Their recently completed every-name index to the
seven-volume set of Stark County Cemetery Inscriptions (previously surname
indexed only) is now available at RootsWeb.com. To access the database, go
to RootsWeb's main page at www.rootsweb.com, put the name you are searching
in the "Search RootsWeb.com" search field. When the results come up, scroll
down to "Other Searches," and click on "Book Indexes." If there is a hit in
the Stark County Cemetery Inscriptions, it will appear on the following page
giving the volume and page of the original record.
For copies of the originals, you can contact either the Corresponding
Secretary of the Stark County Chapter O.G.S. at P.O. Box 9035, Canton, OH
44711, or the Genealogy Division of the Stark County District Library at
www.starklibrary.com. Other libraries around Ohio and elsewhere also have
the Stark County Cemetery Inscriptions books. You may want to check
libraries in your area first to see if you can access them locally.
Sincerely,
Lauren Landis, Newsletter Editor
Stark County Chapter O.G.S.
"Old genealogists never die, they just lose their census."
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

Anonymous

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From rfrevert at aea16.k12.ia.us Wed Feb 9 17:20:48 2005
From: rfrevert at aea16.k12.ia.us (Rhonda Frevert)
Date: Wed Feb 9 17:12:19 2005
Subject: [Genealib] CD caddies
Message-ID: <5.1.1.6.0.20050209161911.040ee338@aea16.k12.ia.us>
Does anyone still use those CD caddies that require a special CD drive so
patrons don't take the CDs out of the caddy to put them in the computer? If

so, I have 25 to give away.
Thanks.
Rhonda Frevert
Head of Reference Services
Burlington Public Library
501 N. Fourth Street
Burlington, IA 52601
319-753-1649
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050209/e3f84e7b/
attachment.htm
From Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov Wed Feb 9 17:31:49 2005
From: Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov (Levy, Suzanne S.)
Date: Wed Feb 9 17:13:17 2005
Subject: [Genealib] CD caddies
Message-ID:
<CB7DFEE91CB3DD41AA5AB65F6E07895707F75235@FFXEXV03.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
Yes, I do and can use them
Suzanne Levy
Virginia Room Librarian
Fairfax County Public Library
3915 Chain Bridge Road
Fairfax VA 22030
Tel. 703-293-6383
Fax 703-385-1911
suzanne.levy@fairfaxcounty.gov <mailto:suzanne.levy@fairfaxcounty.gov>
www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/vr
<http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/vr>
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Rhonda
Frevert
Sent: Wednesday, February 09, 2005 5:21 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] CD caddies
Does anyone still use those CD caddies that require a special CD
drive so patrons don't take the CDs out of the caddy to put them in the
computer? If so, I have 25 to give away.
Thanks.

Rhonda Frevert
Head of Reference Services
Burlington Public Library
501 N. Fourth Street
Burlington, IA 52601
319-753-1649

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050209/9031e1fd/
attachment.htm
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Wed Feb 9 17:37:32 2005
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Wed Feb 9 17:19:01 2005
Subject: [Genealib] CD caddies
References: <5.1.1.6.0.20050209161911.040ee338@aea16.k12.ia.us>
Message-ID: <420A90AC.9040804@arlsmail.org>
I still use them and need some.
Laura
Rhonda Frevert wrote:
> Does anyone still use those CD caddies that require a special CD drive
> so patrons don't take the CDs out of the caddy to put them in the
> computer? If so, I have 25 to give away.
>
> Thanks.
>
> Rhonda Frevert
> Head of Reference Services
> Burlington Public Library
> 501 N. Fourth Street
> Burlington, IA 52601
> 319-753-1649
>
>----------------------------------------------------------------------->
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-Laura W. Carter
The Heritage Room
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, GA 30606
(706) 613-3650 Ext. 350 Voice
(706) 613-3660 Fax
lcarter@arlsmail.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050209/0f894466/
attachment.htm
From rfrevert at aea16.k12.ia.us Wed Feb 9 17:30:42 2005
From: rfrevert at aea16.k12.ia.us (Rhonda Frevert)
Date: Wed Feb 9 17:22:09 2005
Subject: [Genealib] CD caddies

In-Reply-To: <CB7DFEE91CB3DD41AA5AB65F6E07895707F75235@FFXEXV03.FFX.CO.F
AIRFAX.VA.US>
Message-ID: <5.1.1.6.0.20050209162947.0410f890@aea16.k12.ia.us>
I love this list.
The CD caddies are taken.
Rhonda Frevert
Head of Reference Services
Burlington Public Library
501 N. Fourth Street
Burlington, IA 52601
319-753-1649
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050209/fc3b349b/
attachment.htm
From llandis at starklibrary.org Wed Feb 9 17:46:39 2005
From: llandis at starklibrary.org (Lauren Landis)
Date: Wed Feb 9 17:28:08 2005
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Every-name Index to Stark Co., OH Cemeteries
Message-ID: <667C287321B2574D83FC4D545E1AC45D0FC544@scdl-exmail.scdl.local>
Bill,
Sorry you didn't get any results. If there were no listings in "Other
Searches," then there were no hits for that name in those catagories.
Just so you can see how it works, use the name "Landis." I know it will
give you some hits in the cemetery books. I don't know why you got
bumped over to Ancestry unless on the second try you entered the name in
search field on the right. That one is for Ancestry; the one on the
left is for RootsWeb. Let me know if you still can't make it work.
Sincerely,
Lauren K. Landis, Newsletter Editor
Stark County Chapter O.G.S.
-----Original Message----Lauren, it did not work for me. As is typical when I inserted the full
name
and searched, I was told there were two hits. There was no "other
serches"
at the bottom of the page. I re-entered the name and was sent to
Ancestry
which is no good because the window that came up does not let an
Ancestry
subscriber access the Ancestry site.
No big thing, just wanted to let you know of my experience. I will call
the
Canton Library. Thanks for the information.
Bill Wolfe
Boulder, Colorado
----- Original Message ----From: "Lauren Landis" <llandis@starklibrary.org>

To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2005 12:11 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Every-name Index to Stark Co., OH Cemeteries
The Stark County Chapter of the Ohio Genealogical Society is pleased to
announce a new resource. Their recently completed every-name index to
the seven-volume set of Stark County Cemetery Inscriptions (previously
surname indexed only) is now available at RootsWeb.com. To access the
database, go to RootsWeb's main page at www.rootsweb.com, put the name
you are searching in the "Search RootsWeb.com" search field. When the
results come up, scroll down to "Other Searches," and click on "Book
Indexes." If there is a hit in the Stark County Cemetery Inscriptions,
it will appear on the following page giving the volume and page of the
original record.
For copies of the originals, you can contact either the Corresponding
Secretary of the Stark County Chapter O.G.S. at P.O. Box 9035, Canton,
OH 44711, or the Genealogy Division of the Stark County District
Library at www.starklibrary.com. Other libraries around Ohio and
elsewhere also have the Stark County Cemetery Inscriptions books. You
may want to check libraries in your area first to see if you can access
them locally.
Sincerely,
Lauren Landis, Newsletter Editor
Stark County Chapter O.G.S.
"Old genealogists never die, they just lose their census."
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

Anonymous

-----------------------------Message: 13
Date: Tue, 8 Feb 2005 22:55:21 EST
From: Dlunow@aol.com
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Free to good home
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <62.4e4ca7bc.2f3ae3a9@aol.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
We would like to have:
Grimes, J. Bryan. NORTH CAROLINA WILLS AND INVENTORIES.
Broughton, 1912.
We would be happy to trade or reimburse postage.
Thanks,
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
Wimberley, Texas
Please mail to:
Stagecoach Library

Edwards &

% Diane Lunow
4023 Sul Ross Street
Houston, Texas 77027-5719
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050208/2edb0
28f/attachment-0001.htm
-----------------------------Message: 14
Date: Wed, 09 Feb 2005 09:08:24 -0500
From: "Beth Oljace" <boljace@and.lib.in.us>
Subject: [Genealib] Books taken
To: genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200502090908.AA08245335@and.lib.in.us>
The Isle of Wight county and North Carolina wills and inventories books
that I offered to the first responder have been taken.
Beth E. Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library

-----------------------------Message: 15
Date: Wed, 9 Feb 2005 07:45:32 -0800
From: "Metzler, Anne" <ametzler@secstate.wa.gov>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Every-name Index to Stark Co., OH Cemeteries
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists' <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<9D89383B1504BF4B863C14E3966E6D7044FDB4@sosexchange1.secstate.wa.gov>
Content-Type: text/plain
Lauren, the search worked fine for me. However, I made sure I entered
the name in the Rootsweb search box. Because the Ancestry search box is
right next to the Rootsweb search box, one has to be careful that you're
entering name you're searching for in the correct box. In the excitement
of the search, it's all too easy at least for me to use the Ancestry
search instead of the Rootsweb search, or vice versa.
That being said, as Rootsweb and Ancestry are part of the same
organization, there may not be much anyone can do about this issue.
wanted to let you know that the search does work.
Thanks for letting us know about the information.
Anne Metzler
Olympia, Washington
-----Original Message----From: William Wolfe [mailto:wpwolfe@qwest.net]
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2005 7:07 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists

But

Subject: Re: [Genealib] Every-name Index to Stark Co., OH Cemeteries
Lauren, it did not work for me. As is typical when I inserted the full
name
and searched, I was told there were two hits. There was no "other
serches"
at the bottom of the page. I re-entered the name and was sent to
Ancestry
which is no good because the window that came up does not let an
Ancestry
subscriber access the Ancestry site.
No big thing, just wanted to let you know of my experience. I will call
the
Canton Library. Thanks for the information.
Bill Wolfe
Boulder, Colorado
----- Original Message ----From: "Lauren Landis" <llandis@starklibrary.org>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2005 12:11 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Every-name Index to Stark Co., OH Cemeteries
The Stark County Chapter of the Ohio Genealogical Society is pleased to
announce a new resource. Their recently completed every-name index to
the seven-volume set of Stark County Cemetery Inscriptions (previously
surname indexed only) is now available at RootsWeb.com. To access the
database, go to RootsWeb's main page at www.rootsweb.com, put the name
you are searching in the "Search RootsWeb.com" search field. When the
results come up, scroll down to "Other Searches," and click on "Book
Indexes." If there is a hit in the Stark County Cemetery Inscriptions,
it will appear on the following page giving the volume and page of the
original record.
For copies of the originals, you can contact either the Corresponding
Secretary of the Stark County Chapter O.G.S. at P.O. Box 9035, Canton,
OH 44711, or the Genealogy Division of the Stark County District Library
at www.starklibrary.com. Other libraries around Ohio and elsewhere also
have the Stark County Cemetery Inscriptions books. You may want to
check libraries in your area first to see if you can access them
locally.
Sincerely,
Lauren Landis, Newsletter Editor
Stark County Chapter O.G.S.
"Old genealogists never die, they just lose their census."
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

Anonymous

-----------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
End of genealib Digest, Vol 17, Issue 6
***************************************
From rfrevert at aea16.k12.ia.us Wed Feb 9 17:43:02 2005
From: rfrevert at aea16.k12.ia.us (Rhonda Frevert)
Date: Wed Feb 9 17:34:47 2005
Subject: [Genealib] CD caddies
In-Reply-To: <420A90AC.9040804@arlsmail.org>
References: <5.1.1.6.0.20050209161911.040ee338@aea16.k12.ia.us>
Message-ID: <5.1.1.6.0.20050209164147.04119480@aea16.k12.ia.us>
Sorry, they are already taken. I was shocked at how fast they went. If I
find more, I'll put them aside for you.
Rhonda
At 05:37 PM 2/9/2005 -0500, you wrote:
>I still use them and need some.
>Laura
>
>Rhonda Frevert wrote:
>>Does anyone still use those CD caddies that require a special CD drive so
>>patrons don't take the CDs out of the caddy to put them in the computer?
>>If so, I have 25 to give away.
>>
>>Thanks.
>>
>>Rhonda Frevert
>>Head of Reference Services
>>Burlington Public Library
>>501 N. Fourth Street
>>Burlington, IA 52601
>>319-753-1649
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>_______________________________________________
>>genealib mailing list
>><mailto:genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>->Laura W. Carter
>The Heritage Room
>Athens-Clarke County Library
>2025 Baxter Street
>Athens, GA 30606
>
>(706) 613-3650 Ext. 350 Voice

>(706) 613-3660 Fax
><mailto:lcarter@arlsmail.org>lcarter@arlsmail.org
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050209/e0c1652e/
attachment.htm
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Wed Feb 9 17:56:19 2005
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Wed Feb 9 17:37:45 2005
Subject: [Genealib] CD caddies
References: <5.1.1.6.0.20050209161911.040ee338@aea16.k12.ia.us>
<5.1.1.6.0.20050209164147.04119480@aea16.k12.ia.us>
Message-ID: <420A9513.7090401@arlsmail.org>
Great!
Thanks,
Laura
Rhonda Frevert wrote:
> Sorry, they are already taken. I was shocked at how fast they went. If
> I find more, I'll put them aside for you.
>
> Rhonda
>
> At 05:37 PM 2/9/2005 -0500, you wrote:
>
>> I still use them and need some.
>> Laura
>>
>> Rhonda Frevert wrote:
>>
>>> Does anyone still use those CD caddies that require a special CD
>>> drive so patrons don't take the CDs out of the caddy to put them in
>>> the computer? If so, I have 25 to give away.
>>>
>>> Thanks.
>>>
>>> Rhonda Frevert
>>> Head of Reference Services
>>> Burlington Public Library
>>> 501 N. Fourth Street
>>> Burlington, IA 52601
>>> 319-753-1649
>>>
>>>
>>>_______________________________________________
>>>genealib mailing list
>>>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>>>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>>
>>
>>
>>->>Laura W. Carter

>>The Heritage Room
>>Athens-Clarke County Library
>>2025 Baxter Street
>>Athens, GA 30606
>>
>>(706) 613-3650 Ext. 350 Voice
>>(706) 613-3660 Fax
>>lcarter@arlsmail.org <mailto:lcarter@arlsmail.org>
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>----------------------------------------------------------------------->
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-Laura W. Carter
The Heritage Room
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, GA 30606
(706) 613-3650 Ext. 350 Voice
(706) 613-3660 Fax
lcarter@arlsmail.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050209/e042d5f9/
attachment.htm
From ge_librarian at mcpl.lib.mo.us Thu Feb 10 09:50:59 2005
From: ge_librarian at mcpl.lib.mo.us (Janice Schultz)
Date: Thu Feb 10 09:27:09 2005
Subject: [Genealib] free books
Message-ID: <420B2073.4918.2474C2@localhost>
I have four copies of "Records of Deaths, Kansas City, Missouri, Book
A, 3 Aug 1874-31 July 1889" published by the now defunct Heart of
America Genealogical Society, 1992. Free to the first four takers.
Janice
Janice Schultz, Genealogy Librarian
Mid-Continent Public Library
ge_librarian@mcpl.lib.mo.us -=- http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/ge
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal.
From ge_librarian at mcpl.lib.mo.us Thu Feb 10 10:08:42 2005
From: ge_librarian at mcpl.lib.mo.us (Janice Schultz)
Date: Thu Feb 10 09:45:00 2005

Subject: [Genealib] books taken
Message-ID: <420B249A.6368.34B0C6@localhost>
The Kansas City Death Records books are taken. Thanks for the quick
response.
Janice
Janice Schultz, Genealogy Librarian
Mid-Continent Public Library
ge_librarian@mcpl.lib.mo.us -=- http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/ge
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal.
From RRoberts at cslib.org Thu Feb 10 10:44:49 2005
From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Thu Feb 10 10:26:20 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Access to HeritageQuest for CT residents
Message-ID: <s20b3b3a.026@ns2.cslib.org>
In recent years, iCONN, the Connecticut Digital Library, has offered
Connecticut residents access to a number of databases from their home
computers by entering the barcode of a current State Library library
card or a library card from any Connecticut library. The electronic
products include several of interest to genealogists including the
Hartford Courant, New York Times, Christian Science Monitor, Los Angeles
Times, Wall St. Journal, and Washington Post (years vary) and
HeritageQuest Online (which includes Federal census images, images of
genealogies and local histories, the Periodical Source Index, and
Revolutionary War pension files).
On February 7th iCONN moved to a new search interface that allows users
to search the statewide catalog and all the databases simultaneously.
The method of accessing HeritageQuest, the newspapers, etc. has changed.
There are three ways that you can access HeritageQuest in the new
system:
1. After logging into www.iconn.org, when you get to the keyword
search screen, click on "Display the Resources of ..." then on the next
screen click on the globe that appears just to the left of the title
HeritageQuest. Or,
2. Go directly to the alternative menu for the public which you can
access either by clicking on the globe next to "Direct Links to
Databases" on the resource menu referred to above, or you can bypass the
portal altogether by going directly to
http://rqst-agent.auto-graphics.com/homepages/customerwide/classicpublic.asp?
Or,
3. You can also access HeritageQuest directly at
http://rqst-agent.auto-graphics.com/LoginModule/Goto.aspx?cuid=rqst&dataid=308
You can also access any database available to the public directly using
the links found at
http://www.iconn.org/staff/documents/DirectLinksToRQSTforPublicLibraries.doc

Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head
History and Genealogy Unit
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
From joe at genesearch.com Thu Feb 10 13:03:27 2005
From: joe at genesearch.com (joe)
Date: Thu Feb 10 12:45:34 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Every-name Index to Stark Co., OH Cemeteries
In-Reply-To: <20050210170012.C40E95C35C@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20050210170012.C40E95C35C@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <1059EEE2-7B8E-11D9-9514-000D9327B23A@genesearch.com>
Hello Lauren,
The Stark County cemeteries index can be searched more directly at...
http://userdb.rootsweb.com/bookindexes/
Leave the pull down menu at "all" and it will search all of them at
once or pull down the menu to search an individual volume.
I thought this might be helpful.
Regards,
Joe Beine
Denver, CO
-Online Searchable Death Indexes & Records
http://www.deathindexes.com/
"Lauren Landis" <llandis@starklibrary.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Bill,
Sorry you didn't get any results. If there were no listings in "Other
Searches," then there were no hits for that name in those catagories.
Just so you can see how it works, use the name "Landis." I know it
will
give you some hits in the cemetery books. I don't know why you got
bumped over to Ancestry unless on the second try you entered the name
in
search field on the right. That one is for Ancestry; the one on the
left is for RootsWeb. Let me know if you still can't make it work.
Sincerely,
Lauren K. Landis, Newsletter Editor
Stark County Chapter O.G.S.

From LNaukam at libraryweb.org Thu Feb 10 13:27:49 2005
From: LNaukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Thu Feb 10 13:08:57 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Filemaker databases
Message-ID: <895AE3C5B9D03345BDBE30C250067362C9D7DD@rpl05.rpl.org>

I am fortunate enough to have the blessing of our director to index, or
convert from already made Excel spreadsheets, various items such as
deaths from city directories, scrapbooks of obits, and other useful
items.
What I am looking for is an Access or Filemaker template or pre-written
setup, which we can use or easily modify for these databases. obviously
we'd want names, dates, sources, a notes field, etc., and I would like
to look at other's ideas. I have been told that after 50,000 items
Access gets unsuitably slow, especially for web searches. I have tried
Filemaker with 20,000 items in a quick and dirty trial version that I
did at home, and it flew right along.
Any suggestions on where I can find (or buy) such a template are
gratefully accepted.
Larry Naukam
Head of Local History and Genealogy Division
Central Library of Rochester and Monroe County NY
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 3452 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050210/3149830c/
attachment.bin
From genealogy at daddezio.com Thu Feb 10 14:02:18 2005
From: genealogy at daddezio.com (Illya D'Addezio)
Date: Thu Feb 10 13:44:14 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Filemaker databases
In-Reply-To: <895AE3C5B9D03345BDBE30C250067362C9D7DD@rpl05.rpl.org>
Message-ID: <200502102326.j1ANQ05X017599@plain.rackshack.net>
Hi Larry,
I've used Access with databases of over 500,000 rows and it has not given me
any problems. As with any database of substantial size, you'll need a
computer with a strong cpu and lots of RAM. FileMaker (my experience ends
with version 5) on the other hand always used to crap out when you get close
to 65,535 rows.
The real decision should be based on what you plan to do with the data after
getting it into a database format. Will it be used on the web? (Go with
Access) Will it be used on a library computer? (Go with FileMaker).
FileMaker is so easy to design screens, you don't really need to have a
template. Access is better for going to the web, because ASP (and .NET) can
read the files so easily.
I do this kind of stuff in my sleep, so if you need some help let me know.
- illya
------------------- editor@genealogytoday.com -----------------http://www.genealogytoday.com <http://www.genealogytoday.com/>

Illya D'Addezio, Editor
AOL IM: GenToday
P.O. Box 911
New Providence, NJ 07974
--------------------- Genealogy TODAY.com ----------------------

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Naukam, Larry
Sent: Thursday, February 10, 2005 1:28 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Filemaker databases
I am fortunate enough to have the blessing of our director to index, or
convert from already made Excel spreadsheets, various items such as deaths
from city directories, scrapbooks of obits, and other useful items.
What I am looking for is an Access or Filemaker template or pre-written
setup, which we can use or easily modify for these databases. obviously we'd
want names, dates, sources, a notes field, etc., and I would like to look at
other's ideas. I have been told that after 50,000 items Access gets
unsuitably slow, especially for web searches. I have tried Filemaker with
20,000 items in a quick and dirty trial version that I did at home, and it
flew right along.
Any suggestions on where I can find (or buy) such a template are gratefully
accepted.
Larry Naukam
Head of Local History and Genealogy Division
Central Library of Rochester and Monroe County NY
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: winmail.dat
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 5562 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050210/01b0903a/
winmail.bin
From genealogy at daddezio.com Thu Feb 10 15:34:38 2005
From: genealogy at daddezio.com (Illya D'Addezio)
Date: Thu Feb 10 15:16:31 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Useful Resource for Genealogists
Message-ID: <200502110058.j1B0wK5X021708@plain.rackshack.net>
Greetings!
Let me first say how much I enjoy reading the posts from this group. As
librarians, you're really on the genealogy front lines, and your insights
are very helpful.
My name is Illya, and I created Genealogy Today six years ago (tomorrow is

actually our anniversary). I'm always looking to do things that haven't been
done before, and last year had the idea to develop a new type of online
directory. Being librarians, I am sure you are familiar with sites that
offer state and county level pages of genealogical resources. My ideas was
to take this a step further... to the city/town level.
After months of programming, my genealogy directory is now online with over
30,000 U.S. towns (as well as county and state pages to help navigate
around). These pages don't just link to related web sites -- they link to
resources (cemeteries, libraries, newspapers, transcriptions and databases)
specific to the town. It's like a genealogical yellow pages!
While I would, of course, love for each of you to visit and see if this type
of resource could be helpful for your patrons, the purpose of this post is
to ask for a few minutes of your time. I would appreciate it if you would
visit the site, locate the town(s) that your library services, make sure
that your library is listed and that the information (including a link to
your library web site) is accurate. You're also welcome to add any
additional local resources that may you have knowledge of.
If your listing is not correct, just send me email with the correct
information and it will be fixed right away. Listings that you add will
appear in the search results immediately, and on the town pages after the
next build (there are normally two builds a month).
If your town is not listed, there is an option to add it on the respective
county page*. New town additions do not appear anywhere until they are
manually reviewed. You can, however, add resources to the county page,
include the town name at the same time and they will be searchable and then
get linked up when the directory is rebuilt.
Genealogy Directory
http://www.gendirectory.com/
*If your town does not belong to a county (e.g. Alexandria, VA), please send
me an email. These need to be manually configured so that they appear in the
directory correctly.
As I am sure your patrons are always looking for your assistance and
knowledge of FREE resources, I also want to mention a promotion that starts
tomorrow.
To celebrate our sixth anniversary, we've partnered with Ancestry.com to
open several of their databases to the public (only when accessed through
Genealogy Today via the page listed below). For this promotion we've focused
on New England Marriage Records, and in total there will be about 4.5
million names available during the two week promotion. This is NOT a free
trial, nor will the visitor need to give credit card information, however,
there is a brief registration required to access the databases.
New England Marriage Records**
http://www.gendirectory.com/nemr.html
**The databases are actually open today, so feel free to check them out, but
please don't post this URL to any lists/sites until tomorrow.
Again, thank you in advance for taking the time to add/update the listing
for your library and any local resources in our directory.

Regards,
- illya
P.s. I'm an advocate of free linking, so there is no need to ask permission
to add a link on your library's web site to any page in our directory.
------------------- editor@genealogytoday.com -----------------http://www.genealogytoday.com
Illya D'Addezio, Editor
AOL IM: GenToday
P.O. Box 911
New Providence, NJ 07974
--------------------- Genealogy TODAY.com ----------------------

From LNaukam at libraryweb.org Thu Feb 10 16:28:56 2005
From: LNaukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Thu Feb 10 16:09:28 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Access and Filemaker
Message-ID: <895AE3C5B9D03345BDBE30C250067362C9D7E5@rpl05.rpl.org>
I may take you up on the Access deal. We have also been referred to
e-vanced solutions, and I remembered them from a library conference a
year or so ago.
Long story short, our director (my grand-boss) is very hot to get these
online; my direct boss isn't. Guess who'll win? But I have to see which
way the deal breaks in the nest week or two before pushing for one or
the other. I will absolutely keep your email right at hand, about this.
Larry Naukam
From Jerry.Millar at il.proquest.com Thu Feb 10 18:05:58 2005
From: Jerry.Millar at il.proquest.com (Millar, Jerry)
Date: Thu Feb 10 17:50:32 2005
Subject: [Genealib] HeritageQuest Microfilm Rental Program
Message-ID: <8D2CC54029C0C146B976AB3157C0E907018CAA4F@AABO-EXCHANGE02.bos.il.pqe>

Hi all,

In regards to the recent discussion of the Heritage Quest rental film, I feel that
it would be beneficial to further explain events leading to the dismissal of the
rental program.

Over the years Heritage Quest built the largest rental collection in the country.
We felt it was a worthwhile program that benefited both patrons and libraries. To
make the rental program work better Heritage Quest developed 23 microfilm catalogs.
These catalogs were put into blue, three ring binders, and offered to libraries,
and organizations for a minimal fee. However, as time went on, more and more

genealogy data became available on CD-ROM and Internet Websites. As a direct result
the demand for rental film was beginning to decrease.

For two years after ProQuest purchased Heritage Quest the rental collection was
kept in tact, and the service continued. Several steps were taken to improve the
service and modernize the rental program. One major step was to update the catalogs
with new films acquired by Heritage Quest. We also changed the binder color from
blue to burgundy. If your library or organization has kept these binders, you
should continue to do so. All the catalogs are numbered with the NARA microfilm
numbers, and they make a great reference tool.

For two years after the Heritage Quest purchase the demand for rental film
continued to decline at an amazing rate. This steady decline ultimately led to the
decision to end the rental film program. Prior to ending the rental program
ProQuest sent out notices to libraries, organizations, and individuals using the
program. We also posted a notice on Genealib (you can find this notice in the
Genealib archives). Most of the feedback we received was mixed. Many stated
disappointment, but most were understanding.

Thank you,

Jerry Millar - Sales Manager HeritageQuest Products
669 West 900 North
North Salt Lake, UT 84054
1-800-760-2455 x1743 - Fax 801-298-5468 - jerry.millar@il.proquest.com
HeritageQuest A Member of the ProQuest Company

-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
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From crobledo at mission-viejo.com Thu Feb 10 18:41:16 2005

From: crobledo at mission-viejo.com (Colleen Robledo)
Date: Thu Feb 10 18:23:43 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Your popular classes
Message-ID: <s20b80ac.066@email>
Hello,
I'd like to hear from those of you whose libraries offer genealogy
classes. Please advise of your most popular, well-attendance classes
(anything from beginners to advanced, to computer-tech topics).
Thank you!
Colleen Robledo
Mission Viejo Library
Library Assistant, Technology Center
949/830-7100 (Ext: 4012)
CRobledo@mission-viejo.com
http://www.cmvl.org
From bebbingt at uvic.ca Thu Feb 10 19:19:59 2005
From: bebbingt at uvic.ca (Tina Bebbington)
Date: Thu Feb 10 19:01:58 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Your popular classes
In-Reply-To: <s20b80ac.066@email>
References: <s20b80ac.066@email>
Message-ID: <6.0.3.0.0.20050210161518.01c09080@pop.uvic.ca>
As an academic library, we only do instructional sessions for genealogy
groups who make contact with us - for those groups, I do an introductory
overview of how to use the library catalogue and some other electronic
resources, library polices and procedures for non-students, a tour of the
library (including special collections and microforms, where most of them
will eventually find their information) and take any questions they may have.
I then give them a membership brochure to our 'friends of the libraries'
which gives them a community borrower card and access to events, and tell
them that they can phone or email me with any questions they may have.
A big part of my presentation involves explaining what we have vs. what's
available at the city's public library and the provincial archives, which
are also in this city.
It's not much, but it's always a huge success - I also have a handout for
individual genealogists who come with questions.
Because they're coming
as part of local associations, our genealogists tend to be quite savvy it's the individuals that we often have to start from scratch with.
Tina
University of Victoria
At 03:41 PM 2/10/2005, you wrote:
>Hello,
>
>I'd like to hear from those of you whose libraries offer genealogy
>classes. Please advise of your most popular, well-attendance classes
>(anything from beginners to advanced, to computer-tech topics).
>

>Thank you!
>
>
>Colleen Robledo
>Mission Viejo Library
>Library Assistant, Technology Center
>949/830-7100 (Ext: 4012)
>CRobledo@mission-viejo.com
>http://www.cmvl.org
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
*********************************
Tina M. Bebbington
Information Services Librarian
History, Political Science, Women's Studies
McPherson Library
University of Victoria
*********************************
From kindredspirit at hercules.bbnp.com Thu Feb 10 20:13:04 2005
From: kindredspirit at hercules.bbnp.com (Traci Thompson)
Date: Thu Feb 10 19:55:18 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Ireland of Other Days
Message-ID: <200502102013.AA17367706@hercules.bbnp.com>
Does anyone know what has happened to the Ireland of Other Days website
(www.otherdays.com)?
I was interested in subscribing, but when I go to the site I'm asked for a username
and password. I could have sworn that a few months ago I could access the site and
see their subscription rates, databases offered, etc.
Any info appreciated.
Traci Thompson
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Braswell Memorial Library
Rocky Mount, NC
______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
Sent via the WebMail system at hercules.bbnp.com

From maire1999 at yahoo.com Thu Feb 10 20:37:39 2005
From: maire1999 at yahoo.com (Mary Devine)
Date: Thu Feb 10 20:19:39 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Ireland of Other Days
In-Reply-To: <200502102013.AA17367706@hercules.bbnp.com>
Message-ID: <20050211013739.19385.qmail@web61107.mail.yahoo.com>
Hi Tracy!

I was trying to figure out last week what was going on with Otherdays.com. I
have(had?) a subscription to them that I got last March. I thought I was doing
something wrong but then I found this blog article by Dick Eastman
http://eogn.typepad.com/eastmans_online_genealogy/2005/02/whatever_happen.html. You
may recognize his name from various Ancestry.com(AncestryPlus) and various paper
genealogy magazines.
I did like this subscription database when I would get the urge to look for
information about various Irish ancestors. I have started to look around to see
what else is available and cheap for an individual to subscribe for myself. I did
bump into Irishorigins.com by mistake when I typed the wrong website. I will
probably look into this database but I'm a bit hestitant to subscribe to it until I
do some serious research on the company and not just a basic research like I did
with otherdays.com.
I hope this helps!
Mary Devine
Reference Librarian
Social Sciences Department
Boston Public Library
Traci Thompson <kindredspirit@hercules.bbnp.com> wrote:
Does anyone know what has happened to the Ireland of Other Days website
(www.otherdays.com)?
I was interested in subscribing, but when I go to the site I'm asked for a username
and password. I could have sworn that a few months ago I could access the site and
see their subscription rates, databases offered, etc.
Any info appreciated.
Traci Thompson
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Braswell Memorial Library
Rocky Mount, NC

--------------------------------Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail - Helps protect you from nasty viruses.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050210/c253df40/
attachment.htm
From drewsmithusf at aol.com Thu Feb 10 20:40:47 2005
From: drewsmithusf at aol.com (Drew Smith)
Date: Thu Feb 10 20:22:54 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Ireland of Other Days
In-Reply-To: <200502102013.AA17367706@hercules.bbnp.com>
Message-ID: <1ad.312745b8.2f3d6720@aol.com>
This may (or may not) shed some light:
http://eogn.typepad.com/eastmans_online_genealogy/2005/02/whatever_happen.ht
ml

Andrew M. "Drew" Smith
Instructor, School of Library and Information Science
College of Arts and Sciences, University of South Florida, Tampa
drewsmithusf@aol.com
work: (813) 974-6849
cell: (813) 263-2028
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Traci Thompson
Sent: Thursday, February 10, 2005 8:13 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Ireland of Other Days
Does anyone know what has happened to the Ireland of Other Days website
(www.otherdays.com)?
I was interested in subscribing, but when I go to the site I'm asked for a
username and password. I could have sworn that a few months ago I could
access the site and see their subscription rates, databases offered, etc.
Any info appreciated.
Traci Thompson
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Braswell Memorial Library
Rocky Mount, NC
______________ ______________ ______________ ______________ Sent via the
WebMail system at hercules.bbnp.com

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From bettybarcode at yahoo.com Thu Feb 10 22:17:04 2005
From: bettybarcode at yahoo.com (Cynthia Van Ness)
Date: Thu Feb 10 21:59:03 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Fwd: Finding African-Americans in Ancestry
Message-ID: <20050211031704.40605.qmail@web30706.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Here are excellent tips on finding African-Americans in online
censuses, such as those at Ancestry. The author is working on a
book about African-Americans in Buffalo, NY.
--- Eileen Scully <scullyep@earthlink.net> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>

From: "Eileen Scully" <scullyep@earthlink.net>
To: "Cynthia Van Ness" <bettybarcode@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Feedback from BuffaloResearch.com
Date: Thu, 10 Feb 2005 18:25:36 -0500

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

FYI and pass this along to whomever you think might be
interested: if one
goes, for example, to the 1850 census on ancestry.com and uses
keyword
'black' for any area of the country, without entering any
personal name in
the search engine, and all the names that come up that are not
surname
Black, or in a place with Black in the name (eg Black Rock
Ward 11), those
are the are free African Americans living in that place. The
second
required step for 1850 is to do a keyword search for the
letter 'M' and all
the names that come up that don't have the initial M in them,
are free
African Americans designated as 'mulatto.' These can be pasted
into Word
doc. Or, if one then copies the relevant entries into an Excel
database,
it's possible to start manipulating the information by
surname, ages,
birthplace, first name--seeing all the Virginia-born African
American
Buffalonians in 1870, for example. The hard work is to reverse
the name
order in the draft database, as in the Ancestry database the
full name is
first/last as a single field. Doing each census separately is
required, as
there are different fields in each and to merge across
censuses requires
standardization.
There are also tricks for each census: 1860--need to do
keyword first
'black,' then 'mulatto' spelled out. 1870, again not entering
any personal
name in the search engine, can use the search engine template
limit search
to 'colored,' but then must also do letter 'M', same as 1850.
1880, can
limit search in the search template to first 'black' then
'mulatto.'
Knowing how difficult and frustrating it is to track African
American
genealogy, I think much more can be put out there for people
because of the
online databases that make it possible to do broad keyword
searches. I
don't know what the proprietary issues might be to do this on
a big scale,
but seems to me African American genealogy groups and
historical societies
could team up with Ancestry if necessary to do this good
service. To
protect Ancestry's profits, there could be a free portal with
the surnames,
locations, birth dates, relevant census, so that one would

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

then pay the
subscription fee to see the actual census.
ps. for Buffalo database, had to take out all the Germans and
Irish marked
'Black' or 'Mulatto' on the original census, and no doubt that
will be true
elsewhere. Not perfect, but monumental in possibilities for
African Americans searching for ancestors.

=====
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, bettybarcode AT yahoo DOT com
www.buffaloresearch.com
"My heart is moved by all I cannot save:
So much has been destroyed
I have to cast my lot with those
who, age after age, perversely, with no extraordinary
power, reconstitute the world." -Adrienne Rich
From Rathernut at cs.com Thu Feb 10 23:44:08 2005
From: Rathernut at cs.com (Rathernut@cs.com)
Date: Thu Feb 10 23:26:08 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Filemaker databases
Message-ID: <1d8.36ababfb.2f3d9218@cs.com>
In a message dated 2/10/2005 12:28:35 PM Pacific Standard Time,
genealogy@daddezio.com writes:
> From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> [mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Naukam, Larry
> Sent: Thursday, February 10, 2005 1:28 PM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> Subject: [Genealib] Filemaker databases
>
>
> I am fortunate enough to have the blessing of our director to index, or
> convert from already made Excel spreadsheets, various items such as deaths
> from city directories, scrapbooks of obits, and other useful items.
>
> What I am looking for is an Access or Filemaker template or pre-written
> setup, which we can use or easily modify for these databases. obviously we'd
> want names, dates, sources, a notes field, etc., and I would like to look at
> other's ideas. I have been told that after 50,000 items Access gets
> unsuitably slow, especially for web searches. I have tried Filemaker with
> 20,000 items in a quick and dirty trial version that I did at home, and it
> flew right along.
>
> Any suggestions on where I can find (or buy) such a template are gratefully
> accepted.
>
> Larry Naukam
> Head of Local History and Genealogy Division
> Central Library of Rochester and Monroe County NY
The Oregon State Archives uses FileMaker for their online databases. You
might want to contact them, I'm fairly certain they'd be happy to share
one or both the template or their experiences with it.

To see their database, their search page is located at:
http://genealogy.state.or.us

Julie Kidd
Portland, Oregon
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050210/77287c9d/
attachment.htm
From boljace at and.lib.in.us Fri Feb 11 08:08:32 2005
From: boljace at and.lib.in.us (Beth Oljace)
Date: Fri Feb 11 07:51:22 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Your popular classes
In-Reply-To: <s20b80ac.066@email>
References: <s20b80ac.066@email>
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200502110808.AA08320251@and.lib.in.us>
We offer two classes--a basic Family History Class, which lasts 1-1.5
hours and covers the research process and sources and a Genealogy on the
Internet Class, which lasts about the same amount of time, and covers 510 basic genealogy websites. The latter is probably more popular than
the former. We offer about 7 classes and month and usually end up
giving 4-5.
Beth E. Oljace
Indiana room Librarian
Anderson Public Library
-----Original Message----From: "Colleen Robledo" <crobledo@mission-viejo.com>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Thu, 10 Feb 2005 15:41:16 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Your popular classes
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello,
I'd like to hear from those of you whose libraries offer genealogy
classes. Please advise of your most popular, well-attendance classes
(anything from beginners to advanced, to computer-tech topics).
Thank you!
Colleen Robledo
Mission Viejo Library
Library Assistant, Technology Center
949/830-7100 (Ext: 4012)
CRobledo@mission-viejo.com
http://www.cmvl.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From jswan at ckls.org Fri Feb 11 09:42:59 2005
From: jswan at ckls.org (Jim Swan)

Date: Fri Feb 11 09:25:58 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Your popular classes
In-Reply-To: <s20b80ac.066@email>
References: <s20b80ac.066@email>
Message-ID: <p06200700be3273005b9a@[192.168.64.92]>
The Great Bend Public Library (Kansas) offers classes on Heritage
Quest and Ancestry Library Edition because we have patron access to
these databases. We also offer Beginning Genealogy I and II, plus
Strategies for Ancestor searching. All classes are taught in our
computer lab, so participants can apply what they are learning
immediately. All of the classes are popular and usually fill up
every time.
You can take a look at the classes I teach at
http://www.ckls.org/~jswan/WKSHPS.HTM
Jim Swan
>Hello,
>
>I'd like to hear from those of you whose libraries offer genealogy
>classes. Please advise of your most popular, well-attendance classes
>(anything from beginners to advanced, to computer-tech topics).
>
>Thank you!
>
>
>Colleen Robledo
>Mission Viejo Library
>Library Assistant, Technology Center
>949/830-7100 (Ext: 4012)
>CRobledo@mission-viejo.com
>http://www.cmvl.org
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From Cwitcher at acpl.lib.in.us Fri Feb 11 09:50:40 2005
From: Cwitcher at acpl.lib.in.us (Curt Witcher)
Date: Fri Feb 11 09:33:07 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Librarian Opening at Allen County Public Library
Message-ID: <s20c8001.095@groupwise-server.acpl.lib.in.us>
GENEALOGY DEPARTMENT LIBRARIAN II
Full-time librarian II in the Historical Genealogy Department at the
Main Library. The schedule for this position will include a variety of
day, evening and weekend hours. The range minimum for a librarian II is
$35,027 and up, depending on experience. There is a relocation
allowance. If you are interested in applying for genealogy librarian II,
you must possess an ALA-accredited master of library science degree with
knowledge of genealogical librarianship acquired through appropriate
undergraduate or graduate course work in history, archives, and
genealogy. Previous genealogical research experience and one year's
library experience desired. Ability to conduct a wide range of classes,
from individual tutorials and small group presentations to seminar and

conference lectures. Ability to write frequent articles and collection
descriptions for both instructional and public relations purposes.
Familiarity with contemporary technology and its applications in the
informational, historical, and genealogical fields. Excellent written
and oral communication skills and a commitment to providing responsive,
proactive library service are required. Responsibilities of the
Genealogy librarian II include providing reference assistance for
patrons; using a wide variety of electronic and print sources;
developing and conducting programs and presentations; participating in
collection development and educational outreach, and other duties as
needed.
For more information on this position, please call our Jobline at (260)
421-1230; write to PO Box 2270, Fort Wayne, IN 46801-2270; or e-mail at
sspears@acpl.lib.in.us. To apply, send resume and references to:
Charlene Holly, Human Resources Manager, Allen County Public Library, P.
O. Box 2270, Fort Wayne, IN 46801-2270.

Curt B. Witcher
Manager, Historical Genealogy Department
NE Director, Indiana Genealogical Society
Allen County Public Library
P. O. Box 2270, 200 E. Berry Street
Fort Wayne, IN 46801-2270
CWitcher@ACPL.Lib.in.us
260-421-1226
Fax: 260-421-1386
===========================================
The views, opinions, and judgments expressed
in this message are solely those of the author.
The message contents have not been reviewed
or approved by the Allen County Public Library.
===========================================
From jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us Fri Feb 11 09:54:49 2005
From: jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us (Jeffrey J. Courouleau)
Date: Fri Feb 11 09:37:00 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Your popular classes
In-Reply-To: <p06200700be3273005b9a@[192.168.64.92]>
Message-ID: <OGEIJJEGLGNGHLOLCNLCOEIGDNAA.jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us>
Here at Bartlesville Public Library, I normally teach beginning genealogy
classes. I have also taught a class on finding your immigrant ancestors. One
of our local historians is teaching a class on March 1 about using military
records to flesh out your family tree.
The basic classes are the most popular, with attendance of 25-35, normally.
We do not teach sit-down computer genealogy classes currently, though that
is something I would enjoy for the future.
What classes and services you offer in your area is wholly dependent on your
user population. For example, if your customers are particularly
computer-savvy, you would probably not give starter classes in computer use
for genealogy. If your population is older, you might offer a genealogy for
seniors class with special emphasis on scrapbooking, for example.
Feel free to e-mail me off list and maybe, with a more detailed

understanding of your customer base, I can offer some more in-depth ideas.
Thanks,
Jeffrey
*******************************************************************
Jeffrey J. Courouleau, MLIS
Local & Family History Librarian
Bartlesville Public Library
600 S. Johnstone Avenue
Bartlesville, OK, 74003
E-Mail: jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us
Office Telephone: 918-337-5332
LFH Helpdesk: 918-337-5333
http://www.bartlesville.lib.ok.us
*******************************************************************
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Jim Swan
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2005 08:43
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Your popular classes
The Great Bend Public Library (Kansas) offers classes on Heritage
Quest and Ancestry Library Edition because we have patron access to
these databases. We also offer Beginning Genealogy I and II, plus
Strategies for Ancestor searching. All classes are taught in our
computer lab, so participants can apply what they are learning
immediately. All of the classes are popular and usually fill up
every time.
You can take a look at the classes I teach at
http://www.ckls.org/~jswan/WKSHPS.HTM
Jim Swan
>Hello,
>
>I'd like to hear from those of you whose libraries offer genealogy
>classes. Please advise of your most popular, well-attendance classes
>(anything from beginners to advanced, to computer-tech topics).
>
>Thank you!
>
>
>Colleen Robledo
>Mission Viejo Library
>Library Assistant, Technology Center
>949/830-7100 (Ext: 4012)
>CRobledo@mission-viejo.com
>http://www.cmvl.org

>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From ldillon at monroe.lib.in.us Fri Feb 11 09:55:07 2005
From: ldillon at monroe.lib.in.us (Luann Dillon)
Date: Fri Feb 11 09:37:07 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Your popular classes
In-Reply-To: <s20b80ac.066@email>
Message-ID: <Pine.LNX.4.44.0502110947500.31315-100000@monroe.lib.in.us>

We have a volunteer retired university professor who teachs a basic
beginninig genealogy class in three parts covering census, vital records
and websites. She also teaches an advanced genealogy class dealing with
probate, land records and advanced computer searching. We limit our
classes to 10 participants in order to utilize the 10 laptops that were
donated to the library. The classes always fill quickly and have waiting
lists. We offer these about 3 times per year. We also periodically do a
large class on Ancestry Library Edition and HeritageQuest since they are
available from the library's website. We also have monthly speakers, not
necessarily classes, on general family history research that does not have
a limit on participants.
As with most other librarians on this list, we could probably do more if
time were available.
Luann Dillon
Indiana Room
Monroe County Public Library
Bloomington, IN
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Fri Feb 11 11:56:39 2005
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Fri Feb 11 11:38:40 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Your popular classes
References: <s20b80ac.066@email>
Message-ID: <420CE3C7.4010004@arlsmail.org>
Hi!
I do a monthly "Getting Started with Genealogy" class. Very informal,
I talk about basic principles to keep in mind, try to explain some of
the terminology, give out a resource list of materials for basic
reference, how-to etc. I also explain our family history center, and
the materials that can be found at the university research library in
our city.
It's about 2 hours and they get a packet including basic forms, to take
with them.
We do not require registration for this - attendance varies but usually

is about 6 people. Unfortunately when we lost all but one of our
evening hours, we moved this to the afternoon during the week. Largest
group was 18 which is all I can really deal with for questions and such.
About 4 times a year, a volunteer from our local genealogy society
(Clarke-Oconee Genealogical Society) donates his time and does a 6 hour
class on two days on Genealogy on the Internet. It is an in-depth class
held in the library's computer lab classroom. Registration is required
for this since there are only 9 computers in the classroom and everyone
works on a computer. During the warm months when the days are long, we
do them in the evenings since it doesn't get dark too soon. During the
winter months, we do mornings so that people who won't drive at night
can come.
All of this day time scheduling makes it difficult for folks who work
for a living.
The Night Owl Prowl - genealogy lockin - is one of the most popular
programs we do. One is scheduled for Friday Feb. 25. When the library
closes at 6:00 on a Friday night, the folks who have registered get to
take over the 2nd floor and have access to all the computers and
heritage room until midnight. We eat around 7:00 (usually pizza, with
COGS members bringing in dessert). We do introductions and people tell
what they are researching at dinner and someone always finds someone
else working on the same line. What is amazing about this is that many
of our researchers are not doing southern research, they came here with
the university (I say this to forestall the jokes about southern
interconnectedness :-) ) We have volunteers from COGS and a few staff
help people in trying to resolve some of their research problems. We
keep plenty of drinks and food in a separate room where people can go to
take a break.
Our local genealogy society meets on Saturday afternoon each month and
almost always has a program. They usually meet at our library, but
sometimes our Oconee Co. branch. These meetings are open to the public
and have been a good way for people to learn more about genealogy.
COGS also has 3 interest groups meeting in addition to the monthly
meetings - one on British isles research which meets about 4 times a
year and has about 40 members, one on The Master Genealogist that
replaced the generic computer interest group that had sort of fizzled,
and the 3rd brand new group is for African American research which will
probably meet quarterly.
I try to work up one new in depth program a year and do it for our local
genealogical society. That also gives me something I can present when
asked to speak at other societies.
The combination of library programs and COGS programming seems to meet
the needs of the majority.
Hope this helps,
Laura
Colleen Robledo wrote:
>Hello,
>
>I'd like to hear from those of you whose libraries offer genealogy
>classes. Please advise of your most popular, well-attendance classes
>(anything from beginners to advanced, to computer-tech topics).

>
>Thank you!
>
>
>Colleen Robledo
>Mission Viejo Library
>Library Assistant, Technology Center
>949/830-7100 (Ext: 4012)
>CRobledo@mission-viejo.com
>http://www.cmvl.org
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
>
-Laura W. Carter
The Heritage Room
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, GA 30606
(706) 613-3650 Ext. 350 Voice
(706) 613-3660 Fax
lcarter@arlsmail.org

From peter.pehrson at writtenbyhand.com Fri Feb 11 13:27:59 2005
From: peter.pehrson at writtenbyhand.com (Written By Hand--Manuscript Americana)
Date: Fri Feb 11 13:09:57 2005
Subject: [Genealib] ICK: "Genealogy Today" bait and switch
Message-ID: <20050211182759.B464A7D2D@sm4app02.siteprotect.com>
List members:
Oh, please. This is another company that fronts for Ancestry. com
What is so provoking is that you have to go through about 8 screens
to find out it's just a portal (read: sales function) for Ancestry's
activities.
It feels like a bait and switch. I object.
___________________________________________________________________________________
_____________
They said:
"Date: Thu, 10 Feb 2005 15:34:38 -0500
From: "Illya D'Addezio" <genealogy@daddezio.com>
Subject: [Genealib] Useful Resource for Genealogists
To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'"
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <200502110058.j1B0wK5X021708@plain.rackshack.net>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Greetings!
Let me first say how much I enjoy reading the posts from this group. As

librarians, you're really on the genealogy front lines, and your insights
are very helpful.
My name is Illya, and I created Genealogy Today six years ago (tomorrow is
actually our anniversary). I'm always looking to do things that haven't been
done before, and last year had the idea to develop a new type of online
directory. Being librarians, I am sure you are familiar with sites that
offer state and county level pages of genealogical resources. My ideas was

From genealogy at daddezio.com Fri Feb 11 13:46:38 2005
From: genealogy at daddezio.com (Illya D'Addezio)
Date: Fri Feb 11 13:29:16 2005
Subject: [Genealib] ICK: "Genealogy Today" bait and switch
In-Reply-To: <20050211182759.B464A7D2D@sm4app02.siteprotect.com>
Message-ID: <200502112311.j1BNB75X004591@plain.rackshack.net>
Peter,
While we are an affiliate of Ancestry, as many sites are, we offer a vast
amount of free information, including hundreds of free articles,
transcriptions and unique research tools. We also have our own subscription
services, and a marketplace where we sell hundreds of genealogy gifts and
supplies. It is because of our independent success that we are able to
strike deals with Ancestry to open some of their databases to the public.
I take pride that we ALWAYS clearly state when a link is commercial ($)
and/or if it links to Ancestry. So many of our peers work diligently to do
the opposite, and have very little content of their own. If you find a
particular area/link that is not properly identified, please let me know.
"Bait and Switch" is the furthest from my objective in helping researchers.
With the newness of our genealogy directory feature, it may seem slanted
towards Ancestry, however, we've already been complemented on making it
easier to find city/town based resources at Ancestry. It tooks us six months
to catalogue their entire collection down to the town level. And it is not
based on the database title, but rather the actual towns that the database
covers based on the description.
Sorry for this lengthy response, but I am very sensitive to this issue and
do not appreciate slanderous accusations of this sort. Everyone is entitled
to their own opinion, as are you, but in the future, please give me the
courtesy of a private contact before your share your opinions publicly.
Respectfully,
- illya
Illya D'Addezio
Genealogy Today

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Written By

Hand--Manuscript Americana
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2005 1:28 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] ICK: "Genealogy Today" bait and switch
List members:
Oh, please. This is another company that fronts for Ancestry. com What is
so provoking is that you have to go through about 8 screens to find out it's
just a portal (read: sales function) for Ancestry's activities.
It feels like a bait and switch. I object.
From cribbswh at gmail.com Fri Feb 11 14:13:36 2005
From: cribbswh at gmail.com (Bill Cribbs)
Date: Fri Feb 11 13:55:34 2005
Subject: [Genealib] ICK: "Genealogy Today" bait and switch
In-Reply-To: <200502112311.j1BNB75X004591@plain.rackshack.net>
References: <20050211182759.B464A7D2D@sm4app02.siteprotect.com>
<200502112311.j1BNB75X004591@plain.rackshack.net>
Message-ID: <4058421b0502111113719080de@mail.gmail.com>
GenealogyToday.com http://www.genealogytoday.com is one of the most
reputable and valuable sites on the web.
The news section is second
to none and his GenealogyToday Jr. is an awesome kids' site to help
children with their family research.
Many sites have Ancestry affiliate links to help funding.
This does
not make them a "front" for Ancestry.com.
I highly recommend
GenealogyToday.com and all of Mr. D'Addezio's projects.
Bill Cribbs
GenealogyBuff.com
http://www.genealogybuff.com
(another affiliate site)
On Fri, 11 Feb 2005 13:46:38 -0500, Illya D'Addezio
<genealogy@daddezio.com> wrote:
> Peter,
>
> While we are an affiliate of Ancestry, as many sites are, we offer a vast
> amount of free information, including hundreds of free articles,
> transcriptions and unique research tools. We also have our own subscription
> services, and a marketplace where we sell hundreds of genealogy gifts and
> supplies. It is because of our independent success that we are able to
> strike deals with Ancestry to open some of their databases to the public.
>
> I take pride that we ALWAYS clearly state when a link is commercial ($)
> and/or if it links to Ancestry. So many of our peers work diligently to do
> the opposite, and have very little content of their own. If you find a
> particular area/link that is not properly identified, please let me know.
> "Bait and Switch" is the furthest from my objective in helping researchers.
>
> With the newness of our genealogy directory feature, it may seem slanted
> towards Ancestry, however, we've already been complemented on making it
> easier to find city/town based resources at Ancestry. It tooks us six months
> to catalogue their entire collection down to the town level. And it is not
> based on the database title, but rather the actual towns that the database
> covers based on the description.
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Sorry for this lengthy response, but I am very sensitive to this issue and
do not appreciate slanderous accusations of this sort. Everyone is entitled
to their own opinion, as are you, but in the future, please give me the
courtesy of a private contact before your share your opinions publicly.
Respectfully,
- illya
Illya D'Addezio
Genealogy Today
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Written By
Hand--Manuscript Americana
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2005 1:28 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] ICK: "Genealogy Today" bait and switch
List members:
Oh, please. This is another company that fronts for Ancestry. com What is
so provoking is that you have to go through about 8 screens to find out it's
just a portal (read: sales function) for Ancestry's activities.
It feels like a bait and switch. I object.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Bill Cribbs
GenealogyBuff.com
http://www.genealogybuff.com
From jbrannan at uwa.edu Fri Feb 11 14:32:46 2005
From: jbrannan at uwa.edu (Brannan, Joyce A.)
Date: Fri Feb 11 14:14:45 2005
Subject: [Genealib] ICK: "Genealogy Today" bait and switch
Message-ID: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D2264A5A15@phosphorus.uwa.edu>
Sorry to disagree. I understand what Illya is saying and I think we
should always check our facts before speaking, but stating our opinions
publicly is constitutionally protected. If someone thinks that there is
false advertising, they are entitled to state so publicly. I'm glad
that they can do so. I am equally glad that persons/companies can
defend their positions.
Joyce Adams Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
University of West Alabama
Livingston, AL 35470
205-652-3677

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Illya
D'Addezio
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2005 12:47 PM
To: peter.pehrson@writtenbyhand.com; 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] ICK: "Genealogy Today" bait and switch
Peter,
While we are an affiliate of Ancestry, as many sites are, we offer a
vast amount of free information, including hundreds of free articles,
transcriptions and unique research tools. We also have our own
subscription services, and a marketplace where we sell hundreds of
genealogy gifts and supplies. It is because of our independent success
that we are able to strike deals with Ancestry to open some of their
databases to the public.
I take pride that we ALWAYS clearly state when a link is commercial ($)
and/or if it links to Ancestry. So many of our peers work diligently to
do the opposite, and have very little content of their own. If you find
a particular area/link that is not properly identified, please let me
know. "Bait and Switch" is the furthest from my objective in helping
researchers.
With the newness of our genealogy directory feature, it may seem slanted
towards Ancestry, however, we've already been complemented on making it
easier to find city/town based resources at Ancestry. It tooks us six
months to catalogue their entire collection down to the town level. And
it is not based on the database title, but rather the actual towns that
the database covers based on the description.
Sorry for this lengthy response, but I am very sensitive to this issue
and do not appreciate slanderous accusations of this sort. Everyone is
entitled to their own opinion, as are you, but in the future, please
give me the courtesy of a private contact before your share your
opinions publicly.
Respectfully,
- illya
Illya D'Addezio
Genealogy Today

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Written By
Hand--Manuscript Americana
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2005 1:28 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] ICK: "Genealogy Today" bait and switch
List members:
Oh, please.

This is another company that fronts for Ancestry. com What

is so provoking is that you have to go through about 8 screens to find
out it's just a portal (read: sales function) for Ancestry's
activities.
It feels like a bait and switch. I object.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us Fri Feb 11 14:52:04 2005
From: prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us (Phyllis Rickard)
Date: Fri Feb 11 14:47:53 2005
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Every-name Index to Stark Co., OH Cemeteries
References: <667C287321B2574D83FC4D545E1AC45D0FC544@scdl-exmail.scdl.local>
Message-ID: <00a601c51074$ab680960$e400a8c0@floss>
Perhaps part of the problem is that once you have some results, the search
boxes at the top of the page take you out of the database search area at
Rootsweb and into Ancestry.
Phyllis Rickard
A-V Librarian
Lenawee County Library
Adrian, MI
prickard@monroe.lib.mi.us
----- Original Message ----From: "Lauren Landis" <llandis@starklibrary.org>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>; <wpwolfe@qwest.net>
Sent: Wednesday, February 09, 2005 5:46 PM
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Every-name Index to Stark Co., OH Cemeteries
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Bill,
Sorry you didn't get any results. If there were no listings in "Other
Searches," then there were no hits for that name in those catagories.
Just so you can see how it works, use the name "Landis." I know it will
give you some hits in the cemetery books. I don't know why you got
bumped over to Ancestry unless on the second try you entered the name in
search field on the right. That one is for Ancestry; the one on the
left is for RootsWeb. Let me know if you still can't make it work.
Sincerely,
Lauren K. Landis, Newsletter Editor
Stark County Chapter O.G.S.
-----Original Message----Lauren, it did not work for me. As is typical when I inserted the full
name
and searched, I was told there were two hits. There was no "other
serches"
at the bottom of the page. I re-entered the name and was sent to
Ancestry
which is no good because the window that came up does not let an
Ancestry
subscriber access the Ancestry site.
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No big thing, just wanted to let you know of my experience. I will call
the
Canton Library. Thanks for the information.
Bill Wolfe
Boulder, Colorado
----- Original Message ----From: "Lauren Landis" <llandis@starklibrary.org>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2005 12:11 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Every-name Index to Stark Co., OH Cemeteries
The Stark County Chapter of the Ohio Genealogical Society is pleased to
announce a new resource. Their recently completed every-name index to
the seven-volume set of Stark County Cemetery Inscriptions (previously
surname indexed only) is now available at RootsWeb.com. To access the
database, go to RootsWeb's main page at www.rootsweb.com, put the name
you are searching in the "Search RootsWeb.com" search field. When the
results come up, scroll down to "Other Searches," and click on "Book
Indexes." If there is a hit in the Stark County Cemetery Inscriptions,
it will appear on the following page giving the volume and page of the
original record.
For copies of the originals, you can contact either the Corresponding
Secretary of the Stark County Chapter O.G.S. at P.O. Box 9035, Canton,
OH 44711, or the Genealogy Division of the Stark County District
Library at www.starklibrary.com. Other libraries around Ohio and
elsewhere also have the Stark County Cemetery Inscriptions books. You
may want to check libraries in your area first to see if you can access
them locally.
Sincerely,
Lauren Landis, Newsletter Editor
Stark County Chapter O.G.S.
"Old genealogists never die, they just lose their census."
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

Anonymous

-----------------------------Message: 13
Date: Tue, 8 Feb 2005 22:55:21 EST
From: Dlunow@aol.com
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Free to good home
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <62.4e4ca7bc.2f3ae3a9@aol.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
We would like to have:
Grimes, J. Bryan. NORTH CAROLINA WILLS AND INVENTORIES.
Broughton, 1912.

Edwards &
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We would be happy to trade or reimburse postage.
Thanks,
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
Wimberley, Texas
Please mail to:
Stagecoach Library
% Diane Lunow
4023 Sul Ross Street
Houston, Texas 77027-5719
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050208/2edb0
28f/attachment-0001.htm
-----------------------------Message: 14
Date: Wed, 09 Feb 2005 09:08:24 -0500
From: "Beth Oljace" <boljace@and.lib.in.us>
Subject: [Genealib] Books taken
To: genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200502090908.AA08245335@and.lib.in.us>
The Isle of Wight county and North Carolina wills and inventories books
that I offered to the first responder have been taken.
Beth E. Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library

-----------------------------Message: 15
Date: Wed, 9 Feb 2005 07:45:32 -0800
From: "Metzler, Anne" <ametzler@secstate.wa.gov>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Every-name Index to Stark Co., OH Cemeteries
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists' <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<9D89383B1504BF4B863C14E3966E6D7044FDB4@sosexchange1.secstate.wa.gov>
Content-Type: text/plain
Lauren, the search worked fine for me. However, I made sure I entered
the name in the Rootsweb search box. Because the Ancestry search box is
right next to the Rootsweb search box, one has to be careful that you're
entering name you're searching for in the correct box. In the excitement
of the search, it's all too easy at least for me to use the Ancestry
search instead of the Rootsweb search, or vice versa.
That being said, as Rootsweb and Ancestry are part of the same
organization, there may not be much anyone can do about this issue.
wanted to let you know that the search does work.

But
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Thanks for letting us know about the information.
Anne Metzler
Olympia, Washington
-----Original Message----From: William Wolfe [mailto:wpwolfe@qwest.net]
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2005 7:07 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Every-name Index to Stark Co., OH Cemeteries
Lauren, it did not work for me. As is typical when I inserted the full
name
and searched, I was told there were two hits. There was no "other
serches"
at the bottom of the page. I re-entered the name and was sent to
Ancestry
which is no good because the window that came up does not let an
Ancestry
subscriber access the Ancestry site.
No big thing, just wanted to let you know of my experience. I will call
the
Canton Library. Thanks for the information.
Bill Wolfe
Boulder, Colorado
----- Original Message ----From: "Lauren Landis" <llandis@starklibrary.org>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2005 12:11 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Every-name Index to Stark Co., OH Cemeteries
The Stark County Chapter of the Ohio Genealogical Society is pleased to
announce a new resource. Their recently completed every-name index to
the seven-volume set of Stark County Cemetery Inscriptions (previously
surname indexed only) is now available at RootsWeb.com. To access the
database, go to RootsWeb's main page at www.rootsweb.com, put the name
you are searching in the "Search RootsWeb.com" search field. When the
results come up, scroll down to "Other Searches," and click on "Book
Indexes." If there is a hit in the Stark County Cemetery Inscriptions,
it will appear on the following page giving the volume and page of the
original record.
For copies of the originals, you can contact either the Corresponding
Secretary of the Stark County Chapter O.G.S. at P.O. Box 9035, Canton,
OH 44711, or the Genealogy Division of the Stark County District Library
at www.starklibrary.com. Other libraries around Ohio and elsewhere also
have the Stark County Cemetery Inscriptions books. You may want to
check libraries in your area first to see if you can access them
locally.
Sincerely,
Lauren Landis, Newsletter Editor
Stark County Chapter O.G.S.
"Old genealogists never die, they just lose their census."

Anonymous
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_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-----------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
End of genealib Digest, Vol 17, Issue 6
***************************************
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From LNaukam at libraryweb.org Fri Feb 11 16:25:08 2005
From: LNaukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Fri Feb 11 16:05:40 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Access and Filemaker databases
Message-ID: <895AE3C5B9D03345BDBE30C250067362C9D7EE@rpl05.rpl.org>
I have been getting a number of responses to my original question, and I
will post a summary next week. Thanks to all!
Larry Naukam
Head of Local History and Genealogy Division
Central Library of Rochester and Monroe County NY
From kindredspirit at hercules.bbnp.com Fri Feb 11 16:27:38 2005
From: kindredspirit at hercules.bbnp.com (Traci Thompson)
Date: Fri Feb 11 16:09:38 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Ireland of Other Days
Message-ID: <200502111627.AA56492300@hercules.bbnp.com>
Thanks Mary (and others who repsonded.) I hope the picture is not as bleak as it
looks, but I won't hold my breath on that one.
Traci
---------- Original Message ---------------------------------From: Mary Devine <maire1999@yahoo.com>
Reply-To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Thu, 10 Feb 2005 17:37:39 -0800 (PST)
>Hi Tracy!
>
>I was trying to figure out last week what was going on with Otherdays.com. I
have(had?) a subscription to them that I got last March. I thought I was doing
something wrong but then I found this blog article by Dick Eastman

http://eogn.typepad.com/eastmans_online_genealogy/2005/02/whatever_happen.html. You
may recognize his name from various Ancestry.com(AncestryPlus) and various paper
genealogy magazines.
>
>I did like this subscription database when I would get the urge to look for
information about various Irish ancestors. I have started to look around to see
what else is available and cheap for an individual to subscribe for myself. I did
bump into Irishorigins.com by mistake when I typed the wrong website. I will
probably look into this database but I'm a bit hestitant to subscribe to it until I
do some serious research on the company and not just a basic research like I did
with otherdays.com.
>
>I hope this helps!
>
>Mary Devine
>Reference Librarian
>Social Sciences Department
>Boston Public Library
>
>Traci Thompson <kindredspirit@hercules.bbnp.com> wrote:
>
>Does anyone know what has happened to the Ireland of Other Days website
(www.otherdays.com)?
>
>I was interested in subscribing, but when I go to the site I'm asked for a
username and password. I could have sworn that a few months ago I could access the
site and see their subscription rates, databases offered, etc.
>
>Any info appreciated.
>
>Traci Thompson
>Local History/Genealogy Librarian
>Braswell Memorial Library
>Rocky Mount, NC
>
>
>
>-------------------------------->Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Mail - Helps protect you from nasty viruses.
>
>

______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
Sent via the WebMail system at hercules.bbnp.com

From mkmannix at gmail.com Fri Feb 11 22:57:45 2005
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Fri Feb 11 22:39:43 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Bi-Folkal Kits
In-Reply-To: <DB3E9E738A5EEB499B66914F7ECB1A2D867CF3@ncexch.nassaucounty.com>
References: <DB3E9E738A5EEB499B66914F7ECB1A2D867CF3@ncexch.nassaucounty.com>
Message-ID: <b63c865205021119575ac4d29f@mail.gmail.com>

A very belated, yet still quite heartfelt thanks to everyone who
responded to my query about Bi-Folkal kits. Your replies were quite
helpful. Tomorrow I am giving a brief little talk to my local
genealogical society about how they might be useful or of interest to
genealogists. Much thanks, as always!!!! Mary
____
Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
From rgdom1 at gate.net Sat Feb 12 10:18:37 2005
From: rgdom1 at gate.net (Robin)
Date: Sat Feb 12 10:00:11 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Your popular classes
References: <s20b80ac.066@email> <p06200700be3273005b9a@[192.168.64.92]>
Message-ID: <01be01c51116$2125b840$3bbff704@rgdom1>
I long ago designed what I thought would be a good progression of workshops for
beginners through advanced. However, after working with many researchers of
varying knowledge over the years, I decided that there are many people who consider
themselves experienced when they really don't know the basics and wouldn't consider
coming to a Beginning Genealogy class and an equal number of people who may think
they are beginners when they already have a good grasp of the basics and really
need specific direction.
What I decided to do about three years ago was offer workshops monthly on
specific topics which would assist both beginners and more advanced researchers.
This has worked out quite well and I average about 14 to 18 people per session.
I've talked about using newspapers, immigration, naturalization, dating
photographs, military records, etc. This month we're discussing how to get the
most out of the 1900 census, next month is dealing with finding women in your
history. I've occasionally been able to get an outside person to come and talk to
the group, but I usually do most of the classes.
It's been great fun for the most part and I've gotten good comments from
people. I also set aside a bit of time at the beginning for them to tell of new
breakthroughs or problems they may have had since our last meeting. This can be
such a solitary search and it's always nice to have someone listen to your find.
Also make announcements for upcoming meetings for the local genealogy society and
new databases/websites that they may be interested in. Workshops generally last
about 1 1/2 to 2 hours and I've had them on Wednesday evenings so working people
can come.
I use PowerPoint for the workshops as a starting point as it makes it easier
to show them documents or examples of what we're discussing as well as keeps things
organized. I also provide handouts on the topic with the major points.
I'm always looking for new topics and ways to name them so they may be
interesting instead of very dull (just figured out May: Rogues, Deadbeats and the
Accident Prone: ... dealing with how those more colorful persons in your history
may have more records, information, and spicy stories than the more normal members
of your family). I don't have sessions in December, June, July and August. When
we have the Sept. meeting, I have a shorter presentation, but give them time to
talk about what they did over their summer vacation, both good and bad results.
It's been fun.
Robin
Robin D. Dombrowsky
Asst. Director

Temple Terrace Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050212/930d402f/
attachment.htm
From jloving at slcl.org Thu Feb 10 21:12:35 2005
From: jloving at slcl.org (Joyce Loving)
Date: Sat Feb 12 17:26:53 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Monitor Guide to Post Offices and Railroad Stations
Message-ID: <5.2.0.9.2.20050210200836.018a9d88@199.181.178.202>
>On behalf of the Museum of Transportation in St. Louis, Missouri, I would
>like to make you aware of a book offer.
>
>"The Monitor Guide to Post Offices and Railroad Stations in the United
>States and Canada", 1876
>
>The reprint of this 1876 guidebook, 232 pages, is available through the
>Museum of Transportation. For any location you can find what county and
>state or province it is in. Over 41,000 post offices, 20,000 railroad
>stations and 670 U.S. and Canadian railroads are listed. County seats are
>identified, as well as division or branch names for larger railroads. This
>lovely volume is a great resource for writers, genealogists, historians,
>libraries, museums, railroad and postal enthusiasts and is hardbound in
>red, exactly like the original.
>
>$20 per copy (and $3.00 packing and postage) Library purchase orders are
>accepted.
>
>Order from
>Museum of Transportation Gift Shop
>3015 Barrett Station Road
>St. Louis, MO 63122
>(314) 965-5709
>The Museum's web page is http://www.museumoftransport.org/
>
>I am not taking orders but merely passing the word along.
>
>Joyce Loving, Manager
>Special Collections
>St. Louis County Library
--[This E-mail scanned for viruses by Declude Virus]
From helms_m at lib.chattanooga.gov Mon Feb 14 11:28:48 2005
From: helms_m at lib.chattanooga.gov (Helms Mary)
Date: Mon Feb 14 11:10:47 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Vade-Mecum Guide
Message-ID: <17BA6CE243F86A4D89767BB3653146D37548@antigua.chattanoogatn.gov>
Does anyone else own The Vade-Mecum Guide to the Chickamauga and Chattanooga
National Military Park, copyright 1895, by C. W. Norwood? Our Friends group
is considering publishing a facsimile edition. It seems to be a rare item.
Mary Helms
Head, Local History and Genealogy Department

Chattanooga-Hamilton County Bicentennial Library
1001 Broad Street
Chattanooga, TN 37402-2652
423-757-5448
helms_m@mail.chattanooga.gov
From wblohm at nsls.info Mon Feb 14 11:54:08 2005
From: wblohm at nsls.info (William Blohm)
Date: Mon Feb 14 11:36:02 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Useful Resource for Genealogists
In-Reply-To: <200502110058.j1B0wK5X021708@plain.rackshack.net>
References: <200502110058.j1B0wK5X021708@plain.rackshack.net>
Message-ID: <4210D7B0.6040006@nsls.info>
Dear Illya,
I would like to notify you of some corrections on your pages for Elgin,
Illinois. On the Gail Borden Public Library page
http://www.genealogytoday.com/roots/xwebdir.mv?xc=Display&xo=dirplace&xn=-1&xr=8533
the address for the Library is now 270 N. Grove Avenue and the library's
website is http://www.gailborden.info/
For the Elgin Genealogical Society, their correct website link is
http://www.elginarea.org/egs/
Thank you.
William R. Blohm
Reference Librarian
w b l o h m @ n s l s . i n f o
Gail Borden Public Library District, 270 N. Grove Ave.
Elgin, IL 60120
From nat710810 at hotmail.com Mon Feb 14 12:16:17 2005
From: nat710810 at hotmail.com (Nathalie Thompson)
Date: Mon Feb 14 12:00:17 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Orphan Train presentation
Message-ID: <BAY13-F916787887ABFCBF3B8EEDBB6A0@phx.gbl>
I work in a small public library in southwestern Indiana. We are trying to
find a presenter for a program on Orphan Trains. Using google, the closest
person is in Chicago and our budget won't allow a large travel expense. Any
suggestions or ideas?
Nathalie Thompson
Indiana Room
Alexandrian Public Library
From rraesk at ltnet.ltls.org Mon Feb 14 13:06:44 2005
From: rraesk at ltnet.ltls.org (Rosemary Raeske)
Date: Mon Feb 14 12:36:08 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Orphan Train presentation
Message-ID: <42051D42@209.174.169.14>
Barb Roberts who lives outside of Urbana, Il has done a
lot of work on Orphan Trains. We can give you her address
through our library.
Rosemary Raeske

>===== Original Message From Librarians Serving Genealogists
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu> =====
>I work in a small public library in southwestern Indiana. We are trying to
>find a presenter for a program on Orphan Trains. Using google, the closest
>person is in Chicago and our budget won't allow a large travel expense. Any
>suggestions or ideas?
>
>Nathalie Thompson
>Indiana Room
>Alexandrian Public Library
>
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
Champaign County Historical Archives
The Urbana Free Library
201 South Race
Urbana, IL 61801
From drewsmithusf at aol.com Mon Feb 14 13:20:03 2005
From: drewsmithusf at aol.com (Drew Smith)
Date: Mon Feb 14 13:02:08 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Vade-Mecum Guide
In-Reply-To: <17BA6CE243F86A4D89767BB3653146D37548@antigua.chattanoogatn.gov>
Message-ID: <d7.201f23f4.2f4245d2@aol.com>
WorldCat also shows copies in the Library of Congress and at the Degolyer
Library, Southern Methodist University, Texas.
Andrew M. "Drew" Smith
Instructor, School of Library and Information Science
College of Arts and Sciences, University of South Florida, Tampa
drewsmithusf@aol.com
work: (813) 974-6849
cell: (813) 263-2028
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Helms Mary
Sent: Monday, February 14, 2005 11:29 AM
To: 'genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: [Genealib] Vade-Mecum Guide
Does anyone else own The Vade-Mecum Guide to the Chickamauga and Chattanooga
National Military Park, copyright 1895, by C. W. Norwood? Our Friends group
is considering publishing a facsimile edition. It seems to be a rare item.
Mary Helms
Head, Local History and Genealogy Department Chattanooga-Hamilton County
Bicentennial Library
1001 Broad Street
Chattanooga, TN 37402-2652
423-757-5448
helms_m@mail.chattanooga.gov

From tomm at cclib.org Mon Feb 14 15:54:38 2005
From: tomm at cclib.org (Tom Mueller)
Date: Mon Feb 14 15:31:22 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Your popular classes
In-Reply-To: <s20b80ac.066@email>
Message-ID: <HFEMIBNCGHDHLOEBFIFPMEKDDDAA.tomm@cclib.org>
I've put together classes for the general public. These are usually taught
in our interactive Learning Center, which has fourteen user terminals plus
the instructor's station with a Proxima overhead.
Beginning Genealogy on the WWW (very popular).
An AncestryPlus Powerpoint presentation (interactive would not work with
this due to our limited license).
"How to use the Family Search catalog" (currently being developed).
I usually offer the WWW class monthly, and it is usually full.
Thank you,
Tom Mueller, Reference
Lakes Region Library
1511 Druid Rd.
Inverness, FL 34452
http://www.cclib.org/main.htm
ph:
352 726-2357
fx/tdd: 352 726-2814
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Colleen
Robledo
Sent: Thursday, February 10, 2005 6:41 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Your popular classes
Hello,
I'd like to hear from those of you whose libraries offer genealogy
classes. Please advise of your most popular, well-attendance classes
(anything from beginners to advanced, to computer-tech topics).
Thank you!
Colleen Robledo
Mission Viejo Library
Library Assistant, Technology Center
949/830-7100 (Ext: 4012)
CRobledo@mission-viejo.com
http://www.cmvl.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From helms_m at lib.chattanooga.gov

Mon Feb 14 16:00:13 2005

From: helms_m at lib.chattanooga.gov (Helms Mary)
Date: Mon Feb 14 15:42:04 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Vade-Mecum Guide
Message-ID: <17BA6CE243F86A4D89767BB3653146D3754A@antigua.chattanoogatn.gov>
Drew,
Thank you for all your help in resolving the e-mail address problem which
had prevented my posting to the list, and also for your response to my
query. We hope to acquire a copy of the map owned by LC which was drawn to
accompany the guide. Unless copies of the Guide are uncataloged in vertical
files and other collections, the number of copies is limited. Our Friends
group and the Friends of the Park will investigate the feasibility of a
publishing project.
Sincerely,
Mary
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Drew Smith
Sent: Monday, February 14, 2005 1:20 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Vade-Mecum Guide
WorldCat also shows copies in the Library of Congress and at the Degolyer
Library, Southern Methodist University, Texas.
Andrew M. "Drew" Smith
Instructor, School of Library and Information Science
College of Arts and Sciences, University of South Florida, Tampa
drewsmithusf@aol.com
work: (813) 974-6849
cell: (813) 263-2028
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Helms Mary
Sent: Monday, February 14, 2005 11:29 AM
To: 'genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: [Genealib] Vade-Mecum Guide
Does anyone else own The Vade-Mecum Guide to the Chickamauga and Chattanooga
National Military Park, copyright 1895, by C. W. Norwood? Our Friends group
is considering publishing a facsimile edition. It seems to be a rare item.
Mary Helms
Head, Local History and Genealogy Department Chattanooga-Hamilton County
Bicentennial Library
1001 Broad Street
Chattanooga, TN 37402-2652
423-757-5448
helms_m@mail.chattanooga.gov
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From saturlej at libcoop.net Mon Feb 14 17:38:02 2005

From: saturlej at libcoop.net (Jacquelyn Saturley)
Date: Mon Feb 14 17:19:09 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Orphan Train presentation
Message-ID: <E6326304D9143A48A08627DF7BAC9537142F2C@slcmail.slcmailbox.libcoop.net>
We have shown the video "Orphan Train in Michigan", and it has been well received.
Jackie
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]
Sent: Mon 2/14/2005 12:16 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Cc:
Subject: [Genealib] Orphan Train presentation

I work in a small public library in southwestern Indiana. We are trying to
find a presenter for a program on Orphan Trains. Using google, the closest
person is in Chicago and our budget won't allow a large travel expense. Any
suggestions or ideas?
Nathalie Thompson
Indiana Room
Alexandrian Public Library
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From nmaxwell at grapevine.lib.tx.us Mon Feb 14 18:27:46 2005
From: nmaxwell at grapevine.lib.tx.us (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Mon Feb 14 18:04:39 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogyblog.com
Message-ID: <421133F2.C677526A@grapevine.lib.tx.us>
Hi, all:
Does anyone know what happened to genealogyblog.com? I tried to access
it today and the otherwise blank page said that the account had been
suspended.
Nancy
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian

Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Phone: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050214/7daf2827/
attachment.htm
From jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us Mon Feb 14 18:29:30 2005
From: jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us (Jeffrey J. Courouleau)
Date: Mon Feb 14 18:11:29 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogyblog.com
In-Reply-To: <421133F2.C677526A@grapevine.lib.tx.us>
Message-ID: <OGEIJJEGLGNGHLOLCNLCEEMADNAA.jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us>
I was wondering the same thing. I have already sent an e-mail to Leland
Meitzler to ask for a status report. I am awaiting a reply, which I will be
happy to forward the gist of to the Genealib list upon receipt.
Jeffrey
*******************************************************************
Jeffrey J. Courouleau, MLIS
Local & Family History Librarian
Bartlesville Public Library
600 S. Johnstone Avenue
Bartlesville, OK, 74003
E-Mail: jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us
Office Telephone: 918-337-5332
LFH Helpdesk: 918-337-5333
http://www.bartlesville.lib.ok.us
*******************************************************************
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Nancy Maxwell
Sent: Monday, February 14, 2005 17:28
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogyblog.com
Hi, all:
Does anyone know what happened to genealogyblog.com? I tried to access it
today and the otherwise blank page said that the account had been suspended.
Nancy
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Phone: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084

E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us

From mepetersen at dustdevil.com Mon Feb 14 23:02:53 2005
From: mepetersen at dustdevil.com (Marvin and Eudora Petersen)
Date: Mon Feb 14 22:44:38 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Orphan Train Information
Message-ID: <001501c51313$3a95a840$628af404@EudoraOffice>
Nathalie
I would suggest you contact the National Orphan Train Heritage Society
(orphantrainrider.com). Their headquarters are located here in Concordia, KS now.
They could possibly connect you with a rider or their family living in your area.
Sue Sutton of Cloud County Community College is one of the local contacts.
ssutton@cloud.edu
Eudora Petersen
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From chughes at imail.slcl.lib.mo.us Tue Feb 15 10:28:13 2005
From: chughes at imail.slcl.lib.mo.us (Christy Hughes)
Date: Tue Feb 15 09:45:35 2005
Subject: Fwd: [Genealib] Monitor Guide to Post Offices and Railroad Stations
Message-ID: <5.1.1.6.0.20050215092706.024f0cd0@imail.slcl.lib.mo.us>
>
>>On behalf of the Museum of Transportation in St. Louis, Missouri, I would
>>like to make you aware of a book offer.
>>
>>"The Monitor Guide to Post Offices and Railroad Stations in the United
>>States and Canada", 1876
>>
>>The reprint of this 1876 guidebook, 232 pages, is available through the
>>Museum of Transportation. For any location you can find what county and
>>state or province it is in. Over 41,000 post offices, 20,000 railroad
>>stations and 670 U.S. and Canadian railroads are listed. County seats are
>>identified, as well as division or branch names for larger railroads.
>>This lovely volume is a great resource for writers, genealogists,
>>historians, libraries, museums, railroad and postal enthusiasts and is
>>hardbound in red, exactly like the original.
>>
>>$20 per copy (and $3.00 packing and postage) Library purchase orders are
>>accepted.
>>
>>Order from
>>Museum of Transportation Gift Shop
>>3015 Barrett Station Road
>>St. Louis, MO 63122
>>(314) 965-5709
>>The Museum's web page is http://www.museumoftransport.org/
>>
>>I am not taking orders but merely passing the word along.
>>
>>Joyce Loving, Manager
>>Special Collections
>>St. Louis County Library

--[This E-mail scanned for viruses by Declude Virus]
From RRoberts at cslib.org Tue Feb 15 10:58:36 2005
From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Tue Feb 15 10:39:52 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Reminder - CT State Library closed Feb. 19 & 21
Message-ID: <s211d5fc.058@ns2.cslib.org>
All State Library facilities will be closed Sat. Feb. 19 and Mon. Feb.
21 in observance of Presidents' Day.
Regular hours resume Tues. Feb. 22.

Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head
History and Genealogy Unit
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
From llandis at starklibrary.org Tue Feb 15 11:04:59 2005
From: llandis at starklibrary.org (Lauren Landis)
Date: Tue Feb 15 10:46:50 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Vacation 2005
Message-ID: <667C287321B2574D83FC4D545E1AC45D0FC548@scdl-exmail.scdl.local>
The vacation schedule through February of 2006 is now available. Please let me
know what dates you want for Feb. 15, 2005 through Feb. 15, 2006 by next Wednesday
(the 23rd).
Sincerely,
Miss Lauren K. Landis, Genealogy Division Mgr.
Stark County District Library
715 Market Ave. North
Canton, OH 44702-1080
Phone: (330) 452-0665, ext. 2769
Email: llandis@starklibrary.org
"They that can give up essential freedom to purchase a little temporary safety
deserve neither liberty nor safety."
--Benjamin Franklin
From k.swartz at saginawlibrary.org Tue Feb 15 11:14:04 2005
From: k.swartz at saginawlibrary.org (Kelly Swartz)
Date: Tue Feb 15 10:56:29 2005
Subject: [Genealib] books for trade/postage
Message-ID: <s211d999.047@mail.saginawlibrary.org>
Greetings:
The following books are available for trade or postage reimbursement.
Books will be awarded to first responders. Please respond to me off the
list at k.swartz@saginawlibrary.org

Colonial Settlers and English Adventurers by Noel Currer-Briggs, 1971
Jewish Cemeteries of Five Counties of Connecticut: The Cohen/Goldfarb
Collection, v.2, 1998
New Castle, Delaware 1651-1939 (photographic history)
edition) 1939

(signed, limited

1864 Census for Re-organizing the Georgia Militia by Nancy J. Cornell,
2000
South Holland, Illinois Centennial 1894-1994 (paper)
A Pioneer Family: The Birbecks in Illinois 1818-1827 by Gladys Scott
Thomson, 1953
Reclaiming African Heritage at Salem, Indiana by Coy D. Robbins, 1995
History of Jefferson County, Iowa: A Record of Settlement,
Organization, Progress and Achievement, v. II, 1912 (damaged spine)
Grace Meadow: The Story of Gnadenau and Its First Elder, Marion County,
Kansas by David V. Wiebe, 1967
Thank you.
Kelly Swartz

Kelly Swartz
Genealogy Specialist
Local History & Genealogy Collection
Public Libraries of Saginaw
From k.swartz at saginawlibrary.org Tue Feb 15 11:41:21 2005
From: k.swartz at saginawlibrary.org (Kelly Swartz)
Date: Tue Feb 15 11:23:45 2005
Subject: [Genealib] books have been taken
Message-ID: <s211e002.053@mail.saginawlibrary.org>
Greetings:
The books from my list that I sent earlier today have already been
spoken for. People respond quickly on this list! Thank you.
Kelly Swartz
Kelly Swartz
Genealogy Specialist
Local History & Genealogy Collection
Public Libraries of Saginaw
From llandis at starklibrary.org Tue Feb 15 12:11:26 2005
From: llandis at starklibrary.org (Lauren Landis)
Date: Tue Feb 15 11:53:17 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Oops
Message-ID: <667C287321B2574D83FC4D545E1AC45D0FC54A@scdl-exmail.scdl.local>
I just found out that I sent an internal email about vacation schedules out to the
whole list. Sorry about that. My bad.

Sincerely,
Miss Lauren K. Landis, Genealogy Division Mgr.
Stark County District Library
715 Market Ave. North
Canton, OH 44702-1080
Phone: (330) 452-0665, ext. 2769
Email: llandis@starklibrary.org
"They that can give up essential freedom to purchase a little temporary safety
deserve neither liberty nor safety."
--Benjamin Franklin
From MrArchive at aol.com Tue Feb 15 12:41:37 2005
From: MrArchive at aol.com (MrArchive@aol.com)
Date: Tue Feb 15 12:23:31 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Oops
Message-ID: <1ef.35adc31e.2f438e51@aol.com>
That is fine we ALL need a vacation but where shall we go ???
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From gmayer at hudson.lib.oh.us Tue Feb 15 12:42:29 2005
From: gmayer at hudson.lib.oh.us (gmayer@hudson.lib.oh.us)
Date: Tue Feb 15 12:34:47 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Oops
Message-ID: <d4954fd49d0f.d49d0fd4954f@clevnet.org>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050215/312544e2/
attachment.htm
From cribbswh at gmail.com Tue Feb 15 14:45:55 2005
From: cribbswh at gmail.com (Bill Cribbs)
Date: Tue Feb 15 14:27:49 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Military data added to GenealogyBuff.com
Message-ID: <4058421b050215114551481135@mail.gmail.com>
Dear librarians,
GenealogyBuff.com http://www.genealogybuff.com has just added some
Vietnam casualties data to the library and is located at
http://www.genealogybuff.com/misc/
It is however, searchable from the library page at
http://www.genealogybuff.com/library.htm
Hope this helps.
-Bill Cribbs
GenealogyBuff.com
http://www.genealogybuff.com
From ienj43 at xmission.com Tue Feb 15 14:58:12 2005
From: ienj43 at xmission.com (Irene Johnson)
Date: Tue Feb 15 14:40:17 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Destruction of records?
Message-ID: <42125454.000003.01432@IRENEJ>
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From pcooper at indian-river.lib.fl.us Tue Feb 15 15:51:24 2005
From: pcooper at indian-river.lib.fl.us (Pam Cooper)
Date: Tue Feb 15 15:33:15 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Your popular classes
In-Reply-To: <s20b80ac.066@email>
Message-ID: <200502152055.PAA18968@mail.indian-river.lib.fl.us>
Here is a great idea if you want your patrons and beginners to learn about
resource materials.
Normally, (if we did not get hit by two hurricanes and our large meeting
room was not used by FEMA) we would have a six week class for beginners
starting in January. We usually get 50-80 new students and the library
coordinates this with the genealogy society. We had to downsize and
currently have two 4-week classes and take only 20 people because of the
small room we were given. First class is for the beginners and the second is
for the Intermediate.
However, this year some good came out of the bad. The local society started
some very interesting GIG's (Genealogy Interest Groups.) Each month the GIG
meets in one of our small meeting rooms, (FEMA still has our large meeting
room) and they share information. We have the following GIGS: Irish,
Swedish, German, Scottish, Quaker, English, and PAF. More and more new ones
are being considered.
The Swedish group is amazingly doing very well considering we are in
Florida. They have about 20+ people. I think having two of the Swedish web
sites online at the library helped. But, each of the groups seem to function
on their own and they are sharing and discussing and learning about our
resources a lot better than I could have taught them.
They are very informal. They either sit around a table and just start
talking about what they have found or they have a guest speaker or they get
books from our shelves and review them. The idea was to have a leaderless
group, but they soon found out that someone had to take charge in order to
set up meeting dates, time and possibly select topics. They each have an
email
The benefit of these groups is that more are using the library resources,
most have joined the local genealogy society and many are becoming great
teachers. In all the years that I have worked here, this has been the most
successful way of teaching and learning that I have seen. Of course, I give
credit to the genealogy society for their fantastic enthusiasm.

Pam
------------------------------------------Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Indian River County Main Library
Florida History & Genealogy Department
1600 21st Street
Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 Fax: 772-770-5066
Email: pcooper@indian-river.lib.fl.us
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Colleen Robledo
Sent: Thursday, February 10, 2005 6:41 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Your popular classes
Hello,
I'd like to hear from those of you whose libraries offer genealogy
classes. Please advise of your most popular, well-attendance classes
(anything from beginners to advanced, to computer-tech topics).
Thank you!
Colleen Robledo
Mission Viejo Library
Library Assistant, Technology Center
949/830-7100 (Ext: 4012)
CRobledo@mission-viejo.com
http://www.cmvl.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From cheryls at plano.gov Tue Feb 15 16:52:07 2005
From: cheryls at plano.gov (Cheryl Smith)
Date: Tue Feb 15 16:33:57 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Magazine, April 2005
Message-ID: <93FCB61D215564418A5E269154E9C515085E3921@ismb01.city.plano.gov>
An article in the newest Family Tree Magazine, April 2005, pg. 24
"Cashing In" seems to have a few errors. I didn't catch who was the
author. People still seem to think that HeritageQuest Online doesn't
have the census images for 1830, 1840, 1850 and 1880. They don't notice
the browse button to get to the images. I only received a photocopy of
the chart and not the article. I don't know whether they explained the
chart further.
When I was at FGS in September I overheard a Professional Genealogist
say that HeritageQuest Online didn't have all the images. I let him
know about the browse button. He was real adamant at first that HQ
Online didn't have all the images.
Don't forget to let your patrons know about the browse button!

Cheryl Smith
Public Services Librarian Senior
Harrington Library
Plano, TX
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Tue Feb 15 17:03:25 2005
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Tue Feb 15 16:45:15 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Magazine, April 2005
Message-ID: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CCDBD@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Thanks for the reminder Cheryl. For those of you on this list in the
Dallas area we're hosting a free seminar this coming Sat. (Feb. 19) How to Get the Most Out of Heritage Quest! All are welcome.
Tracy Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Cheryl
Smith
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2005 3:52 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Magazine, April 2005
An article in the newest Family Tree Magazine, April 2005, pg. 24
"Cashing In" seems to have a few errors. I didn't catch who was the
author. People still seem to think that HeritageQuest Online doesn't
have the census images for 1830, 1840, 1850 and 1880. They don't notice
the browse button to get to the images. I only received a photocopy of
the chart and not the article. I don't know whether they explained the
chart further.
When I was at FGS in September I overheard a Professional Genealogist
say that HeritageQuest Online didn't have all the images. I let him
know about the browse button. He was real adamant at first that HQ
Online didn't have all the images.
Don't forget to let your patrons know about the browse button!
Cheryl Smith
Public Services Librarian Senior
Harrington Library
Plano, TX
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From jmmoak at hotmail.com Tue Feb 15 18:38:44 2005
From: jmmoak at hotmail.com (Jefferson Moak)
Date: Tue Feb 15 18:21:42 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Destruction of records?
In-Reply-To: <42125454.000003.01432@IRENEJ>
Message-ID: <BAY101-F372E3DF60D896010C26B39C06B0@phx.gbl>
Most of these records were deposited in the National Archives in the 1970s
with a 50-year retention from the date of deposit so the anticipated
destruction date will not be until 2020 at the earliest.
There are a number of archivists in the regional branches who are advocating
their retention as permanent, not only because of the accidental destruction
of the military records in the 1973 fire, but also because they will be an
initial way of accessing the 1940 census, which has no index. As such, we
are also advocating their retention in the records center to be cut short
and be made accessible by 2010-2012.
I will check with the Records Managers to ascertain exactly what is
occurring with these records. It has been about 2 years since I last
visited this situation.
FYI, all of the 4th registration cards, which are not to be considered draft
cards but a survey of manpower resources, of the Mid-Atlantic region
(Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia) have been
filmed by the Genealogical Society of Utah. Filming was completed in late
2003.
Jefferson M. Moak
Archivist
NARA- Mid-Atlantic Region
>From: "Irene Johnson" <ienj43@xmission.com>
>Reply-To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>To: "Genealib" <Genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>Subject: [Genealib] Destruction of records?
>Date: Tue, 15 Feb 2005 12:58:12 -0700 (Mountain Standard Time)
>
>Does anyone know anything about the following?
>
>Irene Johnson
>
>Dear colleagues in genealogy:
>
>Here is something that it looks like the genealogical community should
>"go to war" over. As you know, the 4th Registration (the "Old Man's"
>Registration) Draft Registration of World War II is permanent, and is
>currently in the process of being microfilmed. It is not in danger.
>
>THE REST OF THE WOLRD WAR II DRAFT REGISTRATIONS (1st, 2nd, and 3rd)
>ARE IN "FAIRLY IMMINENT DANGER OF DESTRUCTION" despite very strong

>advocacy by the National Personnel Records Center (NPRC) that these
>records are essential and should be retained as permanent records.
>Below is an edited (for privacy) version of an email from a NARA
>employee who works at NPRC regarding this issue.
>
>Those of you who are members of the FGS-NGS-etc. Records Preservation
>and Access Committee, please forward this to your other committee
>members so that the committee can take the lead on this. Find NARA
>names & address & phone info at
>http://www.archives.gov/about_us/organization/organization_telephone_list
>html
>It might be prudent to get a copy of the records schedule for these
>records first and to verify their
>expected destruction date.
>
>
>
> > [A NARA employee] recently had occasion to obtain a query of the RCP
> > holdings database to ascertain the volume of WWII and Post-War era SSS
> > [Selective Service System] Registration files being held for the
> > agency in the various NARA Records Centers. The response ... was ca.
> > 28,792 cu.ft. Requesters would, of course, need to go through SSS to
> > access these records. Unfortunately it is [that NARA employee's]
> > understanding that NWML [NARA's Life Cycle Management Division] has
> > refused (over ... strenuous objections ... at NPRC [National Personnel
> > Records Center]) to reschedule these as permanent, and they are
> > consequently in fairly imminent danger of destruction. From [that
> > NARA employee's] perspective, NARA is being extremely inconsistent and
> > short-sighted in this: the WWI Registration files and the WWII 4th
> > Registration are both permanent and are an important alternate records
> > source used in reconstructing military service records destroyed in
> > the 1973 NPRC fire; the balance of WWII as well as post-War draft
> > records are equally important to the reconstruction effort and should
> > be retained for that reason.
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From ienj43 at xmission.com Tue Feb 15 20:21:50 2005
From: ienj43 at xmission.com (Irene Johnson)
Date: Tue Feb 15 20:03:46 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Destruction of records?
References: <BAY101-F372E3DF60D896010C26B39C06B0@phx.gbl>
Message-ID: <4212A02E.000015.01432@IRENEJ>
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-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/gif
Size: 8841 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050215/aee65794/
attachment.gif
From FTMletters at fwpubs.com Wed Feb 16 10:35:29 2005
From: FTMletters at fwpubs.com (FTM Letters)
Date: Wed Feb 16 10:17:22 2005

Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Magazine, April 2005
Message-ID: <76578904C403EC4AB4309EE0B8C5FEC702EE0E3A@EVS3.fwpubs.com>
Dear list,
I'm an editor with Family Tree Magzine, and couldn't help overhearing this thread!
It came to our attention after Family Tree Magazine's April 2005 issue had gone to
press that we'd incorrectly listed HeritageQuest Online's census offerings in our
article about online census records.
We of course regret the error and plan to print a correction in our June issue.
the meantime, we've updated our subscription-services comparison chart and have
posted the corrected version as a PDF download from our Web site:
http://www.familytreemagazine.com/articles/apr05/census.asp. Feel free to point
your patrons to this Web page for more accurate information--and thanks for the
opportunity to let you know we're doing our best to correct this mistake.
Diane
Diane Haddad
Managing Editor
Family Tree Magazine
F+W Publications, Inc.
http://www.familytreemagazine.com
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---------From:
genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Tracy Luscombe
Reply To:
Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent:
Tuesday, February 15, 2005 5:03 PM
To:
Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Family Tree Magazine, April 2005
<<File: ATT510639.txt>><<File: ATT510640.txt>>
Thanks for the reminder Cheryl. For those of you on this list in the
Dallas area we're hosting a free seminar this coming Sat. (Feb. 19) How to Get the Most Out of Heritage Quest! All are welcome.
Tracy Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Cheryl
Smith
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2005 3:52 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Magazine, April 2005

In

> An article in the newest Family Tree Magazine, April 2005, pg. 24
> "Cashing In" seems to have a few errors. I didn't catch who was the
> author. People still seem to think that HeritageQuest Online doesn't
> have the census images for 1830, 1840, 1850 and 1880. They don't notice
> the browse button to get to the images. I only received a photocopy of
> the chart and not the article. I don't know whether they explained the
> chart further.
>
> When I was at FGS in September I overheard a Professional Genealogist
> say that HeritageQuest Online didn't have all the images. I let him
> know about the browse button. He was real adamant at first that HQ
> Online didn't have all the images.
>
> Don't forget to let your patrons know about the browse button!
>
> Cheryl Smith
> Public Services Librarian Senior
> Harrington Library
> Plano, TX
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
From nmaxwell at grapevine.lib.tx.us Wed Feb 16 11:44:12 2005
From: nmaxwell at grapevine.lib.tx.us (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Wed Feb 16 11:21:08 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogyblog.com
Message-ID: <4213785C.183883C7@grapevine.lib.tx.us>
List:
The following was sent to me by Jerry Millar of ProQuest regarding the
problem with Genealogyblog.com:
"Leland Meitzler, the owner of HeritageCreations, is home recovering
from a minor, but as I understand it a very painful surgery on his nose
and throat. Apparently over the weekend his genealogyblog website was
attacked by hackers, which has caused it to be temporarily closed down.
Leland is expected to be back in the office in about a week, but in the
mean time his tech department hopes to have the site up and running
as-soon-as-possible."
I checked this morning and the site has not been brought back yet.
Best wishes to Leland for a full and timely recovery, and maybe some
divine justice for hackers...
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Phone: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us

From jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us Wed Feb 16 11:44:26 2005
From: jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us (Jeffrey J. Courouleau)
Date: Wed Feb 16 11:26:21 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogyblog.com
In-Reply-To: <4213785C.183883C7@grapevine.lib.tx.us>
Message-ID: <OGEIJJEGLGNGHLOLCNLCOEODDNAA.jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us>
I also wish Leland a quick recovery.
genealogyblog.com is an invaluable resource, and it saddens me that hackers
would choose to try and disrupt this important website for genealogy
enthusiasts everywhere.
Jeffrey
*******************************************************************
Jeffrey J. Courouleau, MLIS
Local & Family History Librarian
Bartlesville Public Library
600 S. Johnstone Avenue
Bartlesville, OK, 74003
E-Mail: jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us
Office Telephone: 918-337-5332
LFH Helpdesk: 918-337-5333
http://www.bartlesville.lib.ok.us
*******************************************************************
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Nancy
Maxwell
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2005 10:44
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogyblog.com
List:
The following was sent to me by Jerry Millar of ProQuest regarding the
problem with Genealogyblog.com:
"Leland Meitzler, the owner of HeritageCreations, is home recovering
from a minor, but as I understand it a very painful surgery on his nose
and throat. Apparently over the weekend his genealogyblog website was
attacked by hackers, which has caused it to be temporarily closed down.
Leland is expected to be back in the office in about a week, but in the
mean time his tech department hopes to have the site up and running
as-soon-as-possible."
I checked this morning and the site has not been brought back yet.
Best wishes to Leland for a full and timely recovery, and maybe some
divine justice for hackers...

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Phone: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From SJHayes at Bellsouth.net Wed Feb 16 11:59:56 2005
From: SJHayes at Bellsouth.net (Anna Hayes)
Date: Wed Feb 16 11:43:54 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Magazine, April 2005
References: <76578904C403EC4AB4309EE0B8C5FEC702EE0E3A@EVS3.fwpubs.com>
Message-ID: <021601c51448$f4eb0150$6400a8c0@Sony>
Diane,
May we reprint the chart in our genealogy magazine?
handout at meetings of the society or library?

Or can it be used as a

Anna Hayes
Southwest Louisiana Genealogical Society
Lake Charles, LA
----- Original Message ----From: "FTM Letters" <FTMletters@fwpubs.com>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2005 9:35 AM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Family Tree Magazine, April 2005
Dear list,
I'm an editor with Family Tree Magzine, and couldn't help overhearing this
thread! It came to our attention after Family Tree Magazine's April 2005
issue had gone to press that we'd incorrectly listed HeritageQuest Online's
census offerings in our article about online census records.
We of course regret the error and plan to print a correction in our June
issue. In the meantime, we've updated our subscription-services comparison
chart and have posted the corrected version as a PDF download from our Web
site: http://www.familytreemagazine.com/articles/apr05/census.asp. Feel free
to point your patrons to this Web page for more accurate information--and
thanks for the opportunity to let you know we're doing our best to correct
this mistake.
Diane
Diane Haddad
Managing Editor

Family Tree Magazine
F+W Publications, Inc.
http://www.familytreemagazine.com
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---------From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Tracy Luscombe
Reply To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2005 5:03 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Family Tree Magazine, April 2005
<<File: ATT510639.txt>><<File: ATT510640.txt>>
Thanks for the reminder Cheryl. For those of you on this list in the
Dallas area we're hosting a free seminar this coming Sat. (Feb. 19) How to Get the Most Out of Heritage Quest! All are welcome.
Tracy Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Cheryl
Smith
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2005 3:52 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Magazine, April 2005
An article in the newest Family Tree Magazine, April 2005, pg. 24
"Cashing In" seems to have a few errors. I didn't catch who was the
author. People still seem to think that HeritageQuest Online doesn't
have the census images for 1830, 1840, 1850 and 1880. They don't notice
the browse button to get to the images. I only received a photocopy of
the chart and not the article. I don't know whether they explained the
chart further.
When I was at FGS in September I overheard a Professional Genealogist
say that HeritageQuest Online didn't have all the images. I let him
know about the browse button. He was real adamant at first that HQ
Online didn't have all the images.
Don't forget to let your patrons know about the browse button!
Cheryl Smith
Public Services Librarian Senior
Harrington Library
Plano, TX
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list

> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From FTMletters at fwpubs.com Wed Feb 16 12:18:11 2005
From: FTMletters at fwpubs.com (FTM Letters)
Date: Wed Feb 16 12:00:03 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Magazine, April 2005
Message-ID: <76578904C403EC4AB4309EE0B8C5FEC702EE0E44@EVS3.fwpubs.com>
Hi, Anna and everyone,
We're happy to work with libraries and genealogical societies who'd like to reprint
Family Tree Magazine content in their publications; and we can provide handouts,
free magazines and door prizes for library and society events. Please contact us at
ftmletters@fwpubs.com and we'll work out the details.
Diane
Diane Haddad
Managing Editor
Family Tree Magazine
F+W Publications, Inc.
http://www.familytreemagazine.com
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---------From:
genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Anna Hayes
Reply To:
Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent:
Wednesday, February 16, 2005 11:59 AM
To:
Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Family Tree Magazine, April 2005
Diane,
May we reprint the chart in our genealogy magazine?
handout at meetings of the society or library?

Or can it be used as a

Anna Hayes
Southwest Louisiana Genealogical Society
Lake Charles, LA
----- Original Message ----From: "FTM Letters" <FTMletters@fwpubs.com>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2005 9:35 AM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Family Tree Magazine, April 2005
Dear list,
I'm an editor with Family Tree Magzine, and couldn't help overhearing this
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>
>
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thread! It came to our attention after Family Tree Magazine's April 2005
issue had gone to press that we'd incorrectly listed HeritageQuest Online's
census offerings in our article about online census records.
We of course regret the error and plan to print a correction in our June
issue. In the meantime, we've updated our subscription-services comparison
chart and have posted the corrected version as a PDF download from our Web
site: http://www.familytreemagazine.com/articles/apr05/census.asp. Feel free
to point your patrons to this Web page for more accurate information--and
thanks for the opportunity to let you know we're doing our best to correct
this mistake.
Diane
Diane Haddad
Managing Editor
Family Tree Magazine
F+W Publications, Inc.
http://www.familytreemagazine.com
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---------From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Tracy Luscombe
Reply To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2005 5:03 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Family Tree Magazine, April 2005
<<File: ATT510639.txt>><<File: ATT510640.txt>>
Thanks for the reminder Cheryl. For those of you on this list in the
Dallas area we're hosting a free seminar this coming Sat. (Feb. 19) How to Get the Most Out of Heritage Quest! All are welcome.
Tracy Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Cheryl
Smith
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2005 3:52 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Magazine, April 2005
An article in the newest Family Tree Magazine, April 2005, pg. 24
"Cashing In" seems to have a few errors. I didn't catch who was the
author. People still seem to think that HeritageQuest Online doesn't
have the census images for 1830, 1840, 1850 and 1880. They don't notice
the browse button to get to the images. I only received a photocopy of

> > the chart and not the article. I don't know whether they explained the
> > chart further.
> >
> > When I was at FGS in September I overheard a Professional Genealogist
> > say that HeritageQuest Online didn't have all the images. I let him
> > know about the browse button. He was real adamant at first that HQ
> > Online didn't have all the images.
> >
> > Don't forget to let your patrons know about the browse button!
> >
> > Cheryl Smith
> > Public Services Librarian Senior
> > Harrington Library
> > Plano, TX
> > _______________________________________________
> > genealib mailing list
> > genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> > http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> >
> >
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
From ckluskens at starpower.net Wed Feb 16 12:59:22 2005
From: ckluskens at starpower.net (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Wed Feb 16 12:41:47 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Muskingum Co. Ohio book
Message-ID: <011f26e76d5eb00874650968686e3352@starpower.net>
To those who may be interested:
The Muskingum County Chapter of the Ohio Genealogical Society is
accepting pre-publication sales orders for its new book thru February
28, 2005.
The book will be entitled Muskingum County, Ohio, Families and History,
1803-2003.
The cost is $49.95 per book plus $6.50 shipping/handling for the first
book (plus $4.00 for each additional book). Ohio residents please add
7.5 percent sales tax on the total of books plus shipping/handling.
To order, send your payment to:
Muskingum County Chapter OGS
P.O. Box 2427
Zanesville, OH 43702-2427
If you have questions, contact Brenda Wolfe at 740-452-6507 or at
<bswolfe@prodigy.net>.

Posted as a public service by Claire Kluskens

-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: text/enriched
Size: 746 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050216/4b2c0f64/
attachment.bin
From ckluskens at starpower.net Wed Feb 16 13:53:48 2005
From: ckluskens at starpower.net (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Wed Feb 16 13:35:13 2005
Subject: [Genealib] "New" Delaware 1890 Census Fragment now available!
Message-ID: <82a006807b737268584c515a3744c6ec@starpower.net>
Dear colleagues in genealogy:
Just when you (perhaps) thought there wasn't anything more to learn
about the 1890 census ... there is!
A small but useful fragment of the 1890 census for Delaware is now
available as part of the new NARA microfilm publication M1919, List of
Selected African Americans from the 1890 and 1900 Federal Population
Censuses of Delaware and Related Census Publications "Agriculture in
the State of Delaware" (1901) and "Negroes in the United States"
(1904). 1 roll. 35mm.
For full details, see the NARA webpage, "1890 Census Fragment for
Delaware" at
<http://www.archives.gov/research_room/genealogy/census/
1890_census_delaware.html>.
"New NARA Microfilm Publications Issued in 2005" at
<http://www.archives.gov/research_room/genealogy/
microfilm_new_2005.html> will get you to lists of new microfilm
publications issued during this and several preceding years.
Claire Kluskens
M1919 microfilm project archivist
NARA
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: text/enriched
Size: 977 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050216/255feb4f/
attachment.bin
From Karen.Beiser at cincinnatilibrary.org Wed Feb 16 14:57:57 2005
From: Karen.Beiser at cincinnatilibrary.org (Beiser, Karen)
Date: Wed Feb 16 14:40:31 2005
Subject: [Genealib] theme-related genealogy programs
Message-ID: <D576FD854A0AE041957742AAF5D6CC4119F670@MAINEX1.PLCH.NET>
I coordinate programs in the History & Genealogy Dept at the Public Library of

Cincinnati & Hamilton County.
Besides the usual Beginning Classes and Genealogy on the Internet Classes, we have
tried several more experimental classes in recent years. A new one this past
Halloween was "Dead on the Web" about cemetery research. We have had other themerelated program such as Veterans Day, African American, and Jewish Genealogy. We do
many of our programs in collaboration with the local genealogy chapter of the Ohio
Genealogical Society. As such, we share sponsorship of some of our outside
speakers, which helps both organizations. We worked with the Convention & Visitors
Bureau by offering genealogy orientations when groups came here for reunions. Any
questions, feel free to contact me. Good discussion! Karen Beiser, Assistant
Manager, History & Genealogy Dept, Public Library of Cincinnati & Hamilton County.

From Kathy.Strauss at cityofdenton.com Wed Feb 16 15:13:48 2005
From: Kathy.Strauss at cityofdenton.com (Kathy Strauss)
Date: Wed Feb 16 14:55:57 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Position Interview Questions
Message-ID: <s2135528.034@mail.cityofdenton.com>
Hello Genealogy Colleagues,
I will soon be hiring a Library Assistant (paraprofessional) for our
Genealogy Department. I would like to know if any of you happen to have
genealogy specific interview questions you ask for such a position.
I would be glad to share these with the list.
Thanks so much,
Kathleen Strauss
Genealogy Librarian
Denton Public Library
3020 N. Locust St.
Denton, TX 76209
940-349-8257
kathy.strauss@cityofdenton.com
From a.doering at lacrosse.lib.wi.us Wed Feb 16 15:35:09 2005
From: a.doering at lacrosse.lib.wi.us (Anita Doering)
Date: Wed Feb 16 15:16:56 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Position Interview Questions
In-Reply-To: <s2135528.034@mail.cityofdenton.com>
Message-ID: <JJEDKLMOJEFGHDKNOFJOGEGNCEAA.a.doering@lacrosse.lib.wi.us>
have you ever done any genealogical research on your own?
if a patron asked you if the library owned a copy of a book about the Larson
family, how would you search for that on the public catalog?

-Anita Taylor Doering
Archivist
La Crosse Public Library
800 Main St.
La Crosse, WI 54601-4122
Phone: 608-789-7156
Fax: 608-789-7106

web site:
http://lacrosselibrary.org/archives <http://lacrosselibrary.org/archives>
genealogy databases:
http://lacrosselibrary.org/genealogy
<http://lacrosselibrary.org/genealogy>
digitized La Crosse history:
http://lacrossehistory.org <http://lacrossehistory.org>

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Kathy
Strauss
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2005 2:14 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Position Interview Questions
Hello Genealogy Colleagues,
I will soon be hiring a Library Assistant (paraprofessional) for our
Genealogy Department. I would like to know if any of you happen to have
genealogy specific interview questions you ask for such a position.
I would be glad to share these with the list.
Thanks so much,
Kathleen Strauss
Genealogy Librarian
Denton Public Library
3020 N. Locust St.
Denton, TX 76209
940-349-8257
kathy.strauss@cityofdenton.com
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From helms_m at lib.chattanooga.gov Wed Feb 16 16:12:38 2005
From: helms_m at lib.chattanooga.gov (Helms Mary)
Date: Wed Feb 16 15:54:38 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Position Interview Questions
Message-ID: <17BA6CE243F86A4D89767BB3653146D37551@antigua.chattanoogatn.gov>
Chose search type: subjects
Enter term: Larson family
Works in our public catalog.
"Larson."
Mary

Except we need to correct "Larsen" to

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Anita
Doering
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2005 3:35 PM

To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Position Interview Questions
have you ever done any genealogical research on your own?
if a patron asked you if the library owned a copy of a book about the Larson
family, how would you search for that on the public catalog?

-Anita Taylor Doering
Archivist
La Crosse Public Library
800 Main St.
La Crosse, WI 54601-4122
Phone: 608-789-7156
Fax: 608-789-7106
web site:
http://lacrosselibrary.org/archives <http://lacrosselibrary.org/archives>
genealogy databases:
http://lacrosselibrary.org/genealogy
<http://lacrosselibrary.org/genealogy>
digitized La Crosse history:
http://lacrossehistory.org <http://lacrossehistory.org>

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Kathy
Strauss
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2005 2:14 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Position Interview Questions
Hello Genealogy Colleagues,
I will soon be hiring a Library Assistant (paraprofessional) for our
Genealogy Department. I would like to know if any of you happen to have
genealogy specific interview questions you ask for such a position.
I would be glad to share these with the list.
Thanks so much,
Kathleen Strauss
Genealogy Librarian
Denton Public Library
3020 N. Locust St.
Denton, TX 76209
940-349-8257
kathy.strauss@cityofdenton.com
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From RRoberts at cslib.org Wed Feb 16 16:38:42 2005
From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Wed Feb 16 16:20:02 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Position Interview Questions
Message-ID: <s2137739.047@ns2.cslib.org>
You are assigned to cover the reading room for the morning. A user
approaches you and asks for assistance in beginning his or her
genealogical research, but rather than simply delineating what
information he or she already has, the person begins to recite a
seemingly endless list of details about the family. You have a sense
that this is going to continue if you don't take some action. What
would you do?
Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head
History and Genealogy Unit
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
>>> Kathy.Strauss@cityofdenton.com 02/16/05 03:13PM >>>
Hello Genealogy Colleagues,
I will soon be hiring a Library Assistant (paraprofessional) for our
Genealogy Department. I would like to know if any of you happen to
have
genealogy specific interview questions you ask for such a position.
I would be glad to share these with the list.
Thanks so much,
Kathleen Strauss
Genealogy Librarian
Denton Public Library
3020 N. Locust St.
Denton, TX 76209
940-349-8257
kathy.strauss@cityofdenton.com
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From jbrannan at uwa.edu Wed Feb 16 16:49:38 2005
From: jbrannan at uwa.edu (Brannan, Joyce A.)
Date: Wed Feb 16 16:31:26 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Position Interview Questions
Message-ID: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D2264A5A28@phosphorus.uwa.edu>
I would ask for a demonstration of a search for a name common to the

area. The person should at a minimum use familysearch.org and what ever
local resources you might have.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Richard
Roberts
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2005 3:39 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Position Interview Questions
You are assigned to cover the reading room for the morning. A user
approaches you and asks for assistance in beginning his or her
genealogical research, but rather than simply delineating what
information he or she already has, the person begins to recite a
seemingly endless list of details about the family. You have a sense
that this is going to continue if you don't take some action. What
would you do?
Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head
History and Genealogy Unit
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
>>> Kathy.Strauss@cityofdenton.com 02/16/05 03:13PM >>>
Hello Genealogy Colleagues,
I will soon be hiring a Library Assistant (paraprofessional) for our
Genealogy Department. I would like to know if any of you happen to have
genealogy specific interview questions you ask for such a position. I
would be glad to share these with the list. Thanks so much,
Kathleen Strauss
Genealogy Librarian
Denton Public Library
3020 N. Locust St.
Denton, TX 76209
940-349-8257
kathy.strauss@cityofdenton.com
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genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From daysa at oplin.org Wed Feb 16 17:20:11 2005
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Wed Feb 16 16:55:36 2005

Subject: [Genealib] Position Interview Questions
References: <s2137739.047@ns2.cslib.org>
Message-ID: <001301c51475$b4542630$0d56d542@steubenville.lib.oh.us>
Since that happens to me frequently, I usually say what is your surname and
what time frame were they in this county? Usually, that gets them to
concentrate on a particualr family. If not, then I ask them what vital event
occurred in our county, ie, birth, death or marriage.
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
----- Original Message ----From: "Richard Roberts" <RRoberts@cslib.org>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2005 4:38 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Position Interview Questions
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You are assigned to cover the reading room for the morning. A user
approaches you and asks for assistance in beginning his or her
genealogical research, but rather than simply delineating what
information he or she already has, the person begins to recite a
seemingly endless list of details about the family. You have a sense
that this is going to continue if you don't take some action. What
would you do?
Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head
History and Genealogy Unit
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
>>> Kathy.Strauss@cityofdenton.com 02/16/05 03:13PM >>>
Hello Genealogy Colleagues,
I will soon be hiring a Library Assistant (paraprofessional) for our
Genealogy Department. I would like to know if any of you happen to
have
genealogy specific interview questions you ask for such a position.
I would be glad to share these with the list.
Thanks so much,
Kathleen Strauss
Genealogy Librarian
Denton Public Library
3020 N. Locust St.
Denton, TX 76209
940-349-8257
kathy.strauss@cityofdenton.com
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From mkmannix at gmail.com Wed Feb 16 20:03:00 2005
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Wed Feb 16 19:44:53 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Magazine, April 2005
In-Reply-To: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CCDBD@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
References: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CCDBD@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Message-ID: <b63c8652050216170364d0ca97@mail.gmail.com>
Tracy, If it is not a burden, I would love to get a copy of your
hand-outs for this class, if you have any. Mary
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Wed Feb 16 20:09:40 2005
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Wed Feb 16 19:51:28 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Magazine, April 2005
Message-ID: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CCDD6@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
I'm not conducting the class. If the guest speaker has any handouts I'll
send you one.
Tracy
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mary K.
Mannix
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2005 7:03 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Family Tree Magazine, April 2005
Tracy, If it is not a burden, I would love to get a copy of your
hand-outs for this class, if you have any. Mary
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part --------------

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to whom
it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and
exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient,
be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure, duplication,
distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this information is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the
sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of the original
message and any attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of McKinney
nor the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility
to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
From boljace at and.lib.in.us Thu Feb 17 10:08:36 2005
From: boljace at and.lib.in.us (Beth Oljace)
Date: Thu Feb 17 09:50:37 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Trade item
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200502171008.AA08361412@and.lib.in.us>
I have a duplicate copy of the Abel (Abeln) family history by Joseph
Henry Abel. The family is from east central Indiana. I'd like an item
in trade, please
Beth E. Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library
From Dlunow at aol.com Thu Feb 17 10:14:11 2005
From: Dlunow at aol.com (Dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Thu Feb 17 09:56:07 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Trade item
Message-ID: <d1.22ae6b67.2f460ec3@aol.com>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/rtf
Size: 137710 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050217/1bd44a20/
attachment-0001.rtf
From boljace at and.lib.in.us Thu Feb 17 11:22:07 2005
From: boljace at and.lib.in.us (Beth Oljace)
Date: Thu Feb 17 11:04:22 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Free to good home
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200502171122.AA22071440@and.lib.in.us>
I'm cleaning out some cabinets and I have things to share.
I have an unbound copy of Ruth Slevin's ELKHART COUNTY, INDIANA,
MARRIAGES, 1830-1849 if anyone would like it.
Beth E. Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library
From tbenson at vbdl.org Thu Feb 17 11:47:54 2005
From: tbenson at vbdl.org (Toni Benson)
Date: Thu Feb 17 11:27:39 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Free to good home
References: <WorldClient-F200502171122.AA22071440@and.lib.in.us>

Message-ID: <012d01c51510$6d47a8c0$3c9a6cc6@decatur.mich.net>
I'm probably too late, but we would be interested in this.
Toni I. Benson, Local History
Van Buren District Library
----- Original Message ----From: "Beth Oljace" <boljace@and.lib.in.us>
To: <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Thursday, February 17, 2005 11:22 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Free to good home
> I'm cleaning out some cabinets and I have things to share.
>
> I have an unbound copy of Ruth Slevin's ELKHART COUNTY, INDIANA,
> MARRIAGES, 1830-1849 if anyone would like it.
>
> Beth E. Oljace
> Indiana Room Librarian
> Anderson Public Library
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From library at ci.belton.tx.us Thu Feb 17 11:39:46 2005
From: library at ci.belton.tx.us (LIBRARY)
Date: Thu Feb 17 11:28:05 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Trade item
Message-ID: <F74FA678F48D794997663E7110DD9C6006E504@CITY_EX>
I would love to have the following.

I will be happy to buy them.

Kim Adele Kroll
Director
Lena Armstrong Public Library
P.O. Box 120
Belton, Texas 76513
1840 citizens of Texas Volume 1: Land Grants / Gifford E. White. ; Gifford
E. 1840 census of the Republic of White. ; Texas. -- Austin, Tex. : G. White
; St. Louis, Mo. : Distributed by Ingmire Publications ; Nacogdoches, Tex. :
Ericson Books, 1983-1988. $37.50

Early Texas Birth Records 1833 - 1876 / Alice Duggan (Alice Tillar Duggan)
Gracy. ; Jane Sumner. ; Emma Gene Seale Gentry. -- Easley, South Carolina
29640 : Southern Historical Press, 1978. 138 p. Copy 1 $ 28.00

Kentucky Colonization in Texas : a History of the Peters Colony / Seymour V.
Connor. -- Baltimore, Maryland : Genealogical Publishing Company, 1983. 153
p. $
Pictorial History of Texas, A : from the earliest visits of European
Adventurers, to A. D. 1879 / Homer S. Thrall, d. 1894. from old catalog. -St. Louis, Mo. : N.D. Thompson & co., 1879. $45.00
Spanish Archives of the General Land Office of Texas, The / Virginia H.
Taylor. -- Austin :The Lone Star Press, 1955. Nice fold out map in front.
258 p. $ 25.00 I have 9 copies of this book.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Dlunow@aol.com
Sent: Thursday, February 17, 2005 9:14 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Trade item
I have attached a list to trade.
However, a few of these books might already be gone. So, if you want to
trade, please pick 2-3 books.
We would like the book.
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
Wimberley, Texas
From bhill at rbhayes.org Thu Feb 17 16:00:32 2005
From: bhill at rbhayes.org (Becky Hill)
Date: Thu Feb 17 15:52:23 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Software program at Hayes
Message-ID: <006601c51533$b87a10d0$5801a8c0@President.Local>
RootsMagic - Genealogy Software; A Workshop by the Author, Bruce Buzbee
Sunday, April 17, 2005 - 1 - 4 pm
Hayes Presidential Center Auditorium
Fremont, Ohio
Admission: Free
Enjoy an informative afternoon learning how to get the most out of
RootsMagic software. Roots Magic is rapidly gaining recognition as a leading
genealogical software that offers advanced abilities to help you record and
share your family history while remaining one of the easiest to
use.
1:00 - Bruce Buzbee presents an overview and demonstration of RootsMagic
2:15 - Break; Refreshments
2:30 - 3:45 - Workshop on more advanced features; Questions and answers
Learn the best techniques for entering information, notes, navigation;
sources and repositories; adding photos, documents and video/sound clips;
backing up; research aids, tips and shortcuts, creating reports and charts,
splitting and merging files, importing/exporting GEDCOM files,
sharing data via e-mail, disk/CD, online, etc. Also learn how to combine

reports to create a book using the Publish feature in RootsMagic, creating
Wall Charts and Timelines, etc.
Bruce Buzbee is the founder and president of RootsMagic, Inc., and the
author of RootsMagic genealogy software. He has been writing genealogy
software for over 15 years, having originally written the very popular
Family Origins genealogy software.
He is also the webmaster of Family-Reunion.com, the world's most popular
family reunion planning site, as well as the author of Family Reunion
Organizer software.
A resident of Springville, Utah, Buzbee will be exhibiting at the Ohio
Genealogical Society Annual Conference in Akron April 14-16th, 2005.
The RootsMagic software will be for sale at the Hayes Presidential Center
Museum Store before and after the day of the event - $19.95 software, $14.95
book or $29.95 for both. On the day of the talk, Mr. Buzbee will sell the
software and book for a special price.
In addition, there will be tables of other genealogical material to browse
and/or purchase, including used books which are surplus from the Hayes
Presidential Center and new publications from local area genealogical
societies, including the Sandusky County Kin Hunters and the Seneca County
Genealogical Society.
For this special event, the Hayes Presidential Center Library will be open
at 12:00 to 1 pm for tours and research, but will be closed the rest of the
afternoon.
This program is part of the Sundays in Spiegel Grove Series at the Hayes
Presidential Center.
To help plan seating and refreshments, registration is requested. Please
call 419-332-2081 (Fremont) or 800-998-7737 (out of town) or email
bhill@rbhayes.org <mailto:bhill@rbhayes.org> prior to the event.
The Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Center is located at the corner of
Hayes and Buckland avenues in Fremont, Ohio. The facility is affiliated
with the Ohio Historical Society. For further information on the Center,
visit our website, www.rbhayes.org.
Rebecca B. Hill
Head Librarian
Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Center
Spiegel Grove
Fremont, OH 43420-2796
419-332-2081
ext. 31
419-332-4952 (fax)
bhill@rbhayes.org <mailto:bhill@rbhayes.org>
www.rbhayes.org <http://www.rbhayes.org>
From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Thu Feb 17 17:55:49 2005
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Thu Feb 17 17:37:41 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Reliquary's thirteenth issue has been posted.
Message-ID: <16A9005EDEB2D611BDE000306E015F1601741E48@chinn1.pwc.ad>
You are invited to view and download the latest edition of Prince William

Reliquary, a quarterly genealogical and historical magazine for Prince William
County, Virginia. To view it requires version 5.0 of Adobe Acrobat, available as a
free download.
http://www.pwcgov.org/default.aspx?topic=040034001060001600
Contents of the January 2005 issue include:
*
Following Mosby's Flag, by Margaret B. Binning. The exploits of "Zoo"
Johnson, aka Frank Geschky, a German immigrant who was captured and adopted by
Mosby's Rangers. Thanks to his efforts, the regimental banner was preserved.
*
1900 Ordinances for the Town of Manassas, transcribed by Ron Turner.
This code of 35 local laws, including the odd and amusing, is an insight into the
"gaslight era" of Northern Virginia.
*
Dumfries District Court Land Causes, 1793-1811 (cont.), abstracted by
William M. Balderson, Jr. Tracks disputed land titles. Identifies and locates
landless tenants. Gives ages of deponents. John TAYLOE vs. Charles EWELL, and
William McDANIEL vs. James DUNLOP.
Surnames mentioned include ANDERSON, BENNETT,
CHAPMAN, DADE, DIAR (DIAS?), GIBSON, GRAYSON, HARDIN(G), HARPER, HARRISON,
HENDERSON, HUNTER, LITHGOW, MASON, McABOY, McKOY, MONTGOMERIE, PAINE/PAYNE, PEADE,
REYBOURN, RITCHIE, SMOCK, STEPHENS, TEBBS, WARD.
*
1850 Federal Slave Schedule, Prince William County (concluded),
transcribed by Beverly R. Veness. Gives owner's name and identifying information
for each enslaved person.
*
A Short Census of 1779, names 19 Prince William County residents who
turned in depreciated paper money.
You may use Control+F to search the text for keywords of interest to you.
We invite your comments and submissions.
Donald L. Wilson, Virginiana Librarian
Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center (RELIC)
for Genealogy and Local History
Bull Run Regional Library
8051 Ashton Avenue
Manassas, Virginia 20109
(703) 792-4540
(703) 792-4520 (fax)
www.pwcgov.org/library/
<http://mydesktop/adminapps/enotifications/www.pwcgov.org/library/>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050217/e0d0d54d/
attachment.htm
From mkirley at lapl.org Thu Feb 17 20:38:30 2005
From: mkirley at lapl.org (Micheal Kirley)
Date: Thu Feb 17 20:20:23 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Software program at Hayes
In-Reply-To: <006601c51533$b87a10d0$5801a8c0@President.Local>

Message-ID: <LFEGIKHNJMEAHDEHPKABCEKGCCAA.mkirley@lapl.org>

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Becky Hill
Sent: Thursday, February 17, 2005 1:01 PM
To: Genealib Listserv (E-mail); OHSANDUS-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Software program at Hayes

RootsMagic - Genealogy Software; A Workshop by the Author, Bruce Buzbee
Sunday, April 17, 2005 - 1 - 4 pm
Hayes Presidential Center Auditorium
Fremont, Ohio
Admission: Free
Enjoy an informative afternoon learning how to get the most out of
RootsMagic software. Roots Magic is rapidly gaining recognition as a leading
genealogical software that offers advanced abilities to help you record and
share your family history while remaining one of the easiest to
use.
1:00 - Bruce Buzbee presents an overview and demonstration of RootsMagic
2:15 - Break; Refreshments
2:30 - 3:45 - Workshop on more advanced features; Questions and answers
Learn the best techniques for entering information, notes, navigation;
sources and repositories; adding photos, documents and video/sound clips;
backing up; research aids, tips and shortcuts, creating reports and charts,
splitting and merging files, importing/exporting GEDCOM files,
sharing data via e-mail, disk/CD, online, etc. Also learn how to combine
reports to create a book using the Publish feature in RootsMagic, creating
Wall Charts and Timelines, etc.
Bruce Buzbee is the founder and president of RootsMagic, Inc., and the
author of RootsMagic genealogy software. He has been writing genealogy
software for over 15 years, having originally written the very popular
Family Origins genealogy software.
He is also the webmaster of Family-Reunion.com, the world's most popular
family reunion planning site, as well as the author of Family Reunion
Organizer software.
A resident of Springville, Utah, Buzbee will be exhibiting at the Ohio
Genealogical Society Annual Conference in Akron April 14-16th, 2005.
The RootsMagic software will be for sale at the Hayes Presidential Center
Museum Store before and after the day of the event - $19.95 software, $14.95
book or $29.95 for both. On the day of the talk, Mr. Buzbee will sell the
software and book for a special price.
In addition, there will be tables of other genealogical material to browse
and/or purchase, including used books which are surplus from the Hayes
Presidential Center and new publications from local area genealogical
societies, including the Sandusky County Kin Hunters and the Seneca County
Genealogical Society.

For this special event, the Hayes Presidential Center Library will be open
at 12:00 to 1 pm for tours and research, but will be closed the rest of the
afternoon.
This program is part of the Sundays in Spiegel Grove Series at the Hayes
Presidential Center.
To help plan seating and refreshments, registration is requested. Please
call 419-332-2081 (Fremont) or 800-998-7737 (out of town) or email
bhill@rbhayes.org <mailto:bhill@rbhayes.org> prior to the event.
The Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Center is located at the corner of
Hayes and Buckland avenues in Fremont, Ohio. The facility is affiliated
with the Ohio Historical Society. For further information on the Center,
visit our website, www.rbhayes.org.
Rebecca B. Hill
Head Librarian
Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Center
Spiegel Grove
Fremont, OH 43420-2796
419-332-2081
ext. 31
419-332-4952 (fax)
bhill@rbhayes.org <mailto:bhill@rbhayes.org>
www.rbhayes.org <http://www.rbhayes.org>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From library at ci.belton.tx.us Fri Feb 18 11:34:51 2005
From: library at ci.belton.tx.us (LIBRARY)
Date: Fri Feb 18 11:23:45 2005
Subject: [Genealib] New Orleans Genesis
Message-ID: <F74FA678F48D794997663E7110DD9C6006E507@CITY_EX>
I am sorry it has taken so long to get back to you, I have been ill.
The journals are in two boxes. One weighs 32lbs. and costs $9.60 to mail.
The second weighs 34lbs. and costs $9.78 to mail.
it would be easier if you made the check out to me.
Kim Adele Kroll
Lena Armstrong Public Library
P.O. Box 120
Belton, Texas 76513
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Frank
Faulkner
Sent: Wednesday, February 02, 2005 3:48 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] New Orleans Genesis

Dear Kim,
San Antonio Public Library, Texana/Genealogy Department will take all New
Orleans Genesis before 1989 if they are still available. We will of course
pay postage. Let me know.
Thank you.
Frank S. Faulkner, Jr.
Public Services Manager
Texana/Genealogy Department
San Antonio Public Library
600 Soledad
San Antonio, Texas 78205
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of LIBRARY
Sent: Wednesday, February 02, 2005 2:10 PM
To: 'genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: [Genealib] New Orleans Genesis
Free to a good home. Shipping only.
New Orleans Genesis
Jan., Mar., June., Sept.
1962 (not bound)
1962 Index
1963
1963 Index
1964
1964 Index
1972 missing Jan.
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
Jan., April, July, Oct.
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995

Kim Adele Kroll
Lena Armstrong Public Library
310 East 1st Avenue
P.O. Box 120
Belton, Texas 76513
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From tvajdik at city.windsor.on.ca Fri Feb 18 15:34:21 2005
From: tvajdik at city.windsor.on.ca (Vajdik, Tom)
Date: Fri Feb 18 15:14:37 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Your popular classes
Message-ID: <21F7DF66E9F9F14ABF5AE6A2E67B860C013A73A5@mail.corp.windsor>
Our library has not offered any genealogy classes, but we did do 1 program
for beginning genealogists who were also neophytes on the internet.
We did a 2 hr workshop on "searchable genealogical databases on the
internet". We do not have a subscription to Ancestry.com, so we concentrated
on free access databases. (There are a number of them around). It was an
enjoyable workshop, and new internet users had a chance to try out searching
genealogical databases on the internet.
Tom Vajdik
Genealogy Librarian
Windsor Public Library
Windsor, Ontario, Canada
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Colleen Robledo
Sent: February 10, 2005 6:41 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Your popular classes
Hello,
I'd like to hear from those of you whose libraries offer genealogy
classes. Please advise of your most popular, well-attendance classes
(anything from beginners to advanced, to computer-tech topics).
Thank you!
Colleen Robledo
Mission Viejo Library
Library Assistant, Technology Center
949/830-7100 (Ext: 4012)
CRobledo@mission-viejo.com
http://www.cmvl.org
_______________________________________________
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http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From kdr at ckls.org Fri Feb 18 19:11:12 2005
From: kdr at ckls.org (Kathy Rippel)
Date: Fri Feb 18 18:54:58 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Your popular classes
In-Reply-To: <OGEIJJEGLGNGHLOLCNLCOEIGDNAA.jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.u
s>
References: <p06200700be3273005b9a@[192.168.64.92]>
Message-ID: <200502190013.SAA01746@www.kweb.net>
Our situation is slightly different because we are a Regional System. In
Kansas, this means we provide consulting, training, and support services to
the
residents and libraries in a 17 county area of Central Kansas.
We have 3 staff that have done classes either for librarians or the patrons of
specific libraries (usually quite small and rural) that deal with some aspect
of genealogy.
Since Reference (of all types) is one of my hats, I have taught a large
portion
of these. The most common has been on the use of HeritageQuest because it is
provided to all Kansas residents with a free Kansas Library Card and libraries
as a state service. I have also taught both types of groups beginning classes
about begin internet genealogy using the many free sites (esp. RootsWeb,
GenWeb, FamilySearch, etc. I haven't taught Ancestry products yet because most
of our libraries can't afford a subscription and can offer their patrons
HeritageQuest at no cost.
I have done several workshops in our system and around the state for
librarians
and genealogical/historical societies on using interlibrary loan for
genealogy.
(Another hat I wear!)
We just finished two workshops this week that taught how to contribute and use
Obituary Daily Times and an update on HeritageQuest (esp. PERSI and Rev War).
This workshop was quite successful and geared toward librarians and
genealogical/historical societies in our region.
Kathy Rippel
Consultant,
ILL/Ref/Rural Serv/Tech Serv, Dept. Head
Central Kansas Library System
1409 Williams
Great Bend, KS 67530
(620-792-4865) phone
(620-792-5495) fax
kdr@ckls.org
From Heather.McLeland-Wieser at spl.org Sat Feb 19 17:44:12 2005
From: Heather.McLeland-Wieser at spl.org (Heather McLeland-Wieser)
Date: Sat Feb 19 17:26:37 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers

Message-ID: <s21750df.004@gwmail.spl.org>
Are any of you still clipping newspaper articles or obituaries from your
local newspapers? I'm especially interested in hearing from anyone who
is clipping despite the newspaper in question being online in full-text
format.
Thanks in advance
Heather McLeland-Wieser
Genealogy Librarian &
Manager
History Travel & Maps
Seattle Public Library
Change Happens - Progress Takes Effort
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050219/6766c271/
attachment.htm
From rallen at danville.lib.il.us Sat Feb 19 18:10:26 2005
From: rallen at danville.lib.il.us (Roberta Allen)
Date: Sat Feb 19 17:52:09 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers
Message-ID: <0EDA792B7D3F0743BF4D3213645F61EB01B741@staff-server.staff-lan.local>
Heather,
We do clip articles from two local newspapers.
obituraries.

We only clip some of the

Roberta Allen
Director of Reference and Archives
Danville Public Library
319 N. Vermilion St.
Danville, IL 61832
-----Original Message----From: Heather McLeland-Wieser [mailto:Heather.McLeland-Wieser@spl.org]
Sent: Saturday, February 19, 2005 4:44 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers
Are any of you still clipping newspaper articles or obituaries from your local
newspapers? I'm especially interested in hearing from anyone who is clipping
despite the newspaper in question being online in full-text format.
Thanks in advance
Heather McLeland-Wieser
Genealogy Librarian &
Manager
History Travel & Maps
Seattle Public Library
Change Happens - Progress Takes Effort
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050219/a6589aa6/
attachment.htm
From BILLMARGIECOOK at aol.com Sat Feb 19 21:15:09 2005

From: BILLMARGIECOOK at aol.com (BILLMARGIECOOK@aol.com)
Date: Sat Feb 19 20:57:14 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers
Message-ID: <1a5.3179514d.2f494cad@aol.com>
Heather,
We clip & paste Obits from our local papers & put them in book form at the
end of each year. Name - Obituaries from Baytown Sun 2004. We have done this
for several years.
Margaret Cook
Reporter
Baytown Genealogy Library
5203 Decker Drive
Baytown, Texas
77520
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050219/a8f4c3a7/
attachment.htm
From kjendlie at charter.net Sat Feb 19 21:28:59 2005
From: kjendlie at charter.net (Donna Kjendlie)
Date: Sat Feb 19 21:03:02 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers
References: <1a5.3179514d.2f494cad@aol.com>
Message-ID: <003b01c516f3$ef2572c0$6501a8c0@mad.wi.charter.com>
Our Green and Walworth County, WI Genealogical Societies have been doing this and
storing in notebook binders for several years. It is always better to have a paper
in hand than to hope it is online in the future. We clip from several local
newspapers.
Donna Kjendlie, Pres Walworth Co Gen Soc
Treas. and co-founder of Green Co
----- Original Message ----From: BILLMARGIECOOK@aol.com
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Saturday, February 19, 2005 8:15 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers
Heather,
We clip & paste Obits from our local papers & put them in book form at the end
of each year. Name - Obituaries from Baytown Sun 2004. We have done this for
several years.
Margaret Cook
Reporter
Baytown Genealogy Library
5203 Decker Drive
Baytown, Texas
77520
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list

genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From Dlunow at aol.com Sun Feb 20 10:21:09 2005
From: Dlunow at aol.com (Dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Sun Feb 20 10:03:08 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers
Message-ID: <4D70F22E.76524EB7.00048C41@aol.com>
I personally cut newspappers.
I keep the Lewisville (Texas) Leader.
The orbits are on line.However, they are not there LONG.
I do that because my father in Law takes the paper. I do not live in the area. I
research that area and I keep finding new people to work on. So, I keep the orbits,
new births, engagements, and weddings. I cut, and slip into sleeves. I keep the
date line and do not glue or paste.
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
Wimberley, Texas
From gabrielleb at sympatico.ca Sun Feb 20 11:58:43 2005
From: gabrielleb at sympatico.ca (Gabrielle Blaschuk)
Date: Sun Feb 20 11:40:28 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers
References: <4D70F22E.76524EB7.00048C41@aol.com>
Message-ID: <001701c5176d$70585b40$7c96e2d1@mike>
All our older newspaper are on microfilm so we don't clip obits, etc.
However we still photocopy noteworthy articles on architecture, local
families, etc. that are then stored in the Archival Documents file. As for
the obits, etc. we index them in-house on our own software program, and back
that up.
Gabrielle Blaschuk
Information Services
Cobourg Public Library
Cobourg, Ontario
----- Original Message ----From: <Dlunow@aol.com>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Sunday, February 20, 2005 10:21 AM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers
>I personally cut newspappers.
>
> I keep the Lewisville (Texas) Leader.
>
> The orbits are on line.However, they are not there LONG.
>
> I do that because my father in Law takes the paper. I do not live in the
> area. I research that area and I keep finding new people to work on. So, I
> keep the orbits, new births, engagements, and weddings. I cut, and slip

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

into sleeves. I keep the date line and do not glue or paste.
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
Wimberley, Texas
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From Carol.Anderson at leesburgflorida.gov Sun Feb 20 15:57:10 2005
From: Carol.Anderson at leesburgflorida.gov (Carol Anderson)
Date: Sun Feb 20 15:39:03 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Clipping Obits
Message-ID: <6B9D332749FE1947B16E19B16C49E984C983E3@MAIL2.leesburg.gov>
We also clip obituaries from the local newspapers. Many patrons prefer the print
format. I have a team of five volunteers who clip and paste obits onto old card
catalog cards, then file them in the old wooden card catalog. Sure confuses
patrons who come in and try to use them instead of the OPAC! This file gets quite
a lot of use by genealogists, historians, relatives, and the reference librarians!
Carol Anderson
Adult Services Librarian
Leesburg Public Library
204 N. 5th Street
Leesburg, Florida 34748
352-728-9790
Carol.Anderson@Leesburgflorida.gov
From Patricia.VanSkaik at cincinnatilibrary.org Mon Feb 21 08:59:41 2005
From: Patricia.VanSkaik at cincinnatilibrary.org (Van Skaik, Patricia)
Date: Mon Feb 21 08:42:11 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Ohio Death Index
Message-ID: <D576FD854A0AE041957742AAF5D6CC4149ED3C@MAINEX1.PLCH.NET>
Hello All, Are any of you familiar with the product Ohio Birth Index, 1959-1996 on
CD ROM from Global Data CD Publishers? Among other issues, one user raised the
idea that it revealed adoption information? Do you know if that's true? If so,
would that influence your decision to make available? In what way? Thank, Patricia
Van Skaik
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of BILLMARGIECOOK@aol.com
Sent: Saturday, February 19, 2005 9:15 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers

Heather,
We clip & paste Obits from our local papers & put them in book form at the end of
each year. Name - Obituaries from Baytown Sun 2004. We have done this for several
years.

Margaret Cook
Reporter
Baytown Genealogy Library
5203 Decker Drive
Baytown, Texas
77520
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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attachment.htm
From ttaylor at newtonplks.org Mon Feb 21 09:31:26 2005
From: ttaylor at newtonplks.org (Tom Taylor)
Date: Mon Feb 21 09:14:10 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers
In-Reply-To: <s21750df.004@gwmail.spl.org>
References: <s21750df.004@gwmail.spl.org>
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200502210831.AA31260020@newtonplks.org>
Our library clips the local small town newspaper. We only clip items &
stories related to the history of the town and local events that staff
thinks may be of interest to future library patrons.
Volunteers maintain a seperate obituary index using microfilm.
Regards,
Tom Taylor
Supervisor
Newton Public Library
720 N Oak St.
Newton, KS 67114
(316) 283-2890
-----Original Message----From: "Heather McLeland-Wieser" <Heather.McLeland-Wieser@spl.org>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Sat, 19 Feb 2005 14:44:12 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers
Are any of you still clipping newspaper articles or obituaries from your
local newspapers? I'm especially interested in hearing from anyone who is
clipping despite the newspaper in question being online in full-text format.
Thanks in advance
Heather McLeland-Wieser
Genealogy Librarian &
Manager
History Travel & Maps
Seattle Public Library
Change Happens - Progress Takes Effort
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From bcopeley at nhhistory.org Mon Feb 21 09:36:52 2005

From: bcopeley at nhhistory.org (Bill Copeley)
Date: Mon Feb 21 09:17:32 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Obituaries
Message-ID:
<8A9406E757923E49B4E32DBCBF0E997101BFDA@livermore.mdomain.nhhistory.org>
We have been selectively photocopying obituaries of notable people from two major
New Hampshire newspapers for about 30 years. We file them alphabetically by name,
and make out an index card for each person, which is added to our large index of
biographical references in books, called New Hampshire Notables. There are well
over 30,000 names in the file, and I estimate that about 5,000 of them are
newspaper obituaries. Because it is a large database for such a small state, the
index gets regular use.
Bill Copeley
William Copeley, Librarian
New Hampshire Historical Society
From tkemp at godfrey.org Mon Feb 21 09:36:40 2005
From: tkemp at godfrey.org (Tom Kemp)
Date: Mon Feb 21 09:22:47 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers
Message-ID: <20050221142246.3CCEF5C37F@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
We clip newspapers from across the country. We have volunteers do
the work. They are asked to clip the complete page. We only collect
newspapers that are not already full-text or otherwise available
online.
With the online newspapers that we hold it is estimated (by the vendors)
that we have over 75% coverage for all of the obits in the country
for each year.
We also collecting (don't have them all yet) all CT newspapers that
are not otherwise online.
The newspapers that we receive are then indexed directly into our
online card catalog. This way it is transparent to the user searching
for information on a specific person or surname. One online card
catalog, one search.
Getting the obits cataloged into our card catalog does take alot
longer than getting the papers from the volunteers from around the
country.
Tom
Thomas Jay Kemp
Director
Godfrey Memorial Library
134 Newfield Street
Middletown, CT 06457-2534
Phone: 860-346-4375
Cell: 860-218-5479
Fax: 860-347-9874
Email: TKemp@Godfrey.org
Web site: http://www.Godfrey.org

From LNaukam at libraryweb.org Mon Feb 21 11:10:53 2005
From: LNaukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Mon Feb 21 10:49:19 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers and obituaries
Message-ID: <895AE3C5B9D03345BDBE30C250067362C9D828@rpl05.rpl.org>
We opened in 1935, and started clipping (at that time) 2 daily papers
for items to do with Rochester. (There is only one paper now). There are
World War II, etc., articles, but only as they mentioned local soldiers
or rationing, and so on. There are economic statistics, as they mention
us - you get the idea.
Size? 4,000,000 clips. Headings? 7500, in a thesaurus. Storage? 80 file
cabinets in a locked file room (after being open to the public until
1997). Copying? On a photocopier, although we have all of the papers on
film as well. Obits and bios are filed by the first three letters of the
last name, separated by gender. Articles about sportsmen, industrial
execs, teachers, etc. may be under their name or under what they were
noted for.
Obits? We have at least 20 different card files, started and stopped at
various times; also have 82 small and 32 large scrapbooks with about
60,000 clips. These have JUST been indexed. We have been awaiting
management approval to make these more widely available.
Other items: we have a BMD search available at (
http://monroecounty.entrexp.com/liferecords/). Opinion has been
divergent on this, he remarked discreetly. See also (
http://www.frontiernet.net/~larryn/city.htm), and (
http://www.frontiernet.net/~larryn/small.htm) for proofs of concept
awaiting approval from above.
Larry Naukam
Head of Local History and Genealogy Division
Central Library of Rochester and Monroe County NY
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From pm_mclaughlin at yahoo.com Mon Feb 21 11:23:19 2005
From: pm_mclaughlin at yahoo.com (P.M. McLaughlin)
Date: Mon Feb 21 11:05:01 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers
In-Reply-To: <s21750df.004@gwmail.spl.org>
Message-ID: <20050221162319.17126.qmail@web41908.mail.yahoo.com>
We photocopy the entire obits page (and births, and
weddings) from our two local weekly newspapers. After
the indexer is finished with them, we file the pages
in boxes. Although we own the microfilm we keep the
paper for two reasons:

1) Once we send the newspapers to the state library
for microfilming, we know we will not see them for six
months.
2) There was once an error, and some wrong pages were
microfilmed. So I keep the paper. Also, when we get
requests for copies of above mentioned obits, it's
easier to make the copies from the paper, as we have
only one cranky microfilm reader/printer.
Pam McLaughlin
Fremont Public Library
Mundelein, IL
--- Heather McLeland-Wieser
<Heather.McLeland-Wieser@spl.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Are any of you still clipping newspaper articles or
obituaries from your
local newspapers? I'm especially interested in
hearing from anyone who
is clipping despite the newspaper in question being
online in full-text
format.
Thanks in advance
Heather McLeland-Wieser
Genealogy Librarian &
Manager
History Travel & Maps
Seattle Public Library
Change Happens - Progress Takes Effort

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
The all-new My Yahoo! - What will yours do?
http://my.yahoo.com
From k.swartz at saginawlibrary.org Mon Feb 21 13:50:53 2005
From: k.swartz at saginawlibrary.org (Kelly Swartz)
Date: Mon Feb 21 13:32:56 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers
Message-ID: <s219e753.053@mail.saginawlibrary.org>
Heather:
Our library saves the obituary section of the newspapers to add to our
extremely popular on-line obituary index. We only clip and save
newspaper articles for our vertical file for information that we know
will be used by researchers for years to come, such as information on
old buildings or businesses, fires, crimes or political items that get
extensive news coverage, etc. A newspaper indexing project is underway,
but we find that for our department, it is much nicer to be able to pull
the actual article from a file than to have to search for and copy the
article from the film.
To view our on-line obituary index,go to this link:

http://obits.netsource-one.net/
Kelly Swartz
Kelly Swartz
Genealogy Specialist
Local History & Genealogy Collection
Public Libraries of Saginaw
>>> Heather.McLeland-Wieser@spl.org 2/19/2005 5:44:12 PM >>>
Are any of you still clipping newspaper articles or obituaries from
your
local newspapers? I'm especially interested in hearing from anyone
who
is clipping despite the newspaper in question being online in
full-text
format.
Thanks in advance
Heather McLeland-Wieser
Genealogy Librarian &
Manager
History Travel & Maps
Seattle Public Library
Change Happens - Progress Takes Effort
From ckluskens at starpower.net Mon Feb 21 22:28:15 2005
From: ckluskens at starpower.net (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Mon Feb 21 22:09:49 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Freebie - VGS Newsletter 2001-2003
Message-ID: <24715b1b542247ecfb720da3af0efd8b@starpower.net>
Dear colleagues:
The following is free to a good library home:
Virginia Genealogical Society Newsletter, 2001-2003 (complete run).
If you've not seen it, the VGS Newsletter contains lots of good
articles of permanent value.
(I just need room on my shelf and don't
"do" Virginia genealogy.) Please reply off list and include your
library's name and mailing address. Thanks.
Claire Kluskens
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Tue Feb 22 09:23:19 2005
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Tue Feb 22 09:04:33 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Ohio Death Index
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669023222C8@mail.wvculture.local>
I am not familiar with this product. What was the exact statement made
regarding adoptions? I do not think it could include actual adoption
records. It may be possible, however, to use the information on the CD
and the search capability to find birth records that match known
information about an adoptee, and therefore locate either the original
birth record with the biological mother's name, or the adoptive record
with the adoptee's new name and parents' names. This can be done in
most states anyway. Search difficulty and time varies, according to the

amount of information the researcher has to work with, and their luck in
finding a match early in the search rather than later. In West Virginia
the "Delayed Birth" record of an adoptee must have the actual birth
date, time and location, including name of hospital and doctor, as the
original birth record, and be recorded in the actual county of birth.
Depending on whether the birth records were/are open for the year in
question, a persistent researcher can compare the regular birth records
and the delayed birth records and find matches in the common
information. A searchable CD would certainly make such searches more
feasible for more researchers.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From biehl.mjo at ocls.info Tue Feb 22 13:00:37 2005
From: biehl.mjo at ocls.info (Biehl, Mary)
Date: Tue Feb 22 12:42:35 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers
Message-ID: <23BF35A30308FB46968CB3F393EEE2610CF0E3@exch2k3.ocls.info>
We're using an in-house database to record the name & age of the person
and the date the obituary was published in the Orlando Sentinel, from
1998 to present. We still have a wonderful collection of small binders
from 1949 to 1991 which lists the same information, as well as cards in
drawers listing them from 1992 - 1997. Patrons can then view our
microfilm & print a copy of the obituary.
Mary Jo Biehl
Special Collections
Orange County Library System
Orlando, Florida

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Heather
McLeland-Wieser
Sent: Saturday, February 19, 2005 5:44 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers

Are any of you still clipping newspaper articles or obituaries from your
local newspapers? I'm especially interested in hearing from anyone who

is clipping despite the newspaper in question being online in full-text
format.
Thanks in advance

Heather McLeland-Wieser
Genealogy Librarian &
Manager
History Travel & Maps
Seattle Public Library
Change Happens - Progress Takes Effort
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From tpeterson at nassaucountyfl.com Tue Feb 22 13:47:48 2005
From: tpeterson at nassaucountyfl.com (Teen Peterson)
Date: Tue Feb 22 13:30:01 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers
Message-ID: <DB3E9E738A5EEB499B66914F7ECB1A2DB67297@ncexch.nassaucounty.com>
I would like to know what software you are using for your in-house database.
Our local newspaper is online only for the most recent two years. We have recently
acquired the microfilm back to the 1880's. We are planning to produce an obituary
database.
Teen Peterson
Yulee Branch Manager
Nassau County Public Library System
-----Original Message----From: Biehl, Mary [mailto:biehl.mjo@ocls.info]
Sent: Tue 2/22/2005 1:00 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc:
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers

We?re using an in-house database to record the name & age of the person and
the date the obituary was published in the Orlando Sentinel, from 1998 to present.
We still have a wonderful collection of small binders from 1949 to 1991 which lists
the same information, as well as cards in drawers listing them from 1992 ? 1997.
Patrons can then view our microfilm & print a copy of the obituary.
Mary Jo Biehl
Special Collections
Orange County Library System

Orlando, Florida

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Heather McLeland-Wieser
Sent: Saturday, February 19, 2005 5:44 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers

Are any of you still clipping newspaper articles or obituaries from your
local newspapers? I'm especially interested in hearing from anyone who is clipping
despite the newspaper in question being online in full-text format.
Thanks in advance

Heather McLeland-Wieser
Genealogy Librarian &
Manager
History Travel & Maps
Seattle Public Library
Change Happens - Progress Takes Effort
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
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From jmcman at millinocket.lib.me.us Tue Feb 22 14:13:54 2005
From: jmcman at millinocket.lib.me.us (jmcman)
Date: Tue Feb 22 13:55:51 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers
References: <DB3E9E738A5EEB499B66914F7ECB1A2DB67297@ncexch.nassaucounty.com>
Message-ID: <001d01c51912$a6df3980$254ef4a9@ctg1104>
I would also appreciate knowing the name of the database as I'm considering
something similar for our newspapers.
John L. McManus MAT, MLIS
Director
Millinocket Memorial Library
5 Maine Avenue
Millinocket, ME 04462
PH: (207) 723-7020
FAX: (207) 723-7020
email: jmcman@millinocket.lib.me.us
Internet: http://www.millinocket.lib.me.us
----- Original Message -----

From: "Teen Peterson" <tpeterson@nassaucountyfl.com>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, February 22, 2005 1:47 PM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers
>I would like to know what software you are using for your in-house
>database.
> Our local newspaper is online only for the most recent two years. We have
> recently acquired the microfilm back to the 1880's. We are planning to
> produce an obituary database.
>
>
> Teen Peterson
>
> Yulee Branch Manager
>
> Nassau County Public Library System
>
> -----Original Message----> From: Biehl, Mary [mailto:biehl.mjo@ocls.info]
> Sent: Tue 2/22/2005 1:00 PM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> Cc:
> Subject: RE: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers
>
>
>
> We?re using an in-house database to record the name & age of the person
> and the date the obituary was published in the Orlando Sentinel, from 1998
> to present. We still have a wonderful collection of small binders from
> 1949 to 1991 which lists the same information, as well as cards in drawers
> listing them from 1992 ? 1997. Patrons can then view our microfilm &
> print a copy of the obituary.
>
> Mary Jo Biehl
>
> Special Collections
>
> Orange County Library System
>
> Orlando, Florida
>
>
>
> -----Original Message----> From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> [mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Heather
> McLeland-Wieser
> Sent: Saturday, February 19, 2005 5:44 PM
> To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> Subject: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers
>
>
>
> Are any of you still clipping newspaper articles or obituaries from your
> local newspapers? I'm especially interested in hearing from anyone who is
> clipping despite the newspaper in question being online in full-text
> format.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Thanks in advance

Heather McLeland-Wieser
Genealogy Librarian &
Manager
History Travel & Maps
Seattle Public Library
Change Happens - Progress Takes Effort

------------------------------------------------------------------------------->
>
>
>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From kakmiller at yahoo.com Tue Feb 22 21:27:14 2005
From: kakmiller at yahoo.com (Karen Miller)
Date: Tue Feb 22 21:08:51 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers
In-Reply-To: <DB3E9E738A5EEB499B66914F7ECB1A2DB67297@ncexch.nassaucounty.com>
Message-ID: <20050223022714.65355.qmail@web52209.mail.yahoo.com>
Wilmette Public Library is using the excellent and
easy to use software created by the Halinet consortium
in Canada. You can take a look at the index at
http://news.wilmette.lib.il.us/
Karen Miller
Wilmette Public Library
Wilmette, Illinois
--- Teen Peterson <tpeterson@nassaucountyfl.com>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I would like to know what software you are using for
your in-house database.
Our local newspaper is online only for the most
recent two years. We have recently acquired the
microfilm back to the 1880's. We are planning to
produce an obituary database.
Teen Peterson
Yulee Branch Manager
Nassau County Public Library System
-----Original Message----From: Biehl, Mary [mailto:biehl.mjo@ocls.info]

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Sent: Tue 2/22/2005 1:00 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc:
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers

We’re using an in-house database to record the
name & age of the person and the date the obituary
was published in the Orlando Sentinel, from 1998 to
present. We still have a wonderful collection of
small binders from 1949 to 1991 which lists the same
information, as well as cards in drawers listing
them from 1992 – 1997. Patrons can then view our
microfilm & print a copy of the obituary.
Mary Jo Biehl
Special Collections
Orange County Library System
Orlando, Florida

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On
Behalf Of Heather McLeland-Wieser
Sent: Saturday, February 19, 2005 5:44 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers

Are any of you still clipping newspaper articles or
obituaries from your local newspapers? I'm
especially interested in hearing from anyone who is
clipping despite the newspaper in question being
online in full-text format.
Thanks in advance

Heather McLeland-Wieser
Genealogy Librarian &
Manager
History Travel & Maps
Seattle Public Library
Change Happens - Progress Takes Effort

> ATTACHMENT part 2 application/ms-tnef
name=winmail.dat
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From jkonvalinka at msn.com Wed Feb 23 10:22:22 2005
From: jkonvalinka at msn.com (John W Konvalinka)
Date: Wed Feb 23 10:04:40 2005
Subject: [Genealib] NERGC Early Registration Deadline is 1 March!
Message-ID: <BAY11-DAV465F2C5D3D8401D6D96A16B3630@phx.gbl>
The early registration deadline for the New England Regional Genealogical
Conference is almost here!
Remember, your registration must be postmarked BEFORE
1 March to qualify for the early registration discount.
The Conference will be held from March 31-April 3, 2005 at the beautiful Holiday
Inn By The Bay in Portland Maine.
The theme of the Conference is "New England Crossroads 2005". Four of the country'
best known genealogists will be the lead speakers for this program: Tony Burroughs,
Cyndi Howells, Elizabeth Shown Mills and Craig Scott.
More than 40 additional speakers at this three day Conference a will discuss a wide
range of topics in tracks devoted to New England Research, Ethnic Genealogy,
Federal Records, Libraries and Records, Writing and Publishing, Skills and
Methodology, DNA Research and Computers the Internet and other
technical topics.
Complete program details and a registration form can be found at: www.NERGC.org.
On the website are also all of the issue of the Conference "e-zine," with
information about Conference happenings and planned activities, as well as more
details about the lectures, special programs, exhibits and other news. The e-zine
also describes the genealogical resources and other interesting places in Portland,
Maine, and highlights fun things to do while attending the conference.
For more information, or if you have any questions, please email
john@konvalinka.com or call 609-924-9742.
We look forward to seeing you in Portland next month!
and get your discount!

Be sure to register early

We are now well past the 300 registrations milestone so your early registration
will also help us with space planning, printing requirements and other important
details.
For those with other commitments, remember, it is possible to sign up for less than
the full Conference: for one or two days only.
Some special events are already filled: There is still room for the regular Friday
and Saturday luncheons, but the small group speaker luncheons are now sold out.
Good news! There are still some spaces available in David Mishkin and Maureen
Taylor's Thursday Photography Workshop. For an additional $25, this all- afternoon
workshop is a real bargain -- but be sure to pre-register, because space is
limited. There is a place to pre-register on the Conference registration form
www.nergc.org/NERGCRegRvsd.pdf.
There are also places available for the Friday evening and Saturday evening
banquets -- which will give you an extra chance to hear two of the country's best
known genealogy speakers: Elizabeth Shown Mills (Friday) and Tony Burroughs
(Saturday).
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050223/9b21082d/
attachment.htm
From pharper at trlib.org Wed Feb 23 20:24:27 2005
From: pharper at trlib.org (pharper@trlib.org)
Date: Wed Feb 23 20:06:18 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Sioux Valley Genealogical Society Pioneer Pathfinders
Message-ID: <238675B9BCBC61489BF37AFA6EF0C7C8011D0314@trlibmail.timber.trlib.org>
Hello,
These Pioneer Pathfinders (Sioux Valley Genealogical Society) are available
for adoption:
January 1976
March-December 1977
January-December 1978 (October is missing)
January-April, June, August and October 1979
Pat Harper
pharper@trlib.org
From OTugarina at nehgs.org Thu Feb 24 09:14:02 2005
From: OTugarina at nehgs.org (Tugarina, Olga)
Date: Thu Feb 24 08:57:23 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Sioux Valley Genealogical Society Pioneer Pathfind ers
Message-ID: <732716B256AE3F4991AF61EACAA7FC4501A95B8E@MAIL_NEHGS>
Dear Pat,
We would be very pleased to have them in our collection.
Olga Tugarina
Technical Services Assistant
New England Historic Genealogical Society
101 Newbury St.

Boston, MA 02116
-----Original Message----From: pharper@trlib.org [mailto:pharper@trlib.org]
Sent: Wednesday, February 23, 2005 8:24 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Sioux Valley Genealogical Society Pioneer Pathfinders
Hello,
These Pioneer Pathfinders (Sioux Valley Genealogical Society) are
available for adoption:
January 1976
March-December 1977
January-December 1978 (October is missing)
January-April, June, August and October 1979
Pat Harper
pharper@trlib.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From Lwest at GPTX.org Thu Feb 24 13:37:08 2005
From: Lwest at GPTX.org (Leah West)
Date: Thu Feb 24 13:18:43 2005
Subject: [Genealib] RE: clipping newspapers
Message-ID: <77A02F82940DB346A89A9A5E9986CFCDE4BFDD@gptx-ch-mail01.gptx.org>
This question couldn't have come at a better time! We were just
discussing clipping/copying the obituaries from the newspaper and were
wondering if there is a copyright issue involved. We have a volunteer
who has been copying the obituaries, compiling them into a notebook, and
indexing them. She has a file saved on her home computer and we were
wondering if we could download it to our library's web page. Do any of
you know about copyright issues in doing this? Or any other words of
advice?
Leah O. West
Library Services Manager
Grand Prairie Public Library System
901 Conover Drive
Grand Prairie, TX 75051
972/ 237-5721
972/ 237-5750 Fax
Lwest@gptx.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]
Sent: Tuesday, February 22, 2005 11:00 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: genealib Digest, Vol 17, Issue 20
Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
Today's Topics:
1. Re: Clipping newspapers (Kelly Swartz)
2. Freebie - VGS Newsletter 2001-2003 (Claire Kluskens)
3. Ohio Death Index (Susan Scouras)
---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Mon, 21 Feb 2005 13:50:53 -0500
From: "Kelly Swartz" <k.swartz@saginawlibrary.org>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <s219e753.053@mail.saginawlibrary.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
Heather:
Our library saves the obituary section of the newspapers to add to our
extremely popular on-line obituary index. We only clip and save
newspaper articles for our vertical file for information that we know
will be used by researchers for years to come, such as information on
old buildings or businesses, fires, crimes or political items that get
extensive news coverage, etc. A newspaper indexing project is underway,
but we find that for our department, it is much nicer to be able to pull
the actual article from a file than to have to search for and copy the
article from the film.
To view our on-line obituary index,go to this link:
http://obits.netsource-one.net/
Kelly Swartz
Kelly Swartz
Genealogy Specialist
Local History & Genealogy Collection
Public Libraries of Saginaw
>>> Heather.McLeland-Wieser@spl.org 2/19/2005 5:44:12 PM >>>
Are any of you still clipping newspaper articles or obituaries from
your
local newspapers? I'm especially interested in hearing from anyone
who
is clipping despite the newspaper in question being online in
full-text

format.
Thanks in advance
Heather McLeland-Wieser
Genealogy Librarian &
Manager
History Travel & Maps
Seattle Public Library
Change Happens - Progress Takes Effort
-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Mon, 21 Feb 2005 22:28:15 -0500
From: Claire Kluskens <ckluskens@starpower.net>
Subject: [Genealib] Freebie - VGS Newsletter 2001-2003
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <24715b1b542247ecfb720da3af0efd8b@starpower.net>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII; format=flowed
Dear colleagues:
The following is free to a good library home:
Virginia Genealogical Society Newsletter, 2001-2003 (complete run).
If you've not seen it, the VGS Newsletter contains lots of good
articles of permanent value.
(I just need room on my shelf and don't
"do" Virginia genealogy.) Please reply off list and include your
library's name and mailing address. Thanks.
Claire Kluskens
-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Tue, 22 Feb 2005 09:23:19 -0500
From: "Susan Scouras" <Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org>
Subject: [Genealib] Ohio Death Index
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669023222C8@mail.wvculture.local>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
I am not familiar with this product. What was the exact statement made
regarding adoptions? I do not think it could include actual adoption
records. It may be possible, however, to use the information on the CD
and the search capability to find birth records that match known
information about an adoptee, and therefore locate either the original
birth record with the biological mother's name, or the adoptive record
with the adoptee's new name and parents' names. This can be done in
most states anyway. Search difficulty and time varies, according to the
amount of information the researcher has to work with, and their luck in
finding a match early in the search rather than later. In West Virginia
the "Delayed Birth" record of an adoptee must have the actual birth
date, time and location, including name of hospital and doctor, as the

original birth record, and be recorded in the actual county of birth.
Depending on whether the birth records were/are open for the year in
question, a persistent researcher can compare the regular birth records
and the delayed birth records and find matches in the common
information. A searchable CD would certainly make such searches more
feasible for more researchers.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050222/f40ce
91a/attachment-0001.htm
-----------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
End of genealib Digest, Vol 17, Issue 20
****************************************
From jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us Thu Feb 24 13:42:54 2005
From: jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us (Jeffrey J. Courouleau)
Date: Thu Feb 24 13:24:35 2005
Subject: [Genealib] RE: clipping newspapers
In-Reply-To: <77A02F82940DB346A89A9A5E9986CFCDE4BFDD@gptx-ch-mail01.gptx.org>
Message-ID: <OGEIJJEGLGNGHLOLCNLCGELKDOAA.jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us>
We do online newspaper indexing with the Horizon system, covering local
stories as well as obituaries from app. 1999-present. Previous to this, we
have a card file that we still update regularly with tens of thousands of
obituary and death records entries. We also actively maintain our vertical
files by clipping from the newspaper, and keep family clippings files
distinct from the death records card index.
Jeffrey
*******************************************************************
Jeffrey J. Courouleau, MLIS
Local & Family History Librarian
Bartlesville Public Library
600 S. Johnstone Avenue
Bartlesville, OK, 74003
E-Mail: jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us
Office Telephone: 918-337-5332
LFH Helpdesk: 918-337-5333

http://www.bartlesville.lib.ok.us
*******************************************************************
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Leah West
Sent: Thursday, February 24, 2005 12:37
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] RE: clipping newspapers
This question couldn't have come at a better time! We were just
discussing clipping/copying the obituaries from the newspaper and were
wondering if there is a copyright issue involved. We have a volunteer
who has been copying the obituaries, compiling them into a notebook, and
indexing them. She has a file saved on her home computer and we were
wondering if we could download it to our library's web page. Do any of
you know about copyright issues in doing this? Or any other words of
advice?
Leah O. West
Library Services Manager
Grand Prairie Public Library System
901 Conover Drive
Grand Prairie, TX 75051
972/ 237-5721
972/ 237-5750 Fax
Lwest@gptx.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]
Sent: Tuesday, February 22, 2005 11:00 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: genealib Digest, Vol 17, Issue 20
Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
Today's Topics:
1. Re: Clipping newspapers (Kelly Swartz)
2. Freebie - VGS Newsletter 2001-2003 (Claire Kluskens)
3. Ohio Death Index (Susan Scouras)

---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Mon, 21 Feb 2005 13:50:53 -0500
From: "Kelly Swartz" <k.swartz@saginawlibrary.org>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <s219e753.053@mail.saginawlibrary.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
Heather:
Our library saves the obituary section of the newspapers to add to our
extremely popular on-line obituary index. We only clip and save
newspaper articles for our vertical file for information that we know
will be used by researchers for years to come, such as information on
old buildings or businesses, fires, crimes or political items that get
extensive news coverage, etc. A newspaper indexing project is underway,
but we find that for our department, it is much nicer to be able to pull
the actual article from a file than to have to search for and copy the
article from the film.
To view our on-line obituary index,go to this link:
http://obits.netsource-one.net/
Kelly Swartz
Kelly Swartz
Genealogy Specialist
Local History & Genealogy Collection
Public Libraries of Saginaw
>>> Heather.McLeland-Wieser@spl.org 2/19/2005 5:44:12 PM >>>
Are any of you still clipping newspaper articles or obituaries from
your
local newspapers? I'm especially interested in hearing from anyone
who
is clipping despite the newspaper in question being online in
full-text
format.
Thanks in advance
Heather McLeland-Wieser
Genealogy Librarian &
Manager
History Travel & Maps
Seattle Public Library
Change Happens - Progress Takes Effort
-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Mon, 21 Feb 2005 22:28:15 -0500
From: Claire Kluskens <ckluskens@starpower.net>
Subject: [Genealib] Freebie - VGS Newsletter 2001-2003
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>

Message-ID: <24715b1b542247ecfb720da3af0efd8b@starpower.net>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII; format=flowed
Dear colleagues:
The following is free to a good library home:
Virginia Genealogical Society Newsletter, 2001-2003 (complete run).
If you've not seen it, the VGS Newsletter contains lots of good
articles of permanent value.
(I just need room on my shelf and don't
"do" Virginia genealogy.) Please reply off list and include your
library's name and mailing address. Thanks.
Claire Kluskens
-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Tue, 22 Feb 2005 09:23:19 -0500
From: "Susan Scouras" <Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org>
Subject: [Genealib] Ohio Death Index
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669023222C8@mail.wvculture.local>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
I am not familiar with this product. What was the exact statement made
regarding adoptions? I do not think it could include actual adoption
records. It may be possible, however, to use the information on the CD
and the search capability to find birth records that match known
information about an adoptee, and therefore locate either the original
birth record with the biological mother's name, or the adoptive record
with the adoptee's new name and parents' names. This can be done in
most states anyway. Search difficulty and time varies, according to the
amount of information the researcher has to work with, and their luck in
finding a match early in the search rather than later. In West Virginia
the "Delayed Birth" record of an adoptee must have the actual birth
date, time and location, including name of hospital and doctor, as the
original birth record, and be recorded in the actual county of birth.
Depending on whether the birth records were/are open for the year in
question, a persistent researcher can compare the regular birth records
and the delayed birth records and find matches in the common
information. A searchable CD would certainly make such searches more
feasible for more researchers.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
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From Lwest at GPTX.org Thu Feb 24 13:52:36 2005
From: Lwest at GPTX.org (Leah West)
Date: Thu Feb 24 13:34:11 2005
Subject: [Genealib] RE: software
Message-ID: <77A02F82940DB346A89A9A5E9986CFCDD1D4EB@gptx-ch-mail01.gptx.org>
Karen Miller wrote: "Wilmette Public Library is using the excellent and
easy to use software created by the Halinet consortium
in Canada. You can take a look at the index at http://news.wilmette.lib.il.us/".
Can you provide purchasing information for the software?
Leah O. West
Library Services Manager
Grand Prairie Public Library System
901 Conover Drive
Grand Prairie, TX 75051
972/ 237-5721
972/ 237-5750 Fax
Lwest@gptx.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibrequest@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, February 23, 2005 11:00 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: genealib Digest, Vol 17, Issue 21
Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."

Today's Topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

RE: Clipping newspapers (Biehl, Mary)
RE: Clipping newspapers (Teen Peterson)
Re: Clipping newspapers (jmcman)
RE: Clipping newspapers (Karen Miller)
NERGC Early Registration Deadline is 1 March! (John W Konvalinka)

---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Tue, 22 Feb 2005 13:00:37 -0500
From: "Biehl, Mary" <biehl.mjo@ocls.info>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <23BF35A30308FB46968CB3F393EEE2610CF0E3@exch2k3.ocls.info>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
We're using an in-house database to record the name & age of the person
and the date the obituary was published in the Orlando Sentinel, from
1998 to present. We still have a wonderful collection of small binders
from 1949 to 1991 which lists the same information, as well as cards in
drawers listing them from 1992 - 1997. Patrons can then view our
microfilm & print a copy of the obituary.
Mary Jo Biehl
Special Collections
Orange County Library System
Orlando, Florida

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Heather
McLeland-Wieser
Sent: Saturday, February 19, 2005 5:44 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers

Are any of you still clipping newspaper articles or obituaries from your
local newspapers? I'm especially interested in hearing from anyone who
is clipping despite the newspaper in question being online in full-text
format.
Thanks in advance

Heather McLeland-Wieser
Genealogy Librarian &
Manager
History Travel & Maps
Seattle Public Library
Change Happens - Progress Takes Effort
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050222/3e317a68/
attachment-0001.htm
-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Tue, 22 Feb 2005 13:47:48 -0500
From: "Teen Peterson" <tpeterson@nassaucountyfl.com>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<DB3E9E738A5EEB499B66914F7ECB1A2DB67297@ncexch.nassaucounty.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
I would like to know what software you are using for your in-house database.
Our local newspaper is online only for the most recent two years. We have recently
acquired the microfilm back to the 1880's. We are planning to produce an obituary
database.
Teen Peterson
Yulee Branch Manager
Nassau County Public Library System
-----Original Message----From: Biehl, Mary [mailto:biehl.mjo@ocls.info]
Sent: Tue 2/22/2005 1:00 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc:
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers

We???re using an in-house database to record the name & age of the person and
the date the obituary was published in the Orlando Sentinel, from 1998 to present.
We still have a wonderful collection of small binders from 1949 to 1991 which lists
the same information, as well as cards in drawers listing them from 1992 ??? 1997.
Patrons can then view our microfilm & print a copy of the obituary.
Mary Jo Biehl
Special Collections
Orange County Library System
Orlando, Florida

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Heather McLeland-Wieser
Sent: Saturday, February 19, 2005 5:44 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers

Are any of you still clipping newspaper articles or obituaries from your
local newspapers? I'm especially interested in hearing from anyone who is clipping
despite the newspaper in question being online in full-text format.
Thanks in advance

Heather McLeland-Wieser
Genealogy Librarian &
Manager
History Travel & Maps
Seattle Public Library
Change Happens - Progress Takes Effort
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 6898 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050222/577b94ea/
attachment-0001.bin
-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Tue, 22 Feb 2005 14:13:54 -0500
From: "jmcman" <jmcman@millinocket.lib.me.us>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <001d01c51912$a6df3980$254ef4a9@ctg1104>
Content-Type: text/plain; format=flowed; charset="UTF-8";
reply-type=original
I would also appreciate knowing the name of the database as I'm considering
something similar for our newspapers.
John L. McManus MAT, MLIS
Director
Millinocket Memorial Library
5 Maine Avenue
Millinocket, ME 04462
PH: (207) 723-7020
FAX: (207) 723-7020
email: jmcman@millinocket.lib.me.us
Internet: http://www.millinocket.lib.me.us

----- Original Message ----From: "Teen Peterson" <tpeterson@nassaucountyfl.com>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, February 22, 2005 1:47 PM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers
>I would like to know what software you are using for your in-house
>database.
> Our local newspaper is online only for the most recent two years. We have
> recently acquired the microfilm back to the 1880's. We are planning to
> produce an obituary database.
>
>
> Teen Peterson
>
> Yulee Branch Manager
>
> Nassau County Public Library System
>
> -----Original Message----> From: Biehl, Mary [mailto:biehl.mjo@ocls.info]
> Sent: Tue 2/22/2005 1:00 PM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> Cc:
> Subject: RE: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers
>
>
>
> We???re using an in-house database to record the name & age of the person
> and the date the obituary was published in the Orlando Sentinel, from 1998
> to present. We still have a wonderful collection of small binders from
> 1949 to 1991 which lists the same information, as well as cards in drawers
> listing them from 1992 ??? 1997. Patrons can then view our microfilm &
> print a copy of the obituary.
>
> Mary Jo Biehl
>
> Special Collections
>
> Orange County Library System
>
> Orlando, Florida
>
>
>
> -----Original Message----> From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> [mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Heather
> McLeland-Wieser
> Sent: Saturday, February 19, 2005 5:44 PM
> To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> Subject: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers
>
>
>
> Are any of you still clipping newspaper articles or obituaries from your
> local newspapers? I'm especially interested in hearing from anyone who is

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

clipping despite the newspaper in question being online in full-text
format.
Thanks in advance

Heather McLeland-Wieser
Genealogy Librarian &
Manager
History Travel & Maps
Seattle Public Library
Change Happens - Progress Takes Effort

------------------------------------------------------------------------------->
>
>
>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-----------------------------Message: 4
Date: Tue, 22 Feb 2005 18:27:14 -0800 (PST)
From: Karen Miller <kakmiller@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <20050223022714.65355.qmail@web52209.mail.yahoo.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Wilmette Public Library is using the excellent and
easy to use software created by the Halinet consortium
in Canada. You can take a look at the index at
http://news.wilmette.lib.il.us/
Karen Miller
Wilmette Public Library
Wilmette, Illinois
--- Teen Peterson <tpeterson@nassaucountyfl.com>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I would like to know what software you are using for
your in-house database.
Our local newspaper is online only for the most
recent two years. We have recently acquired the
microfilm back to the 1880's. We are planning to
produce an obituary database.
Teen Peterson

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Yulee Branch Manager
Nassau County Public Library System
-----Original Message----From: Biehl, Mary [mailto:biehl.mjo@ocls.info]
Sent: Tue 2/22/2005 1:00 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc:
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers

We???re using an in-house database to record the
name & age of the person and the date the obituary
was published in the Orlando Sentinel, from 1998 to
present. We still have a wonderful collection of
small binders from 1949 to 1991 which lists the same
information, as well as cards in drawers listing
them from 1992 ??? 1997. Patrons can then view our
microfilm & print a copy of the obituary.
Mary Jo Biehl
Special Collections
Orange County Library System
Orlando, Florida

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On
Behalf Of Heather McLeland-Wieser
Sent: Saturday, February 19, 2005 5:44 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Clipping newspapers

Are any of you still clipping newspaper articles or
obituaries from your local newspapers? I'm
especially interested in hearing from anyone who is
clipping despite the newspaper in question being
online in full-text format.
Thanks in advance

Heather McLeland-Wieser
Genealogy Librarian &
Manager
History Travel & Maps

>
>
>
>

Seattle Public Library
Change Happens - Progress Takes Effort

> ATTACHMENT part 2 application/ms-tnef
name=winmail.dat
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail - You care about security. So do we.
http://promotions.yahoo.com/new_mail
-----------------------------Message: 5
Date: Wed, 23 Feb 2005 10:22:22 -0500
From: "John W Konvalinka" <jkonvalinka@msn.com>
Subject: [Genealib] NERGC Early Registration Deadline is 1 March!
To: <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <BAY11-DAV465F2C5D3D8401D6D96A16B3630@phx.gbl>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
The early registration deadline for the New England Regional Genealogical
Conference is almost here!
Remember, your registration must be postmarked BEFORE
1 March to qualify for the early registration discount.
The Conference will be held from March 31-April 3, 2005 at the beautiful Holiday
Inn By The Bay in Portland Maine.
The theme of the Conference is "New England Crossroads 2005". Four of the country'
best known genealogists will be the lead speakers for this program: Tony Burroughs,
Cyndi Howells, Elizabeth Shown Mills and Craig Scott.
More than 40 additional speakers at this three day Conference a will discuss a wide
range of topics in tracks devoted to New England Research, Ethnic Genealogy,
Federal Records, Libraries and Records, Writing and Publishing, Skills and
Methodology, DNA Research and Computers the Internet and other
technical topics.
Complete program details and a registration form can be found at: www.NERGC.org.
On the website are also all of the issue of the Conference "e-zine," with
information about Conference happenings and planned activities, as well as more
details about the lectures, special programs, exhibits and other news. The e-zine
also describes the genealogical resources and other interesting places in Portland,
Maine, and highlights fun things to do while attending the conference.
For more information, or if you have any questions, please email
john@konvalinka.com or call 609-924-9742.

We look forward to seeing you in Portland next month!
and get your discount!

Be sure to register early

We are now well past the 300 registrations milestone so your early registration
will also help us with space planning, printing requirements and other important
details.
For those with other commitments, remember, it is possible to sign up for less than
the full Conference: for one or two days only.
Some special events are already filled: There is still room for the regular Friday
and Saturday luncheons, but the small group speaker luncheons are now sold out.
Good news! There are still some spaces available in David Mishkin and Maureen
Taylor's Thursday Photography Workshop. For an additional $25, this all- afternoon
workshop is a real bargain -- but be sure to pre-register, because space is
limited. There is a place to pre-register on the Conference registration form
www.nergc.org/NERGCRegRvsd.pdf.
There are also places available for the Friday evening and Saturday evening
banquets -- which will give you an extra chance to hear two of the country's best
known genealogy speakers: Elizabeth Shown Mills (Friday) and Tony Burroughs
(Saturday).
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050223/9b21082d/
attachment-0001.htm
-----------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
End of genealib Digest, Vol 17, Issue 21
****************************************
From pharper at trlib.org Thu Feb 24 14:39:23 2005
From: pharper at trlib.org (pharper@trlib.org)
Date: Thu Feb 24 14:21:05 2005
Subject: [Genealib] RE: genealib Digest, Vol 17, Issue 22
Message-ID: <238675B9BCBC61489BF37AFA6EF0C7C8011D0316@trlibmail.timber.trlib.org>
The State Library of Ohio has accepted the Pioneer Pathfinders.
Pat Harper

-----Original Message----From: genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibrequest@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]
Sent: Thu 2/24/2005 9:00 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Cc:
Subject: genealib Digest, Vol 17, Issue 22

Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
Today's Topics:
1. Sioux Valley Genealogical Society Pioneer Pathfinders
(pharper@trlib.org)
2. RE: Sioux Valley Genealogical Society Pioneer Pathfind ers
(Tugarina, Olga)
---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Wed, 23 Feb 2005 17:24:27 -0800
From: <pharper@trlib.org>
Subject: [Genealib] Sioux Valley Genealogical Society Pioneer
Pathfinders
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<238675B9BCBC61489BF37AFA6EF0C7C8011D0314@trlibmail.timber.trlib.org>
Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="iso-8859-1"
Hello,
These Pioneer Pathfinders (Sioux Valley Genealogical Society) are
available for adoption:
January 1976
March-December 1977
January-December 1978 (October is missing)
January-April, June, August and October 1979
Pat Harper
pharper@trlib.org

-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Thu, 24 Feb 2005 09:14:02 -0500
From: "Tugarina, Olga" <OTugarina@nehgs.org>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Sioux Valley Genealogical Society Pioneer
Pathfind ers
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists' <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <732716B256AE3F4991AF61EACAA7FC4501A95B8E@MAIL_NEHGS>
Content-Type: text/plain
Dear Pat,
We would be very pleased to have them in our collection.
Olga Tugarina
Technical Services Assistant
New England Historic Genealogical Society
101 Newbury St.
Boston, MA 02116
-----Original Message----From: pharper@trlib.org [mailto:pharper@trlib.org]
Sent: Wednesday, February 23, 2005 8:24 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Sioux Valley Genealogical Society Pioneer Pathfinders
Hello,
These Pioneer Pathfinders (Sioux Valley Genealogical Society) are
available for adoption:
January 1976
March-December 1977
January-December 1978 (October is missing)
January-April, June, August and October 1979
Pat Harper
pharper@trlib.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-----------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
End of genealib Digest, Vol 17, Issue 22
****************************************
From dplumer at round-rock.tx.us Thu Feb 24 14:43:57 2005
From: dplumer at round-rock.tx.us (Danielle Plumer)

Date: Thu Feb 24 14:25:33 2005
Subject: [Genealib] RE: clipping newspapers
Message-ID: <462AD2F92A7B4E46A8A02C410EEBBC0CAEB098@rrmail.corr.round-rock.tx.us>
I don't think there's an issue if all you're doing is putting an index
online. Obituaries, like anything reported in a newspaper, are public
information, aka "facts," and an index of them wouldn't violate
copyright. Photocopying obits to put in a scrapbook is a bit more
problematic (might be justifiable as a "preservation activity"), and
digitizing them to put online is pretty clear violation of copyright,
unless you had permission from the newspaper. Of course, older material
(pre-1930 or so) is probably fair game.
I've been looking into doing a similar project, and that's what I've
found so far, anyway.
Danielle Cunniff Plumer
Genealogy and Local History Librarian
Round Rock Public Library System
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Leah West
Sent: Thursday, February 24, 2005 12:37 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] RE: clipping newspapers
This question couldn't have come at a better time! We were just
discussing clipping/copying the obituaries from the newspaper and were
wondering if there is a copyright issue involved. We have a volunteer
who has been copying the obituaries, compiling them into a notebook, and
indexing them. She has a file saved on her home computer and we were
wondering if we could download it to our library's web page. Do any of
you know about copyright issues in doing this? Or any other words of
advice?
Leah O. West
Library Services Manager
Grand Prairie Public Library System
901 Conover Drive
Grand Prairie, TX 75051
972/ 237-5721
972/ 237-5750 Fax
Lwest@gptx.org
From LNaukam at libraryweb.org Thu Feb 24 15:32:48 2005
From: LNaukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Thu Feb 24 15:13:20 2005
Subject: [Genealib] clipping newspapers
Message-ID: <895AE3C5B9D03345BDBE30C250067362C9D844@rpl05.rpl.org>
Danielle summarizes what we have found - we have an index to local BMD's
1960-2005 online and searchable. We charge a fee for copies, but the
index is available free and on the web.
The scrapbooks -at least 250 of which are biographical rather than
subject oriented - have been compiled over 100 years, and have been
filmed for preservation purposes, and are only available in house.

What Halton Hills (Canada) has online, with clickable entries showing
the actual clip, is not possible for us as the newspaper does not give
permission for that. They --DO--refer all calls for it to us, though!
Check Peter Hirtle's [page
(http://www.copyright.cornell.edu/training/Hirtle_Public_Domain.htm) for
good guidance.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------>>>>>I don't think there's an issue if all you're doing is putting an
index
online. Obituaries, like anything reported in a newspaper, are public
information, aka "facts," and an index of them wouldn't violate
copyright. Photocopying obits to put in a scrapbook is a bit more
problematic (might be justifiable as a "preservation activity"), and
digitizing them to put online is pretty clear violation of copyright,
unless you had permission from the newspaper. Of course, older material
(pre-1930 or so) is probably fair game.
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 2704 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050224/bb69ea62/
attachment.bin
From kakmiller at yahoo.com Thu Feb 24 16:24:37 2005
From: kakmiller at yahoo.com (Karen Miller)
Date: Thu Feb 24 16:06:12 2005
Subject: [Genealib] RE: software
In-Reply-To: <77A02F82940DB346A89A9A5E9986CFCDD1D4EB@gptx-ch-mail01.gptx.org>
Message-ID: <20050224212438.77193.qmail@web52207.mail.yahoo.com>
It's probably best to get in touch with Brian Bell of
Oakville Public Library for the current information on
obtaining the program.
Brian Bell
Director of E-Services Development
Oakville Public Library
mail:bbell@oakville.ca
ph: 905-815-2027
fax: 905-81502924
Karen Miller
Wilmette Public Library
--- Leah West <Lwest@GPTX.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Karen Miller wrote: "Wilmette Public Library is
using the excellent and
easy to use software created by the Halinet
consortium
in Canada. You can take a look at the index at
http://news.wilmette.lib.il.us/".

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Can you provide purchasing information for the
software?
Leah O. West
Library Services Manager
Grand Prairie Public Library System
901 Conover Drive
Grand Prairie, TX 75051
972/ 237-5721
972/ 237-5750 Fax
Lwest@gptx.org

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail - Helps protect you from nasty viruses.
http://promotions.yahoo.com/new_mail
From pm_mclaughlin at yahoo.com Thu Feb 24 20:52:13 2005
From: pm_mclaughlin at yahoo.com (P.M. McLaughlin)
Date: Thu Feb 24 20:33:47 2005
Subject: [Genealib] RE: clipping newspapers
In-Reply-To: <462AD2F92A7B4E46A8A02C410EEBBC0CAEB098@rrmail.corr.round-rock.tx.us>
Message-ID: <20050225015213.58919.qmail@web41903.mail.yahoo.com>
I've wondered about that. The type of obituaries that
were written by the newspaper staff are clearly
protected by copyright (age allowing). But most of
what people think of as obituaries were written by the
family and/or funeral home. So who owns the copyright
then?
Pam McLaughln
Fremont Public Library
Mundelein, IL 60060
--- Danielle Plumer <dplumer@round-rock.tx.us> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I don't think there's an issue if all you're doing
is putting an index
online. Obituaries, like anything reported in a
newspaper, are public
information, aka "facts," and an index of them
wouldn't violate
copyright. Photocopying obits to put in a scrapbook
is a bit more
problematic (might be justifiable as a "preservation
activity"), and
digitizing them to put online is pretty clear
violation of copyright,
unless you had permission from the newspaper. Of
course, older material
(pre-1930 or so) is probably fair game.
I've been looking into doing a similar project, and
that's what I've
found so far, anyway.

>
> Danielle Cunniff Plumer
> Genealogy and Local History Librarian
> Round Rock Public Library System
>
> -----Original Message----> From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> [mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On
> Behalf Of Leah West
> Sent: Thursday, February 24, 2005 12:37 PM
> To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> Subject: [Genealib] RE: clipping newspapers
>
>
> This question couldn't have come at a better time!
> We were just
> discussing clipping/copying the obituaries from the
> newspaper and were
> wondering if there is a copyright issue involved.
> We have a volunteer
> who has been copying the obituaries, compiling them
> into a notebook, and
> indexing them. She has a file saved on her home
> computer and we were
> wondering if we could download it to our library's
> web page. Do any of
> you know about copyright issues in doing this? Or
> any other words of
> advice?
>
>
> Leah O. West
> Library Services Manager
> Grand Prairie Public Library System
> 901 Conover Drive
> Grand Prairie, TX 75051
> 972/ 237-5721
> 972/ 237-5750 Fax
> Lwest@gptx.org
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail - Find what you need with new enhanced search.
http://info.mail.yahoo.com/mail_250
From jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us Fri Feb 25 10:04:14 2005
From: jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us (Jeffrey J. Courouleau)
Date: Fri Feb 25 09:45:54 2005
Subject: [Genealib] RE: clipping newspapers
In-Reply-To: <20050225015213.58919.qmail@web41903.mail.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <OGEIJJEGLGNGHLOLCNLCOENDDOAA.jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us>

Everyone:
Obituaries are written by the funeral home with the input of the family, and
are a service typically provided as part of your funeral package. Copyright
is maintained by the funeral home. The newspaper is granted the right of
redistribution as a public service. An obituary is not merely a statistical
presentation of facts, but rather a written narrative. In, so to speak,
licensing the redistribution of their content to the newspaper, they are
not, in fact, granting you as a reader the right of reproduction and
redistribution, except as follows:
On a practical level, printing personal copies of selected obituaries is a
common practice as people collect information for family members. This is
permitted because such actions are not-for-profit "educational" research
that is governed, in the United States, by our statues on "fair use" of
copyrights.
See:
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/html/uscode17/usc_sec_17_00000107----000-.
html
This is referred to as Title 17 U.S.C. Section 107.
The reprinting/reproduction of selected obituaries for research purposes is
also granted by fair use statutes. For example, if you maintain a GEDCOM at
Worldconnect (as I do for my own personal genealogy research), and you
reproduce each person's obituary for the purpose of your own research, and
so that readers of your Worldconnect site can tell how people are related,
this is acceptable. Of course, common sense must apply here.
In our own online newspaper index, we abstract (as opposed to index)
obituaries. We present the factual information gleaned from the obituary in
a format that we have implemented in-house via the Horizon system's
Community Resources module. For articles themselves, we provide captions or
main points of the article, with the basic purpose of giving the customer
enough information to find the article on microfilm and have a fair idea of
what they are looking for without reproducing anything near the whole
article.
It is a very important point to remember that indexing and abstracting are
not the same as reproducing the actual content of articles. Telling you that
the story called "Annual bakeoff scheduled for March 9" is on page 5 of the
Groton Daily Times is not the same as reproducing said article and
redistributing it.
Many researchers do not have a clear understanding of what their boundaries
are, so it is our job as librarians and genealogists to make sure and
educate them (and ourselves) on what is permissible vis-a-vis copyright.
Jeffrey
*******************************************************************
Jeffrey J. Courouleau, MLIS
Local & Family History Librarian
Bartlesville Public Library
600 S. Johnstone Avenue
Bartlesville, OK, 74003

E-Mail: jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us
Office Telephone: 918-337-5332
LFH Helpdesk: 918-337-5333
http://www.bartlesville.lib.ok.us
*******************************************************************
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of P.M.
McLaughlin
Sent: Thursday, February 24, 2005 19:52
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] RE: clipping newspapers
I've wondered about that. The type of obituaries that
were written by the newspaper staff are clearly
protected by copyright (age allowing). But most of
what people think of as obituaries were written by the
family and/or funeral home. So who owns the copyright
then?
Pam McLaughln
Fremont Public Library
Mundelein, IL 60060
--- Danielle Plumer <dplumer@round-rock.tx.us> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I don't think there's an issue if all you're doing
is putting an index
online. Obituaries, like anything reported in a
newspaper, are public
information, aka "facts," and an index of them
wouldn't violate
copyright. Photocopying obits to put in a scrapbook
is a bit more
problematic (might be justifiable as a "preservation
activity"), and
digitizing them to put online is pretty clear
violation of copyright,
unless you had permission from the newspaper. Of
course, older material
(pre-1930 or so) is probably fair game.
I've been looking into doing a similar project, and
that's what I've
found so far, anyway.
Danielle Cunniff Plumer
Genealogy and Local History Librarian
Round Rock Public Library System
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On
Behalf Of Leah West

> Sent: Thursday, February 24, 2005 12:37 PM
> To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> Subject: [Genealib] RE: clipping newspapers
>
>
> This question couldn't have come at a better time!
> We were just
> discussing clipping/copying the obituaries from the
> newspaper and were
> wondering if there is a copyright issue involved.
> We have a volunteer
> who has been copying the obituaries, compiling them
> into a notebook, and
> indexing them. She has a file saved on her home
> computer and we were
> wondering if we could download it to our library's
> web page. Do any of
> you know about copyright issues in doing this? Or
> any other words of
> advice?
>
>
> Leah O. West
> Library Services Manager
> Grand Prairie Public Library System
> 901 Conover Drive
> Grand Prairie, TX 75051
> 972/ 237-5721
> 972/ 237-5750 Fax
> Lwest@gptx.org
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail - Find what you need with new enhanced search.
http://info.mail.yahoo.com/mail_250
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From suttonl at co.oakland.mi.us Fri Feb 25 10:33:20 2005
From: suttonl at co.oakland.mi.us (suttonl@co.oakland.mi.us)
Date: Fri Feb 25 10:21:20 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Oakland County (MI) book
Message-ID: <a592807f.d437076f.819d600@mira03.co.oakland.mi.us>
We are trying to locate a book titled: Our Pioneers: Families
of Early Oakland County, Michigan. Published 1888, Addendum

published in 1917
We would like to develop a list of libraries that we can
refer patrons to; also, if someone has duplicate copies of
the book and addendum we would be interested in obtaining it
for our collection.
An index is available through AncestryPlus and we are
getting queries about the book.
Thank you
Linda Sutton
suttonl@co.oakland.mi.us
Oakland County Research Library
1200 N. Telegraph
Dept 453
Pontiac MI 48341-0453
From vctinney at dcn.org Sat Feb 26 00:58:40 2005
From: vctinney at dcn.org (V. Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Sat Feb 26 00:40:20 2005
Subject: [Genealib] DNA and Genealogy: Understanding exactly how tests
reinforce folk ideologies
Message-ID: <42201010.2000608@dcn.org>
---------------------------------------------DNA and Genealogy: Understanding exactly
how tests reinforce folk ideologies
---------------------------------------------DNA testing for Genealogy
. . .
[The tests are not yet accurate enough to prove
100% the exact generation in the family tree.]
. . .
[By using average (or soon, individual) marker mutation
rates it is possible to compare two profiles and backcalculate how long ago their most recent common
ancestor lived. This method is derived from
anthropological science and although of some use,
has a margin of error that reduces its usefulness
in individual family history studies.]
. . .
http://www.genuki.org.uk/big/bigmisc/DNA.html
Showing Who They Really Are:
Commercial Ventures in Genetic Genealogy
Paper presented at the American
Anthropological Association
Annual Meeting November 22, 2003,
by Deborah A. Bolnick
University of California, Davis
[Ph.D. Candidate, UC Davis (Biological
Anthropology), Lecturer in Anthropology,
University of Texas, Austin.]
[Over the past decade, a number of private
companies have been established that make
genetic testing available to the general public.

At least 17 such companies currently exist in
the United States and Britain, and additional
ones can be found elsewhere in Europe. These
companies provide a wide array of services
and products, but the most common are genetic
tests for reconstructing one's personal genealogical
history. These genetic genealogy tests will be
the focus of my paper today. After briefly
describing the variety of tests available, I will
discuss three specific examples in more detail
to illustrate how such tests reinforce a number
of folk ideologies about the structure of the human
gene pool.]
. . .
[They oversimplify and misrepresent the pattern
of human genetic variation, and they suggest
that genetic units are more congruent with racial
and cultural ones than they actually are.]
http://66.102.7.104/search?q=cache:pX_tD9OcSH4J:shrn.stanford.edu/workshops/
revisitingrace/
Bolnick2003.doc+using+dna+to+trace+genealogy+and+family+history+accuracy&hl=en
Native American DNA? Tests:
What are the Risks to Tribes?
. . .
[The science of Native American DNA testing
. . .
The tests can fail to detect Native American
ancestry in individuals with Native American
ancestors, and incorrectly identify it in others
who do not have such ancestors.]
. . .
http://66.102.7.104/search?q=cache:reoVhVlgrLgJ:shrn.stanford.edu/workshops/
revisitingrace/TallBear_Bolnick.doc+%22Deborah+A.+Bolnick%22&hl=en
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
Who's Who in America, Millennium Edition [54th] - 2004
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry, [both editions]
Genealogy and Family History Internet Web Directory
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/
From traci.thompson at gmail.com Mon Feb 28 09:40:22 2005
From: traci.thompson at gmail.com (Traci Thompson)
Date: Mon Feb 28 09:22:20 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Re: genealib Digest, Vol 17, Issue 23
In-Reply-To: <20050225170013.433AF5C3DE@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20050225170013.433AF5C3DE@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <efca8b2a05022806407f0d34d0@mail.gmail.com>
If it's like the Edgecombe County, NC book on Ancestry, (database
compiled by Cynthia Herrin), then it probably doesn't exist. Search
the Genealib archive for Edgecombe and a thread from a few years ago
on the Edgecombe book will come up.
Check to see if the database based on the Our Pioneers book was

compiled by Cythia Herrin.
authenticity!

If so, you might have reason to be wary of

Traci Thompson
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Braswell Memorial Library
> From: <suttonl@co.oakland.mi.us>
> Subject: [Genealib] Oakland County (MI) book
> To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> Message-ID: <a592807f.d437076f.819d600@mira03.co.oakland.mi.us>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
>
> We are trying to locate a book titled: Our Pioneers: Families
> of Early Oakland County, Michigan. Published 1888, Addendum
> published in 1917
>
> We would like to develop a list of libraries that we can
> refer patrons to; also, if someone has duplicate copies of
> the book and addendum we would be interested in obtaining it
> for our collection.
>
> An index is available through AncestryPlus and we are
> getting queries about the book.
>
> Thank you
>
> Linda Sutton
> suttonl@co.oakland.mi.us
> Oakland County Research Library
> 1200 N. Telegraph
> Dept 453
> Pontiac MI 48341-0453
>
From RRoberts at cslib.org Mon Feb 28 14:55:22 2005
From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Mon Feb 28 14:35:54 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Registration for New England Regional Genealogical
Conference
Message-ID: <s22330f4.053@ns2.cslib.org>
Just a reminder for anyone planning to
Regional Genealogical Conference March
Maine, to qualify for the "Early Bird"
registration must be postmarked BEFORE

attend the Eighth New England
31-April 3, 2005 in Portland,
$99 registration fee your
March 1, 2005.

For more information on the Conference, see www.nergc.org.
Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head
History and Genealogy Unit
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
From diane at kovacs.com Mon Feb 28 19:49:13 2005

From: diane at kovacs.com (Diane K. Kovacs)
Date: Mon Feb 28 19:31:04 2005
Subject: [Genealib] "Genealogical Research on the Web" Parts 1-4 Web-based
Workshops
Message-ID: <p06110410be496b13b8d5@[192.168.1.33]>
"Genealogical Research on the Web"

Parts 1-4.

Part 1 Introduction to Genealogical Research on the Web - Free
Part 2. Finding and Using Genealogical Reference & Documentation
Tools on the Web $100
Part 3. Networking with Fellow Genealogical Researchers & Living
Family Members on the Web $100
Part 4. Researching International, African American, & Native
American Ancestors on the Web $100
Parts 1-4. Genealogical Research on the Web (inclusive) $275
These are Web-based workshops that may be taken individually or as a
group.
You will work with the Web Teacher through email and Web.?
Register anytime to work-at-your-own pace in 2005-2006.
http://www.kovacs.com/register.html
Agenda
Syllabii at http://www.kovacs.com/training.html
Overview
In this Web-based hands-on workshops, students will learn to
effectively use the Web to locate high quality resources for
genealogical research.
Audience
No genealogical research knowledge is assumed.
-Diane K. Kovacs diane@kovacs.com
Genealogical Research on the Web 2002 Neal-Schuman
http://www.neal-schuman.com/db/1/281.html
Genealogical Research on the Web Parts 1-4 Web-based workshops
Register to work with the Web-Teacher 2005-2006
http://www.kovacs.com/training.html
From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Mon Feb 28 19:55:46 2005
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Mon Feb 28 19:37:15 2005
Subject: [Genealib] What's New in RELIC (March 2005)
Message-ID: <16A9005EDEB2D611BDE000306E015F1601741E9A@chinn1.pwc.ad>
WHAT'S NEW IN RELIC
March 2005

The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History

Prince William Public Library System
Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109.
703-792-4540 www.pwcgov.org/library <http://www.pwcgov.org/library>
Email: relic2@pwcgov.org <mailto:RELIC2@pwcgov.org> .

To read the latest lists of new materials in RELIC (through the end of
February) click on
http://www.pwcgov.org/default.aspx?topic=040034001060002048
<http://www.pwcgov.org/default.aspx?topic=040034001060002048>

Following are upcoming programs at Bull Run Regional Library related to
local history and genealogy. Sign language interpretation of library
programs is available if requested three weeks in advance.

Tuesday, March 22, 7:30 p.m.
PLANNING FOR SUCCESSFUL GENEALOGICAL RESEARCH
IN NORTHERN VIRGINIA
Knowing where to efficiently find information is one of the
keys to successful research. Spend an hour learning where original,
microfilmed and published information about families from Northern
Virginia can be found today. The speaker will be
Ms. Marty Hiatt,
C.G.R.S. [Certified Genealogical Records Searcher], editor of Northern
Virginia Genealogy, a magazine that focuses on Prince William and
several nearby counties.
Seating is limited. To register for this free program, stop by the
library at 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109, call RELIC at (703)
792-4540 or email us at relic2@pwcgov.org <mailto:relic2@pwcgov.org> .
Tuesday, April 26, 7:30 p.m.
PUBLISHING YOUR FAMILY HISTORY
If you have visions of sharing your family research with your family or
the world, you need to consider methods of distribution. Craig R.
Scott, C.G.R.S., will present advice for publishing your family history,
Tuesday, April 26, from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m., at Bull Run Regional Library.
Mr. Scott is proprietor of Willow Bend Books in Westminster, Maryland,
and Heritage Books of Bowie, Maryland. His companies have been
described as the largest genealogy publisher in the United States, with
over 12,000 titles in stock. In addition, Mr. Scott is a professional
genealogist, and an authority on federal military archives.
Seating is limited.

To register for this free program, stop by the

library at 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109, call RELIC at (703)
792-4540 or email us at relic2@pwcgov.org <mailto:relic2@pwcgov.org> .
The Genealogy Doctor Is In

Schedule a private, 30-minute visit with RELIC's Don Wilson to start
your research or discuss and analyze an historical or genealogical
problem that has stumped you. First and Third Thursdays of each month,
10:00 a.m. - 12 noon.
(Upcoming available dates:
10:00, 10:45, 11:30 a.m.

March 17, April 7 and 21)

Choice of times:

Call RELIC at 703-792-4540 for a free appointment.

Saturday, May 14, 7-11 p.m.

SPECIAL LIBRARY EVENT

State Archivist Set to Speak at "RELIC After Dark."
Virginia State Archivist Conley L. Edwards will be the featured speaker
at "RELIC After Dark," an exceptional event set for Saturday, May 14, at
Bull Run Regional Library in Manassas. The evening's activities will
highlight and benefit the Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center (RELIC),
Prince William Public Library System's special collection for genealogy
and local history.
The fundraiser is described as "an exciting evening of food, drink, fun
and history." It opens at 7 p.m. with a mixer featuring hors d'oeuvres
and assorted beverages, including wine and beer. At 8 p.m., Library
Director Dick Murphy and Don Wilson, head of RELIC, will give
introductory remarks. Mr. Edward's presentation, beginning at 8:30, is
entitled "The Place of History in Our Communities." Dessert and coffee
will be served and door prizes awarded at 9:30. Throughout the evening,
until 11 p.m., the library's resources will be available for those
interested in family or historical research.
Mr. Edwards has served with the State Archives in Richmond
since 1974 and has headed the department for the past nine years. His
education includes a master's degree in American history from the
University of Richmond. His writings on historical and genealogical
topics have appeared in a variety of state and regional publication,
including Civil War Times, Illustrated; William and Mary Quarterly; and
The Magazine of Virginia Genealogy. As State Archivist he serves as the
Chairman of the Virginia Board for Geographic Names. He serves as the
coordinator for the State Historical Records Advisory Board, having been
appointed by Governors Allen, Gilmore, and Warner to that position. He
is currently a member of the board of directors of the Council of State
Historical Records Coordinators. He is also Director of the Archival
and Information Services Division, Library of Virginia.

Admission to this special event is $25 per person.

Dressy

casual attire is suggested.
Space is limited. Registrations will be
accepted until May 6, addressed to RELIC, Bull Run Regional Library,
8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109. Checks should be made out to
"PWPLS."
Additional tax-deductible contributions to support RELIC will
also be accepted.
Named for Library founder Ruth E. Lloyd, the department is
open daily, the same hours as Bull Run Regional Library. Books,
microfilm, special electronic databases, and high-speed internet access,
with staff assistance, are among the resources that RELIC provides. For
further information, call us at 703-792-4540.
#
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050228/830edd0d/
attachment.htm
From Heather.McLeland-Wieser at spl.org Mon Feb 28 21:27:33 2005
From: Heather.McLeland-Wieser at spl.org (Heather McLeland-Wieser)
Date: Mon Feb 28 21:09:33 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Clippings - at the end
Message-ID: <s22362b4.030@gwmail.spl.org>
Thanks to all of you who answered my query regarding clipping newspapers. I'm
amazed to find that so many of us still clipping and thrilled that so many of us
are actively indexing even when we aren't clipping. Genealogy librarians are an
amazing group of people.
thanks
Heather McLeland-Wieser
Genealogy Librarian &
Manager
History Travel & Maps
Seattle Public Library
Change Happens - Progress Takes Effort
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050228/df1af888/
attachment.htm

